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#34(L) 

Memorandum 63-57 

Subject: study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence 
(Article V. Privileges) 

12/12/63 

The tentative recommendation on the Privileges Article should be 

approved for printing a-" the December meeting. We must have this tenta-

tive recamoendation available in printed form as BOon as possible so that 

we may make a broad distribution for comments. 

This memorandum contains an analysis of the camoents we received on 

this tentative recommendation and additional suggestions for changes made 

by the staff. The comments we received are set out in the attached exhibits: 

Exhibit I 
Page 1 -- Comments of Northern Section of state Bar Committee 
Pages 2-3 -- Comments of Southern Section of State Bar CoIDm1ttee 
Pages 4-6 -- Special comments of Mr. Mark P. Robinson, a member 

of the state Bar Committee . 

Exhibit II -- Comments of Professor Arthur H. Sherry 

Exhibit III -- COJIIIlents of Dr. Menke 

Exhibit IV - - Comments of Dr. Galioni 

Exhibit V -- COJIIIlents of Robert p. McNamee, Deputy County Counsel, 
Santa Clara County (personal comments not to be attri
buted to COunty Counsel) 

Exhibit VI -- Comments of office of District Attorney, Alameda County 

Exhibit VII -- Comments prepared by office of County Counsel, San 
:Bernardino County 

Exhibit VIII -- On~.y response obtained from office of Attorney General 
(indicating that office too busy to cOJllllent) 

We will prepare a supplement to this memorandum to forward ~ C<lIllIDents 

received after this memorandum has been completed. 

We enclose an additional copY of the tentative recommendation 80 that 

C you can mark suggested changes in language on it prior to the meeting and 
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turn it in to the staff at the meeting. (We have previously sent you a copy 

of the tentative recommendation and suggested that you file it in your loose

leaf binder entitled "Uniform Rules of Evidence as Revised to Date.") You 

will note that we revised the tentative recommendation to include headings 

and authorities atter it was distributed for comments. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Before undertaking a rule by rule analysis of the comments, we should 

mention that we sent the tentative recommendation to the following groups 

and requested their comments by November 1, 1963, but we had not received 

any comments by December 11: 

Special Committee of the League of california Cities 

state Division of Administrative Procedure 

Office of the Attorney General 

Miscellaneous others 

Note that the Northern Section of the State Bar CoI!lmittee is in 

general agreement with the tentative recommendation (Exhibit I, yellow 

pages, page l). The Southern Section is in general agreement except for 

Rule 23.5 (privilege of spouse not to testify against other spouse) and 

Rule 28(2}(a} (a proviSion of the IlBrital confidential C'O!!J1!Im1 cations pri

vilege) (Exhibit I, yellow pages, pages 2-3). 

We plan to make minor changes in punctuation, etc., prior to printing 

the tentative recommendation. We will also incorporate SUggestions of can-

missioners on the content of the comments into the recommendation before we 

Bend it to the printer. 

RULE BY RULE ANALYSIS 

The following is a rule by rule analysis of the tentative recomn¥milat.j,.,n 

Significant comments we received from various interested persons are noted. 

Some staff suggestions are also llBiIe. 
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Rule 22.3. 

This rule (pages 6-8 of tentative recommendation) has been drafted 

in accordance with instructions fram the Commission, but the language of 

the rule has not been approved by the COmmission. 

The staff suggests that subdivision (3) be revised to read: 

(3) "Presiding officer" means the person authorized to rule 
on a claim of privilege in the proceeding in which the claim is made. 

None of the comments objected to this section. 

Rule 22.5., 

No objections were made to Rule 22.5 (pages 9-10 of tentative recom

mendation) making privileges applicable in all types of proceedings. Exhibit 

VII (second white exhibit) commends the approach taken by the Commission, 

and the other comments either approve the approach or do not object to it. 

Rule 23. 

No objections were made to Rule 23 (pages ll-12 of tentative 

reco~ndation). 

The staff suggests that the words "or proceeding" be deleted fram s"h·· 

divisions (1) and (2) of the revised rule. The words "criminal action" io 

defined in Penal Code § 683. We have defined "criminal action or proceeding" 

in Rule 22.3. We woul.d not want the Rule 23 priVilege, for example, to 

apply in writ proceedings, as distinguished from a criminal action. 

Rule 23.5. 

The policy of this rule was approved by the CommiSSion, but the la.ngllage 

of the rule has not been approved. 

There were a mIIIIber of comments on Rule 23.5 (pages 13-17 of tentative 

recommendation). 
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The Northern Section of the State Bar Cormnittee approved, Le., did not 

object to, the section; the Southern Section, however, disapproved this 

section and. "felt that no case was made for changing the present California 

law." See Exhibit I, yellow pages, page 2. 

Mr. Mark P. Robinson, a member of the Southern Section of the State 

Bar Cormnittee, 'WrOte a separate comment on Rule 23.5 (Exhibit I, yellow 

pages, pages 4-5). He suggests, first, that the privilege be given to both 

spouses subject to the exceptions listed in subdivision (1) of Rule 23.5; 

and, second, that the testifying spouse (only) have the privilege where 

there has been a crime against the child of either. "The reason for this 

suggestion is that there may be instances, especially in minor crimes, 

where the witness spouse may wish to overlook offenses against him, or 

her, in order to preserve the marital relationship. At the very least, the 

word 'crime' should be changed to apply only to felony cases. Under the 

present proposal the prosecution could require the witness spouse to testify 

against the defendent spouse on any silly little misdemeanor cormn1tted 

against a third person while in the course of cormnitting a 'technical crime' 

against the witness spouse." 

Mr. Robert P. McNamee (Exhibit V, first white pages, pages 3-5) seems 

to believe that both spouses should have the privilege under Rule 23.5. 

The County Counsel of San Bernardino County pOints out, correctly, 

that if the rule is that only the holder of the privilege can secure a 

reversal if a privilege is incorrectly disallowed (although this is not 

explicit since Rule 40 so providing was deleted), then the defendent in a 

criminal case has no remedy if Rule 23.5 is violated since the testifying 

spouse is the holder of the privilege. (Exhibit VII, second white pages, 
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page 5.) The following policy questions are presented in connection with 

Rule 23.5: 

(1) Should the privilege belong only to the testifying spouse? The 

staf'f recommends that this feature of Rule 23.5 be retained. The reasons 

given in the tentative recommendation do make a case for this feature of 

the Rule. 

(2) If the testifying spouse is to be the privilege holder, it is 

suggested that Rule 40 be reconsidered and approved in the following form: 

A party may predicate error on a rnling disallowing a claim 
of privilege only if he is the holder of the privilege, except that 
a party may predicate error on a rnling disallowing a claim of pri
vilege by his spouse under Rule 23.5. 

The underlined exception gives the party spouse assurance that he can 

obtain the benefits of RIlle 23.5 when the testifying spouse claims the 

privilege. Rule 23.5 is designed for protection of both spouses, even 

thou~ only the testifying spouse is the holder of the privilege. 

(3) It is suggested that paragraph (c) be revised to broaden the 

scope of protection prov~_ded by Rule 23.5 if the privilege is to be hel", 

only by the testifying Bpouse. The revised paragraph would read (with 

changes from the paragraph as set out in the tentative recommendation shrnm); 

(c) A criminal action or proceeding in which one of the 
spouses is charged with (1) a crime against the person or property 
[et-~ke-e~seF-B~~se-e~l of a child of either spouse, whether com
mitted before or after marriage, or (ii) [a-eFtme-aga!BB~-~Re-~eFBeB 
eF-~~~f-Bt-a-~R!~-peFBBB-eeme!ttea-!a-~Re-e9RPBe-et-eemmi~t1Rg 
a-eFiEe-a8aiHBt-~Re-9tBeF-B~e~BeT-waetaeF-peteFe-eF-~eF-maFP!aas, 
e'p-~lUtl bigs.my or adultery, or [t3.vtl (iii) a crime defined by 
Section zrO or zrOa of the Penal Code. --

It is suggested that the language in strikeout be deleted because under 

Rule 23.5 the testifying spouse should be permitted 'GO determine not to 

testify against his spouse even though his spouse is charged with a crime 

against the testifying spouse or against a third person while committing 
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a crime against the testifying spouse. This will permit the testifying 

spouse either to determine that he wiShes to testify or to determine that 

he wishes to preserve the marriage relationship in a case that might involv. 

merely a technical crime. 

(4) If the revision suggested in (3), above, is not approved, the 

words "the person or property of" should be added in subdivision (1)( c)(11) 

before "the other spouse" to eliminate an ambignity. 

(5) Should subdivision (2) be retained? Row does the prosecution 

determine whether a spouse is waiving his privilege not to be called? 

HOw would a party determine this in a civil case? Is Rule 39 not adequate 

to deal with this probelem? 

(6) Please note the waiver provisions in subdivisions (3) and (4). 

Should subdivision (3) be revised to read: 

(3) Unless wrongfully compelled to do so, a person who testtlies 
in a particular proceeding does not have a privilege under this lUI" ,
that proceeding. 

The langllage set out above seems more appropriate for the privilege con-

tained in Rule 23.5. The language set out above is intended to make clear 

that once the married person begins to testify, the privilege under Rule 

23.5 is gone. The privilege not to disclose confidential communications 

would, of course, remain. The language of subdivision (3) as contained 

in the tentative reccnmendetion mtght give the impression that a spouse 

could testify concerning a particular matter, but then refuse under Rule 

23.5 to testify concerning another matter at issue in the same proceeding. 

Rule 24. 

There were no objections to Rule 24 (pages 18-19 of tentative 

re COlll!llenda tion) • 
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Rule 25. 

There were no objections to Rule 25 (pages 20-25a of 

tentative recommendation). 

One writer suggested, however, that the privilege might 

be extended to include matters which would violate regulations 

of an administrative agency and which could result in punitive 

action by that agency, See Exhibit V, first series of white 

sheets, page 3. There seems to be no justification for such 

an extension of the traditional self-incrimination privilege 

and to so extend the p~ivilege might unduly hamper administra

tive regulation. 

Rule 26. 

There were no objections to Rule 26 (pages 26-42 of 

tentative recommendation). 

One writer suggested, however, that the attorney's wor~ 

product privilege be clarified and that a separate provision 

might be included specifically setting out the right of the 

governing bodies of public entities to confer with their 

attorney on legal matters. See Exhibit V, first series of 

white sheets, page 5. These do not appear to be desirable 

additions to Rule 26. 

Law enforcement officers may object to the elimination 

of the eavesdropper exception in this rule and the other 

rules. See Exhibit VII, second series of white sheets, page 11. 

The staff suggests the following matters for Commission 

consideration in connection with Rule 26: 
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(1) The last portion of the introductory clause of 

subdivision (2) should be revised to read (changes in approved 

language shown): 

if [Be-e±a~~s-tBe-~F~¥~±ege,] the communication was a 
confidential communication between client and lawyer [,] 
and the [~eFseR-e±a~m~Rg-tBe-~F~v~±ege-~s] privilege is 
claimed by: 

The rule is simplified by the change which eliminates unnecessary 

language. 

(2) If the above suggestion is approved, a similar change 

should be made in other rules that take the same form as Rule 26. 

Rule 27. 

There were no objections to Rule 27 (pages 43-56a of 

tentative recommendation). If page 56a is missing from your 

copy, this page reads: 

is public, whether it is reported or filed pursuant to 
a statute or an ordinance, charter, regulation, or other 
provision. There is no comparable exception in existing 
California law; it is a desirable exception, however, 
because no valid purpose is served by preventing the 
evidentiary use of relevant information that is requir~u 
to be reported and made public. 

Rule 27.5. 

There were a number of comments on Rule 27.5 (pages 57-64 

of tentative recommendation). These comments present the 

following policy questions: 

(1) Who should be included in the definition of "psycho

therapist"? Professor Sherry (Exhibit II, blue page) suggests 

that the privilege as far as psychologists are concerned be 

limited to Cases when he is examining or treating a patient 
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while under the direction of a psychiatrist. Dr. Monke 

(Exhibit III, pink page 2) makes the same suggestion. This 

suggestion should receive serious Cowmission consideration. 

Professor Sherry (Exhibit II, blue page) suggests that it 

is unwise to embrace within the meaning of "psychotherapist" 

any practitioner of medicine; he believes that the definition 

ought to be limited to those doctors of medicine who are 

certified to practice psychiatry. We were unable to find any 

California statute pursuant to which a doctor of medicine is 

"certified to practice psychiatry." The Governor~s commission 

defined a psychiatrist as follows: 

"psychiatrist" means a person licensed to practice 
medicine who devotes a substantial portion of his time 
to the practice of psychiatry, or a person reasonably 
believed by the patient to be so qualified. 

The definition of the Governor's commission would seem to 

satisfy Professor Sherry's objection and would appear to 

create no serious problems in determining "rho is a "psychiatrist" 

for the purposes of the statute. 

(2) Professor Sherry (Exhibit II, blue sheet) suggests 

that the psychotherapist privilege should not apply in any 

criminal action or proceeding in which the defendant has 

raised any issue concerning his mental capacity or mental 

condition. If this exception were included in the privilege, 

it would meet the objections of the office of the District 

Attorney of Alameda County (Exhibit VI, green pages). Such an 

exception should not undermine the privilege to any great 
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extent, yet it would make it possible to obtain psychiatric 

testimony on the issue of "legal insanity" or ability to have 

specific criminal intent. The patient would still be pro

tected in criminal cases unless he raises the issue of his 

mental condition. Protection against prosecution for criminal 

conduct disclosed to the psychiatrist would still be provided, 

for the exception would not permit this conduct to be disclosed 

in a prosecution unless the issue of mental condition is raised 

by the defendant. A careful reading of Exhibit VI is suggested 

in connection with this matter. [It should be noted, however, 

that the objections of the Alameda County District Attorney 

are apparently based on the assumption that a psychiatric 

examination by a psychotherapist retained by the county would 

fall within the privilege--a doubtful assumption since such 

an examination probably would not be considered to be a 

confidential comm~~ication unless the situation is misrepre

sented to the defendant by the county and he mistakenly 

believes that the psychotherapist will hold the disclosures 

in confidence.] 

The objection of the Alameda County District Attorney 

that the privilege as contained in the tentative recommendation 

will permit the defendant to shop around to find a favorable 

psychotherapist seems to be well taken. This objection would 

be met by the exception suggested by Professor Sherry. 

(3) It is suggested by the staff that subdivision (4) (h) 

be revised to read: 
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(h) If the psychotherapist is appointed to 
[ae~-ae-~eye~~FaF~e~-feFJ examine or treat the 
patient by order of a court. 

The language of the tentative reccmmendation might be more 

restrictive than the language suggested above. It might not 

include a psychotherapist appointed for the sole purpose of 

examining the defendant. The suggested language is believed 

to carry out the Commission's intent. 

(4) Professor Sherry (Exhibit II, blue sheet) suggests 

the deletion of paragraph (j) of subdivision (4). However, 

it appears that he did not fully appreciate the effect of 

this paragraph. San Bernardino County (Exhibit VII, second 

white sheets, pages 14-15) suggests the deletion of this 

paragraph and, in so doing, indicates a full appreciation 

of the effect of the paragraph. It would appear that this 

objection would be met if the suggestion earlier made--that 

the privilege does not apply where the defendant raises the 

issue of his mental condition--were adopted. Then the proposed 

rule would be fair both to the prosecution and the defendant. 

The staff recommends that paragraph (j) be retained for 

the reasons stated in the comment in the tentative recommendation. 

(5) Dr. Monke (Exhibit III, pink pages, page 1) is con-

cerned about hospital records. See Exhibit III. It does not 

appear to the staff that any revision of the tentative 

recommendation is needed. 

(6) Dr. Galioni (Exhibit IV, gold pages, page 2) suggests 

that the psychotherapist be permitted to refuse to disclose 
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even though the patient has consented to disclosure. The 

staff suggests that the recommendation not be changed. 

(7) Dr. Galioni also suggests that a problem might 

arise where, as a condition of probation, an individual is 

required to undergo psychotherapy. The staff does not believe 

any problem would arise--the privilege will be applicable 

unless the psychotherapist is appointed by court order. 

(8) The letter of transmittal to psychotherapists 

pointed out that the privilege would protect the patient in 

cases where it is sought to commit him for mental illness. 

No one who responded objected to the lack of an exception in 

this case. We have written to various psychotherapists to 

determine whether they have an opinion as to whether such an 

exception would be desirable. 

Various other comments on Rule 27.5 are contained in 

Exhibit V, first white sheets, at pages 6-7, but we do not 

believe that the comments merit Commission attention. 

Rule 28. 

There were a number of comments on Rule 28 (pages 65-71 

of the tentative recommendation). 

The following policy decisions are presented for 

Commission consideration: 

(1) Although the Northern Section of the State Bar 

Committee did not object to subdivision (2)(a), the Southern 

Section was in considerable disagreement concerning this 

subdivision. Some members believed that the subdivision 
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should be deleted entirely; another would restrict it to 

crimes; one would approve it as is. The exception is not 

found in existing California law. See Exhibit I, yellow 

pages, pages 2 and 6. 

(2) The T~orthern Section (ExhiCit I, yellow pages, 

page 1) notes that subdivision (2)(h) is inconsistent with 

subdivision (2) of Rule 37. Subdivision (2)(h) provides that 

there is no privilege if the person from whom disclosure of 

the communication is sought obtained his knowledge of the 

communication with the knowledge or consent of one of the 

spouses. Subdivision (2) of Rule 37 deals with waiver where 

there are joint holders of a privilege and provides that 

waiver by one is not waiver for the other. The staff does 

not believe that any adjustment is necessary. Paragraph (h) 

is merely intended to restrict the eavesdropper protection 

provi:ied by the statute to cases where the information was 

wrongfully obtained. Thus, paragraph (h) is not concerned 

with waiver. As pointed out by Exhibit VII (second series 

of white pages, pages 17-18), neither spouse is permitted to 

testify merely because of paragraph (h). The hearsay objection 

will keep out t8stimony by the third person in most ,iudicial 

proceedings (but not necessarily in other types of proceedings). 

(3) Subdivision (2)(c)(ii) should be revised to read: 

(ii) a crime against the person or property of 
a third person committed in the course of co~mitting 
a crime against the person or property of the other, or 

This revision will eliminate an ambiguity that exists in the 
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URE language. Note that Rule 23.5 would (if revised as 

previously suggested) permit a spouse to refuse to testify 

in a case covered by sUbdivision (2)(c)(ii) of Rule 28; but 

if the spouse testifies, the communication will come in because 

of the Rule 28 exception. 

(4) Subdivision (2)(c)(iv) should be revised to read: 

(iv) [aeseFt~eB-ef-tBe-etBeF-eF-ef-a-eR~la-ef 
e~tReF] a crime defined by Section 270 or 270a of the 
Penal Code. 

The suggested language is taken from Penal Code Section 1322. 

The sections referred to are the sections relating to failure 

to provide support for a child (Section 270) or wife (Section 

270a). The revi~ion would substitute language for the 

California equivalent of the crimes described in subdivision 

(2)(c)(iv) of the URE. 

(5) One writer suggested (Exhibit VII, page 17) that 

subdivision (2)(g) is undesirable from a policy standpoint. 

Rule 28.5. 

This rule (pages 72-73 of the tentative recommendation) 

was approved by the only writer who commented on it. See 

Exhibit VII (second series white sheets) page 18. 

Should this rule be revised to read: 

Whenever a privilege is claimed on the ground that 
the matter sought to be disclosed is a communication 
made in confidence in the course of the lawyer-client, 
physiCian-patient, psychotherapist-patient, or husband
wife relationship, the communication is presumed to 
have been made in confidence and the opponent of the 
claim of privilege has the burden of proof to establish <:;h1:;:' 
the communication was not intended to be confidential. 
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Rule 29. 

No one objected to this rule (pages 73-75 of tentative recommendati.on \. 

Rule 30. 

There was no objection to the deletion of this rule (page 76 of 

tentative recommendation). 

Rule 31. 

There was no objection to this rule (page 77 of tentative recommendatio:~). 

Rule 32. 

There was no objection to this rule (pages 78-79 of tentative 

recommendation). 

Rule 33. 

There was no objection to the deletion of this rule (page 80 of ten~,

tive recommendation). 

Rule 34. 

We received comments objecting to this rule (pages 81-85 of the 

tentative recommendation). 

Exhibit VII, second series of white pages, pages 20-22, objects to 

permitting an adverse order in a criminal case or in a disciplinary proC'e:M-v' 

where disclosure is forbidden by state or federal statute. The objection 

seems to be well taken in the case of a federal statute and the staff 

suggests that "an Act of the Congress of the United States or" be deleted 

from subdivision (2)(a). This deletion is consistent with the policy con

tained in subdivision (3) which prevents making an adverse order where the 

federal government refuses to disclose information. People v. Parham, 60 

Ca1.2d , 34 Cal. Rptr. , 385 P.2d (1963) (prior statements of 

prosecution witnesses withheld by Federal Bureau of Investigation; denial 

of motion to strike witnesses' testimony affirmed). 
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Where the statute involved is a state statute, however, the staff 

believes that an adverse order is appropriate, for it is the state that 

is prosecuting and the state that is withholding the infomation from the 

defendant. 

See also the Comments of the District Attorney of Alameda County 

objecting to Rules 34 and 36 (Exhibit VI, green pages, pages 4- 5). 

In the discussion of Rule 36, a recommendation is made for the 

addition of another subdivision to Rule 34. 

Rule 35. 

There were no objections to the de: ,tion of Rllle 35 (pages 86-88 of 

the tentative recommendation). 

The County Counsel of San Bernardino County did not object to this 

rule (pages 89-91 of the tentative recommendation). See his comments on 

Rule 34, however. 

The District Attorney of Alameda County objected to the Rule. See 

Exhibit VI, green pages, pages 4-5. He pOints out that the rule is contrary 

to the holding in People v. Keener, 55 C.2d 714, 12 Cal. Rptr. 859, 361 P.2d 

587 (1961) which held that "where a search is made pursuant to a warrant 

valid on its face, the prosecution is not required to reveal the identity 

of the informer in order to establish the legality of the search and the 

a.dm1ssib ility of the evidence obtained as a result of it." 

The following changes should be made in Rule 36 to correct typo-

graphical errors: The reference to "subdivision (3) in the fourth line 

of subdivision (1) should be a reference to "subdivision (2)"; subdivisions 

(3) and (4) on page 89 should be redesignated as subdivisions (2) and (3). 
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The staff suggests a new subdivision (4) be added to Rule 36 to read: 

(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3), where a search is made 
pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not 
required to reveal the identity of the informer to the defendant 
in order to establish the legality of the search and the admissibility 
of the evidence obtained as a resu1t of it. 

The reference to subdivision (3) is to the subdivision formerly designated 

as subdivision (4). The following quotation from People v. Keener justifies 

this addition: 

We stated in the Priestly case (50 Cal.2d at p. 818) that, if 
the testimony as to the communications of the informant is necessary 
to establish the legality of the search, the defendant must be per
mitted to ascertain the identity of the informant in order to have a 
fair opportunity to rebut the testimony, that otherwise the officer 
giving the testimony wou1d become the sole and unimpeachable judge 
of what is probable cause to make the search, and that such a holding 
wou1d destroy the exclusionary rule of People v. Gahan, 44 Cal.2d 
434, 445 [282 P.2d 905, 50 A.L.R.2d 513J.In the Cahan case we held 
that evidence obtained by officers illegally entering a house should 
be excluded because, notwithstanding the serious disadvantages of 
excluding probative evidence of the commission-of a ~riree, a court 
should not .lend,its aid'to illegal methods of obtaining evidence. 
In the words· of the United States Supreme Court in the recent deci~:ion 
of Elkins v. United States (1960), 364 U,S. 206, 217 [80 S.ct. 1437, 
1444, 4 L.Ed.2d 1669, 1677], the purpose of such an exclusionary 
ru1e "is to deter--to compel respect for the constitutional guaranty 
in the only effectively available way--by removing the incentive to 
disregard it." 

If a search is made pursuant to a warrant valid on its face 
and the only objection is that it was based on information given 
to a police officer by an unnamed informant, there is substantial 
protection against unlawful search and the necessity of applying 
the exclusionary ru1e in order to remove the incentive to engage 
in unlawful searches is not present. The warrant, of course, is 
issued by a magistrate, not by a police officer, and will be issued 
only when the magistrate is satisfied by the supporting affidavit 
that there is probable cause. He may, if he sees fit, require 
disclosure of the identity of the informant before issuing the 
warrant or require that the informant be brought to him. The 
requirement that an affidavit be presented to the magistrate and 
his control over the issuance of the warrant diminish the danger 
of illegal action, and it does not appear that there has been 
frequent abuse of the search warrant procedure. One of the 
purposes of the adoption of the exclusionary ru1e was ,to further 
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the use of warrants, and it obviously is not desirable to place 
unnecessary burdens upon their use. The additional protection 
which would result from application of the Priestly rule in situations 
such as the one involved here would not offset the disadvantages of 
excluding probative evidence of crime and obstructing the flow of 
information to police. It follows from what we have said that where 
a search is made pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the pro
secution is not required to reveal the identity of the informer in 
order to establish the legality of the search and the admissibility 
of the evidence obtained as a result of it. 

There is, of course, nothing novel in the view that law 
enforcement officials may be in a more favorable position where 
a warrant is obtained than where action is taken without a warrant. 
For example, decisions of the United States Supreme Court show 
that, under the Fourth Amendment, even where there is probable cause, 
officers may not search a house without first obtaining a warrant 
unless there are exceptional circumstances such as a danger that 
the evidence will be removed or destroyed. (Chapman v. United states, 
365 U.s. 610 [81 S.Ct. 776, 777 et seq., 5 L.Ed.2d 828); Johnson v. 
United States, 333 U.s. 10, 13 et seq. [68 S.Ct. 367, 92 L.Ed. 436J.) 

People v. Berger, 44 Cal.2d 459, 461-462 [282 P.2d 509], is 
distinguishable. In that case the court held inadmissible at trial 
evidence found upon a search made pursuant to a warrant which was 
similar to a general warrant, without any restriction on the area 
to be searched or the things to be seized, and which was therefore 
invalid on its face. Vlhere a warrant does not comply with the essential 
statutory and constitutional requirements relating to particularity of 
description, it cannot properly be regarded as protecting against 
unlaufu1 searches, and the policy of encouraging the use of warrants 
obviouSly does not contemplate the use of void warrants. 

The conclusion we have reached does not affect the rule that 
a defendant is entitled to know the identity of an informant in a 
case where the informant is a material witness with respect to 
facts directly relating to the defendant's guilt (People v. McShann, 
50 Cal.2d 802,806 et seq. [330 P.2d 33).) 

To be consistent with the policy expressed in People v. Keener--a 

policy that the staff believes is sound--the follouing neu subdivision 

should be added to Rule 34: 

(4) Notuithstanding subdivision (3), where a search is made 
pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not 
required to reveal official information to the defendant in order to 
establish the legality of the search and the admissibility of the 
evidence obtained as a result of it. 

-18-
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In the comment to both Rule 34 and 36 we will ~oint out, as the 

court did in the Keener case, that the new subdivision does not affect 

the rule that a defendant is entitled to know the identity of an informant 

(or to know official information) in a case where the informant is a 

material witness with respect to facts directly relating to the defendant's 

guilt (or the official information is necessary to the defendant's ability 

to defend himself properly). 

-19-
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It is suggested in Exhibit VII -Gtat Rule 36.5 (page 92 of' the tenta-

tive recommendation) is "a rule with no teeth in it--a rule authorizing 

the ju(~ge to exclude evidence but gLing no one an effective remedy if the 

evidence is admitted." It is suggested in :EXhibit VII "that the rule state 

either that such evidence is inadmissible or that the judge has a discretion 

to exclude it, and an abuse of' discretion be constituted error against the 

person requesting its exclusion." 

The suggestion assumes that Rule 40 is the rule that liill be applicable 

(although this rule was disapproved by the Commission on the ground that it 

was existing law and unnecessary to state in the revised rules). 

The staff believes that no change should be made in Rule 36.5. If' 

the judge errs and fails to exclude evidence under Rule 36.5, the complaining 

party is in no different position than when the judge errs in failing to 

recoc;nize a privilege of a nonparty "itness. The staff' again suggests the 

desirability of' restoring Rule 40 with the revision that was suggested be 

made in Rule 40. 

Rule 37. 

There were no objections to this rule (pages 93-94c of' the tentative 

recommendation). 

Note, however, that the Northern Section of the State Bar Committee 

suggested that there was an inconsistency between subdiviSion (2) of' Rule 37 

and subdivision (2) (h) of Rule 28. As previously pointed out, no change in 

either provision appears to the staff' to be necessary. 

Exhibit VI (green pages), page 5, suggests that ;;he Commission proposal 

with reference to the Attorney-Client privilege appears to cut back on the 
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developing area of discovery by the prosecution. "Under the Commission 

definition of I confidential communication 'it would appear that any report 

of an expert obtained by the defendant after being represented by counsel 

would be a privileged communication. ';:'he law in reference to discovery 

of such reports by the prosecution is not wholly clear at the present time 

but should the proposed rule be adopted it would more than likely end any 

discovery of these reports by the prosecution. In vie,r of the fact that 

we have not yet reached the outer limits of discovery by the defense, we 

should try to preserve at least some prosecution discovery. n In connection 

with this point, consider subdivision (4) of Rule 37. 

Rule 37.5 .. 

This rule has not been approved by the Commission. The Commission 

directed that it be sent out for comments with the tentative recommendation. 

The only comment on this rule indicates that it is probably desirable. 

See L:xhibit VII (second series of white pages), page 24. Please read the 

commen·:; on the rule in Exhibit VII. The staff suggests the rule be approved. 

Rule 37.7. 

'l'his rule has not been approved by the Commission. The Commission 

directed that it be sent out for comments with the tentative recommendation. 

The only comment on this rule stated that it "seems desirable." 

See Exhibit VII (second series of white pages), page 24. The staff 

recommends approval of the rule. 

Rule 38. 

There were no objections to this rule as such. But see Exhibit VII, 

second series of "hite pages, pages 24-25. There the point is made that 

this rule, by negative implication, provides that evidence is admissible 
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against a.~yone except the holder of ~he privilege. 

T~e writer of Exhibit VII objects to this rule applying where one 

spouse is required to testify against the other or where the judge fails 

to recognize a privilege where the holder of the privilege is not present 

at the proceeding to assert the privilege. These matters were mentioned 

in connection with the pertinent rules. 

The staff suggests that Rule 38 be revised to read the ,ray it was 

enactecl in Ne" Jersey. The revised rule would read: 

Evidence of a statement or other disclosure is inadmissible 
against the holder of the privile:se if disclosure was wrongfully 
r.mde or erroneously required. 

This statement of the rule is better ·oban the previously approved rule. 

What if the physician or la,ryer claims the privilege for the absent patient 

or client? Hhat if the information is disclosed in a proceeding when another 

person ',ras the holder of the privilege and claimed it? Hoot if the informa-

tion is disclosed in a proceeding where the holder "as not present but the 

judge llrongfully required disclosure (failed to comply 1Tith Rule 36.5)? 

Is any revision of this rule needed in view of Rule 23.51 

Rule 3)). 

'E,ere were no objections to this rule (pB<;es 99-l0l of tentative 

reco~endation). 

Should there be a right to comment on the failure of a party to call 

his spouse as a witness? The staff makes no recommendation on this. 

Rule 2~O. 

The commentators have assumed that this will be the law (those that 

mentioned this rule). It was previously suggested by the staff that this 

rule be restored to the URE with a revision to provide an exception when a 

privilege is claimed under Rule 23.5. 
-22-
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Rule 40.5. 

'l'loe staff suggests "that tile follcwing new rule be added to the 

privilege article: 

Rule 40.5. Nothing in Rules 22.3 to 40, inclusive, shall 
be construed to repeal by implication any other statute of law 
relating to privileges. 

'Ihe suggested r.ule duplicates Rule 66.1 which was included in the 

tentative recommendation on hearsay evidence. 

The purpose of the rule is to make it clear that -Ghis article does 

not repeal by implication any statute relating to privilege, nor does it 

bring 'rithin any privilege any information declared by statute to be 

unprivileged or make unprivileged any infornation declared by statute to 

be privileged. 

If the proposed rule is approved, it will be clear that the following 

statutes would be retained in effect: 

C.C.P. Section 2032(b)(2) provides that requesting and obtaining a 
report of the physician's physical, mental or blood examination 
ordered under Section 2032(a), the request being by the party 
against whom the order is made, waives the privilege as to 
the testimony by other examining physicians. 

E. & S. Code Section 3197 makes -ohe physician-patient and marital 
privileges inapplicable in prosecutions or proceedings under 
law relating to prevention and control of venereal disease. 
(This section is amended in the tentative recommendation.) 

Penal Code Section 266h makes marital privilege inapplicable in 
prosecution for pimping. 

Penal Ccde Section 266i makes marital privilege inapplicable in 
prosecution for pandering. 

Penal Code Section 270e provides that in prosecutions for nonsupport 
of wife or child, "any existing provisions of lm[ prohibiting 
the disclosure of confidential communications between husband 
and wife shall not apply." (This section is amended in tentative 
reccrunendation. ) 
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Civil Coue Section 250 prOV~QCS ~nat the marital privileges do 
not apply in proceedings under the Uniform Civil Liability 
for Supporo Act. 

There are also a great number of code sections providing that 
certain information is confidential. 

Amenc1L:ents and Repeals 

']';,ere ;rere no objections to the amendments and repeals. 

The staff suggests that an additional deletion be made from 

Section 2065 (pages 108-109 of the tentative recommendation). The 

revised recommendation should state: 

Section 2065 should be revised to read: 

2065. A ;ritness must anS"1e1' questions legal and pertinent 
to the matter in issue, though his answer may establish a claim 
against himself. (~-9Qt-ke-Bee~-Bet-g~ve-aa-eBSWe?-wkiek-wi~ 
kave-a-teB~eBey~te-sQ9~get-kiE-~e-~HBisPJaeBt-fe~-a-fe19BYT-Be~ 
Ee9a-k9-gi¥e-eB-aBswe~-wBiek-will-kave-a-4i~es~-~9B4eBQy-te-4sgPQ4e 

H~a-ekaFaeteFr-'~le8s-it-ge-te-tRe-¥e~y-faet-~R-~esQe1-e~-te-Q-faet 

?yea-WBieR-tke-:aet-iR-issQe-we~~4-8e-~FesQme4T--gQ~l A witness 
must answer as to the fact of his previous convic-cion for a felony 
unless he has previously received a full and uncon~itional pardon, 
-cased upon a certificate of rehabilitation. 

- -: -.The, delete<l" l!Ulguagete-l,atins_ to an ans;rer having a tendency to 

subject the person to punishmen-c for a felony is superseded by Rules 

24 and 25. 

The language relating to an answer which would have a tendency 

to degrade his character also has been deleted. ~he ~eaning of this 

language seems to be that ~Thereas a witness must testify to non-

ir.criminating but degrading matter which is relevant to the merits 
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1 
of the case, nevertheless the .,itness is privilcged to refuse to 

eestify to such matter "hen tlle matter is relevant only for the purpose 

of impeachment. However, such privilege seems to be larcely--if not 

en~eirely--superfluous. Cede of Civil Procedure Section 2.051 provides 

that a ,ritness may not be impeached "by evidence of particular wrong-

ful acts." Manifestly, to the extent that the degrading matter 

l'cferred to in Section 2065 is '\rrongful acts," Section 2051 makes this 

portion of Section 2065 unnecessary. (The "wrongful acts" rule of 

Section 2051 would be continued in effect by Uniform Hule 22(d).) 

!.!oreover, since the witness is protected agains'.; impeachment by 

evidence of "wrongful acts," though relevant, 8.'1d against matter which 

is degrading but is irrelevant (as to which no special rule is needed), 

there seems to be little, if any, scope left to the degrading-matter 

privilege. For criticisms of this privilege, see 11igmore §§ 984, 2215, 

2255; McGovney, Self-Incriminating and Self-Disgracing Testimony, 5 

Iowa Law Bull. 174 (1920). This privilege seems -Co be seldom invoked 

in California opinions and, when invoked, it seems to be involved in 

cases in which the evidence in ~uestion could be excluded merely by 

virtue of its irrelevancy, or by virtue of Section 2051, or by virtue 

of both. See, for example, the following cases: People v. T. Wah Hing, 

15 Cal. App. 195, 203 (1911)(abortion; prosecuting witness asked on 

cross-examination who .,as father of child. Held, imn~terial--and, if 

1 
Clark v. Reese, 35 Cal. 89 (1869) (breach of promise to marry; defense 

that plaintiff had immoral relations with X; held X must answer to such 
relations, though anSlfer degradinG); San Chez v. Superior Court, 153 
Cal. App.2d 162 (1957)(separate rraintenance on Ground of cruelty; 
'cefendant required to ans.,er e.s °eo cruelty, albeit degrading). 
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asked to degrade, "equally inadmissible "); People v. Fang Chung, 

5 Cal. App. 587 (1<;07)( defendant I s witness in sta-outory rape case 

sskeo_ llhether witness "as seller of lottery tic::ets and operator of 

poker game. Held, improper, inter alia on ground of Section 2065. 

1:o-oe, however, the additional grounds for exclusion; viz. immateriality 

and Section 2051. Thus, Section 2065 "as not at all necessary for 

-che decision); People v. '.latson, 46 C.2d 818 (1956)(homicide; cross-

examination as to defendant's efforts to evade military service. 

Held, irrelevant and violative of Section 2C65). Hence, this portion 

of Section 2065 is superfluous nmT; it would lilcellise be superfluous 

under the Uniform Rule s. 

The matters covered b~ the remaining portions of Section 2065 

are covered by Rules 7(1), 21 ane_ 22 of the Uniform Rules. The repeal 

of the remaining portions of Section 2065 will be considered in the 

~entative recommendations relating to the pertinent URE rules. 

The staff believes that the privileges recommendation is the best 

place to recoll!ll1end deletion of the "deGrading matter" privilege. 

Hespectfully submHted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Rxecutive Secretary 
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Memo. 63-57 
EXHIBIT I 

HELLER, EHRI.fAN, TillITE & MC AULIFFE 
Attorneys 

14 ~bntgomery Street - San Francisco 4 

September 20, 1963 

John H. De~ully, Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

RE: Committee to Consider Uniform Rules 
of Evidence 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

The Northern Section of the Committee to Consider Uniform 
Rules of Evidence met on September 18 and 19 of 1963 to consider 
the privilege rules. Nothing was considered except the changes 
which have been made by the Law Revision Commission since our last 
study • 

It is the opinion of the Northern Section that the Law Revision 
Commission has done an excellent job in bringing correlation to the 
various rules, a factor which llas lacking before. Although in some 
places it appeared to the Northern Section that some of the changes 
and additions were over-produced, nevertheless, subject to those 
reservations which were made in our last report and which have not 
been adopted by the Law Revision Commission, and subject to the 
observation which will next hereinafter be made, the Northern Section 
approves the changes and additions. 

The exception hereinbefore noted is with respect to section 
2(h) of Rule 28. This provides an exception to the marital priv
ilege if the person from whom disclosure of the communication is 
sought obtained his knowledge of the COllIIllUIlication with the know
ledge or consent of one of the spouses. It appears to the Northern 
Section that this provision is in conflict with section 2 of Rule 37. 

Sincerely yours, 

sl 
Lawrence C. Baker, Chairman 
Committee to Consider Uniform 
Rules of Evidence 
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Law Offices 

NEI'iELL & CHESTER 
650 South Grand Avenue - Suite 500 

Los Angeles 17, California 

Madison 9-1231 

December 4, 1963 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, california 

Attention: Mr. John H. DeMoully 

Gentlemen: 

The Southern Section of the Committee to Consider Unifonn Rules 
of Evidence met on October 28, 1963, and on November 19, 1963, to con
sider certain suggestions regarding the question of privileges and the 
question of authentication. 

1. Privileges: 

Mr. Mark P. Robinson asked pennission to write a separ-
ate letter concerning Rule 23.5, Privilege Not to Testify Against Spou~e. 
and Rule 28, Marital Privilege for Confidential Crnnrmmi cations. His 
letter is attached hereto. Mr. Robinson's suggestions were f'urther 
considered by the Con:m1ttee. Regarding Rule 23.5, Privilege Not to 
Testify Against Spouse, the Committee disapproves of the proposed rule 
and felt that no case was made for changing the present California law. 

2. Rule 28, 16rital Privilege for Confidential Communications: 

Mr. Robert Ranigson favored the change proposed by the 
Commission. Mr. Philip F. Westbrook, Jr" felt that the :proposed 
Rule 28 was a sound one but he would limit the exception if the com
munication is made in whole or in :part "to aid ••• anyone .•• to 
con:m1 t • • • or to :plan to commit. . • a crime." However, he would 
not eliminate the privilege where the communication was made to per
petrate or pJanned to perpetrate a fraud. As a matter of fact, the 
entire Committee felt, since california recognizes a negligent mis
representation under the concept of fraud, as well as various kinds 
of constructive frauds, the proposed language poses serious questions 
of definition and construction. 

Members Robinson and Newell felt that subsection (a) 
of subdivision 2 should be eliminated entirely. 
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California law Revision Commission 
December 4, 1963 
Page 2 

In short, the Southern Section was in considerable 
disagreement regarding Rule 28, subdivision 2, subsection (a). 

3. Authentication: 

RMN:em 

Enc. 

[omitted] 

Very truly yours, 

Robert M. Newell, Vice-Chairman 
State Ba.r CoImDittee on 
Uniform Rules of Evidence 
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Law Offices 
VAUGHAN, BRANDLIN, ROBINSON & ROEMER 

J.J. Brandlin 
J .R. Vaughan 

Mark P. Robinson 
Walter R. Trinkaus 

Ri chard r. Roemer 
James H. Iqons 

Hugh E. McColgan 
Joseph F. Hamwi 

Pat B. Trapp 
John C. Atchley 

William C. Falkenhainer 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Attention: Mr. John H. DeMoully 

Gentlemen: 

Equitable Life Assurance Bldg. 
411 West Fifth Street 

Los Angeles 13, California 
JoBdison 6-4451 

November 4, 1963 

The Chairman of the Southern Section of the Committee to Consider 
Uniform Rules of Evidence has kindly permitted the undersigned to write 
this separate comment on one of the proposed recommendations relating 
to the Uniform Rules of Evidence, Article V, Privileges. 

This letter does not purport to represent the views of any other 
members of the Southern Section. 

Rule 23.5 Privilege Not to Testify Against Spouse. 

In general, the undersigned believes that the commission has recom
mended worthy changes to the URE as they apply to this subject matter. 
However, the undersigned is in disagreement with certein of the tenta
tive recommendations. 

Under this section as tentatively recommended the privilege will 
belong only to the testifying spouse. This is contrary to the present 
California law set forth in Section 1322 of the Penal Code which gives 
the privilege to both spouses. The rationale offered for this change 
states that a "party spouse" would be under oonsiderahle "temptation" 
to claim the privilege even where the marriage were already hopelessly 
disrupted. As an illustration of the prcblem the case of People v. Ward, 
50 C. 2d 702, is cited. A reading of People v. Wa.rd discloses that this 
case was not concerned in any way with the privilege under consideration. 
The entire discussion in People v. Ward is concerned with the question 
of "ex post facto" operation of Section 190.1 of the Penal Code which 
permits the jury to decide application of death penalties. 
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California Law Revision Commission 
November 4, 1963 
Page Two 

As far as the facts of the Ward case are concerned the husband 
would not have been able to prevent the testimony of his wife under 
the present Section 1322 of the Penal Code for the reason that under 
that section there is no privilege where: a crime has been committed 
by one spouse against the other, incases of criminal violence by one 
against the other, or upon the child of one by the other, all of which 
are involved in the Ward case. 

The whole concept of privilege is a balancing of social conven-' 
iences. OVer the centuries society has come to the conclusion that 
certain relationships are to be encouraged and protected and that 
the search for justice or truth must be tempered where that policy 
comes into conflict with some other important policy. What society, 
as a whole, has learned over a long period of time should hardly be 
the subject of emasculative surgery by a small group such as the legal 
profession under the guise of "advising" society as to principles of 
law. 

Indeed, the rationale given in the comment on ORE Rule 23.5 in
dicates that the privilege "not to be called as a witness" is necess
ary to avoid the "prejudicial" effect, for example, of the prosecution 
calling the defendant's wife as a witness, thus forcing her to object 
before the jury. Under the present proposal a prosecutor could call 
a willing witness spouse to the stand to testify against the defend-
ant spouse and force the defendant spouse to claim the privilege existing 
under :·Rule 28 against revealing rrarital confidential communications. 
Certainly that situation is not less prejudicial in effect. 

It is respectfully submitted that Rule 23.5, subsection 2, be 
amended to grant the privilege to both spouses subject to the ex
ceptions listed in subdivision No.1. 

It is further respectfully suggested that Rule 23.5, subdi
vision 1, subsection (c) be amended to grant a privilege to the 
testifying spouse (~) except where there has been a crime against 
the child of either. The reason for this suggestion is that there 
may be instances, especially in minor crimes, where the witness 
spouse may wish to overlook offenses against him, or her, in order 
to preserve the marital relationship. At the very least, the word 
"crime" should be changed to apply only to felony cases. Under the 
present proposal the prosecution could require the witness spouse 
to testify against the defendant spouse on any silly little misde
meanor committed against a third person while in the course of com
mitting a "technical crime" against the witness spouse. 
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California Law RevisiOn Commission 
November 4, 1963 
Fage Three 

Rule 28, Marital Privilege for Confidential Communications. 

Rule 28, subdivision 2, subsection (a) as amended by the tenta
tive recommendation, states that there is no privilege for confiden
tial communications if the communication is made, in whole or in 
part, "to aid ••• anyone ••• to commit ••• or to plan to 
commit ••• a crime or to perpetrate ••• or plan ••• to perpe
trate • • • a fraud." 

This, as admitted by the cormnent under Rule 28, changes the 
eXisting California rule which does not recognize such an exception 
to the privilege. The "wisdom of ages" is then brushed aside with 
one sentence, as follows: "The exception as revised does not seem 
so broad that it would impair the values that the privilege was 
created to preserve, and in many cases the evidence which would be 
admissible under this exc tion will be vital in order to do us
tice between the parties to a Msuit. *' 

If the whole purpose of the privilege is to protect and pre
serve the marriage relationship and to encourage free and open 
communication between spouses, even though the privilege may con
flict with the policy of seeking the "truth", then it appears to 
be begging the question to say:that evidence of a communication 
which was made in part to aid ••• in committing ••• a crime 
. . . or • . . perpetrating . .. . a fraud. . . . will be . . . 
vital ••• in order to do justice". Indeed it is difficult to 
imagine many situations where a spouse would be called upon to 
testify to a communication ,{hich was relevant to a crilll1nal pro
ceeding unless the communication was made in part to "aid" in the 
commission of a crime. 

In short, the present proposed recommendation would make the 
privUege, in a criminal case, pretty much illUSOry. 

It is respectfully suggested that subsection (a) of sub
division 2 be elilll1nated in its entirety. 

Yours very truly, 

Mark F. Robinson 

MFR:fp 

*(Emphasis Ours) 
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Memo. 63-57 
EXI!IBIT II 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

SCHOOL OF U\.\; (BOALT HALL) 
BERKELEY 4; CALIFORNIA 

John H. DeMoully, Esq. 
Executive Secretary 

October 8, 1963 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Dear John: 

I have reviewed the draft of the Commissions' tentative 
recommendation for a statute defining the Psyc:lOtherapist-patient 
privilege. I am strongly in favor of the establishment of such 
a privilege and in agreement with the objectives of the draft. 

I have serious reservations, however, about the visdom of 
including psychologists within the privilege. The fact that they 
now have about as broad e. privilege as the la" has ever recognized 
is a pure accident resulting from the fact that no one ever read 
the statute licensing psycholosists all the llay through. 

Accordingly, I llould like to see Sec. (l)(e) amended to limit 
the privilege to the psychologist only llhen he is examining or 
treating a patient while under the direction of a psychiatrist. 

Similarly, I think it umrise to embrace uithin the meaning 
"psychotherapist" any practitioner of medicine. I think the 
definition ought to be limited to those doctors of medicine who 
are certificated to practice psychiatry. 

As to part (4)(j) it seems to me that the 1Tording should be 
improved. Rather than providing "as to evidence offered by the 
defendant in a criminal action or proceeding" it would be better 
to provide that the privilege did not exist in any case in which 
the defendant has raised any issue concerning his mental capacity 
or condition. Otllerwise I think the draft ,rill accomplish your 
objectives. 

ARS:jh 

Cordially yours, 

sl 
!.rthur H. Sherry 
Professor of Lair 
and Criminology 



Memo. 63-57 EXHIBIT III 

• 

Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 

J. Vi.ctor l>ilonke, Ph. D., M.D. 
Suite 303. 9400 Brignton Way 

Octob2I' 28, 1963 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford, California 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

In answer to your letter of September 30, 1963, regarding the proposals 
011 "uniform ruJ.es of' e'/idence," I submit the following: 

I} I have haa opportunity to read only pages 57 to 64 as they apply to 
the ?sychotherapist-pa-Gient relationship. 

2) In general, I am in favor of Rule 27.5 as presented. 

3) Under paragraph IDl, I wonder why you make reference to a person 
authorized to practice medici~e in any state or nation. v~ is it not 
sufficient to specify a physician licensed in the State of California? 
I suppose you reay have had in mind that persons from other states may 
be asked to testify in California. I think in some other aspects of 
medicine, at least with regard to licensure, the Board of Medical Examiners 
does not recognize the right of anyone to practice in California though 
he may have been licensed elsewhere. 

4) Nothing is said about the matter of hospital recorc.s. I would gather 
that a psychiatrist's initial interview, initial examination, and progress 
notes would came under this heading of privilege and would, therefore, 
not be subpoeoable. This is a very important point since in a good, 
modern paychj.a.tric hospital, the chart should be a "workbOOk" via which 
the doctor and inpatient staff maintain a daily communication. In this 
sense the chart is something more than a document in which one may write 
obtusely so as to reveal nothing and yet meet the requirement of accred
itation by medical boards of accreditation. Currently medical re~ords 
are being dominated by insurance companies and courts to the end that it 
is often quite difficult to write in them the actual facts of the situ
ation regarding a patient's health. It would be a great help to r.ave this 
item clearly stated • 

5) On page 62 it would certainly salve the feelings of the psychiatrists 
if, in your first line at the top of the page, you were to write "psycho
therapist is defined as any medical doctor or a certified psychologist". 
There are still many psychiatrists who do not believe that the certified 
psychologists are adequately trained for therapy. That the ppychologists 
so s,sserted, ar..d so proceeded to get a bill stating that they were, is an 
acknowledged fact of legal history. Many physicians still would claim 
that the practice of psychotr~rapy is a medical function and that if 
psychologists were to be 60 certified they should have been certified under 

--1-
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the medical practices act as ancillaries to the medical profession, evea 
as phySiotherapists and nurses are. I do not want to open up an old 
issue here, but the sentence reads as though the "medical doctor" was 
the "Johnny-came-lately." 

6) Contrariwise, the sentence somewhat lower, referring to the indistinct 
line between organic and psychosomatic illness is a point very well taken 
and is, in fact, the very basis on which IlBDY pbusician-psychiatrists think 
that the academically-trained certified psychologist is not equipped to do 
psychotherapy outside active association with the medical profession and 
which has active responsibility of a phYSician. 

I appreciate the effort and understanding which went into the writing of 
this Rul.e 27.5. I wish the legal language was as understandable as the 
commentary! I hope that enough forces can be marshaled to place it into 
law in the very near future. 

JVM 
mk 

-2-

Sincerely yours, 

J. Victor Monke, M.D. 



Memo. 03-57 

EXHIBIT IV 

E. F. GALION!, M.D. 
SA.CRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. John H. DeMoully, Executive Secretary 
california Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, california 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

November 4, 1963 

I have reviewed the prelimiDary d.ra.ft of A Tentative Recommenda.tion 
Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence which you so kindly forwarded 
to me on September 30, particuJ.&rly as it applies to Rule ?:7 and 27 .5. 
I believe the Commission has made an excellent start in attempting to 
resolve a rather difficult and cOlllpJ.ex pro1Uem as it relates to privileges 
of patients in their confidential commnnications as they relate to health. 
I have the following comments to make on the content: 

1. As you point out in your letter of transmittal, the privilege in the 
psychotherapist-patient section is somewhat broader than that in a 
patient-pnysician section. The major difference is the application 
of the privilege in criminal actions. Despite the Commission's 

. attempt to clarify the reason for this difference I believe that 
the question will be raised as to why the pnysician-patient privilege 
could not be extended to cover criminal action as well. 

2. I believe the extention of the privilege to include the licenses from 
other states or nations, or wben the patient believes the person to 
be a bonafide psychotherapist, as defined in the section, is a desir
able measure for the protection of the patient. 

3. The section on psychotherapist-patient privilege may well contain 
the crux of controversy in the proposed recOlllJlenda.tion. It certainly 
goes a long way toward providing similar privileges to both pnystcians 
and psychologists providing psychotherapy, and does resolve the problem 
of the psychologist now functioning under the attorney-client privilege. 
On the other band, questions _y be raised about why should this be 
limited to psychologists only. Such facilities aa Family Service 
Agencies, etc., with well trained psychiatric social workers provid-
ing casework and counselling, would have similar confidential material 
presented to them in the course of their services. From your recom
menda.tions these people would not have such a privilege and would not 
be able to hold sim1la.r intimate material in confidence. However, if 
this were extended beyond present limitations seriOUs problems would 
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arise in determining who would be entitled to such privileges. Groups 
of persons may be listed ad infinitum and the whole intent of the rule 
might break down. I believe as time goes on there will be effort by 
many groups (a) to utilize this section for the purposes of obtaining 
the patient-psychotherapist privilege of confidentiality and (b) to 
utilize this section to obtain an indirect recognition of their prac
ticing psychotherapy whether they are actually doing so or not. 

4. In the course of the practice of a psychiatrist there are times when 
he is confronted with the authorization by the patient to release 
infol'l!lStion that would be to the patient's own detriment. This would 
be particuJ.arly true if the patient were suffering from a severe 
psychotic disorder that would not allow him to act in his own best 
interests. According to the Commission's recO!lllDendations, should such 
an individual give consent for the psychiatrist to provide information 
to the court, the psychiatrist would have no alternative other than 
to comply even though it might be detrimental to the patient in the 
long run. This seems to be similar to the stand taken by the Northern 
California Psychiatric SOciety. I'm sure this is a difficult point to 
deal with in a legal sense, since it involves the discretion of the 
person holding the information as to when to testify and when not to 
testify in keeping with the best interest of the patient. However, 
this is a matter that should be further considered by the CoImnission. 

5. A rather technical question relates to the excep-\;ion of the priviJ.ege 
when the psychotherapist has been appOinted by the court. As indicated 
in the te..'Ct of the draft, when the psychotherapist is appointed b:;" the 
court it is most often for the purpose of having the psychotherapist 
testify concerning his conclusions as to the patient's condition. There 
is however one notable exception to this. This occurs when, as c, CC:l

dition of probation, an individual is required to undergo psychothenpy. 
Although this is not a desirable practice and interferes to some degree 
with the psychotherapeutic process, it does occur in actual practice 
and must be considered as a practical problem involving this parti
cular section. If the psychotherapist has no privilege of confidential 
communication when psychotherapy is a condition of probation, the 
effectiveness of psychotherapy would be even more drastically hampered. 
It is quite possible that psychotherapy as a condition of probation may 
not come under this secti.on. However, some clarification might be 
desirable. 

I feel this is a strong beginning in e ttempting to clarify many of the 
problems that exist in the physiCian-patient and psychotherapist-patient 
relationship. As I pOinted out above, I believe there are still some 
problems that bave not been completely resolved by the proposed draft and 
I believe that further studies in these areas would certainly be quite 
fruitful. I will continue to be interested in further progress that you 
make relating to these sections of the uniform rules of evidence. 

Yours sincerely, 

E. F. Galioni, M.D. 
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Memo. 63-57 
EXHIBIT V 

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA 

County COllllsel- Spencer M. Uilliams 

November 7, 1963 

California Law Revision Commission 
. School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Attn: Herman F. Selvin, Chairman 

Re: Comments on the Proposed Amendments to the 
Rules of ~,idence Concerning Privileges 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed herewith are the comments which I have made in 
connection with the proposed revisions concerning the rules of 
evidence concerning privileges. 

The opinions expressed herein are purely personal and do 
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the County Counselor 
the combined opinions of the officers of the County Counsel's 
Office of the County of Santa Clara. 

RPM:bJ.m 
encla. 

Yours very truly, 

SPENCER M. WILLIAMS 
County Counsel 

by siR. P. McNamee 
Robert P. McNamee 
Deputy County Counsel 

70 l1est Rosa Street - Civic Center - San Jose 10, Califo:'nia 
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Comments on the Tentative Recommendations 
Relative to the Uniform Rules of Evidence
Privileges - Proposed by the California 

Law R~,ision Commission ___ .=;;;c;.... 

Although same of the comments contained in this paper repeat those 

made by the Law Revision COmmission, such repetition is made only to create 

a frame of reference for additional comments not made by the Commission. 

Generally, the Commission proposes to extend the privileges set forth 

in its recommendations to all proceedings where sworn testimony is taken, 

whether criminal, civil, administrative or legislative. In some instances 

the rules fail to achieve such extensions. 

Since the establishment of a privilege is an exception to the general 

policy that commands testimony from anybody able to shed truth on the 

matter before the tribunal, a privilege is established because of a more 

important higher policy. Thus, in order to jUiltify a privilege, it muso" 

be necessary to consider the policy argument which places it on a higher 

scale of values and, also, whether .he proaedure for claiming the 

privilege preserves the subject matter protected by the privilege. In 

most of the cases, the privilege relates to communications deemed 

desirable to protect in order to encourage disclosure in certain 

relationships, etc., e.g., Attorney-Clients, Doctors-Patients, Husbands-

Wife, Priest-Penitent. These privileges protect the information disclosed. 

Another type of privilege protects not the information contained in com-

munications but the identity of the informant. This type of privilege is 

exemplified when the police officer witness is allowed to refuse to 

reveal the name of an informer, or when a newspaper man is permitted to 

keep secret the names of informants who have given him news stories. 
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The policy behind these latter privileges is to promote the disclosure 

of information where the public interest is concerned. On the other hand .. 

it opens the way for harmfUl, untruthful disclosures to the detriment of 

possibly innocent third persons ~lho are denied the right of confrontation 

of their accusers. Balancing one policy against another, it is suggested 

that the right of a person to be confronted by his accuser is more 

important than promoting disclosures. 

Another justification for a privilege is found in the privilege 

against self-incrimination which is grounded--not on protecting 

communications--but on the constitutionally expressed belief that in a 

democratic society, it is repugnant to compel a person to incriminate 

himself and that the absence of such constitutional right might promote 

brutal and reprehensible police measures. As a means of achieving the 

privilege against self-incrimination, the proposed rules not only give 

an individual a right not to be compelled to give testimony when he might 

incriminate himself, but also protect a defendant in a criminal case by 

refusing to permit his being called to testify. It is suggested, however, 

that if the privilege is to be given its fullest coverage, it mould not be 

restricted to criminal actions. There are many types of actions in which 

a person is in the position of a defendant in a criminal case. In some 

actions, the decision of the Board or Tribunal conducting the proceedings 

will have a more punitive effect than many punishments awarded in criminal 

actions. Specifically, proceedings before a governmental administrative 

agency, such as a Contractor's Licensing Board, Real Estate Board or State 

Bar Proceedings, where the result might be the suspension, or cancellation 

of an individual licenses is much more punitive than the punishment which 
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might be meted out in criminal proceedings. The privilege not to b", 

c called as a witness could be extended to apply in such proceedings. 

Similarly) the privilege afforded a witness not to give testimony 

where it would be self-incriminating is applicable only when the matter 

constitutes an element of a crime against the State of California or the 

United States. It is suggested, again, that in addition to the emphasis 

on criminal action, the privilege could be extended to include matters 

whicb would violate regulations of an administrative agency and which 

could result in punitive action by that agency. It is submitted that 

in the establishment of the privilege, it is inconsistent to give 

regulative agencies more leeway and pOI,er than the courts of law, 

pa.....-t;i,'ular~.y, in view of thepmitive effect of many of their <l.ecisions. 

In connection with the privilege not to testify against a spouse) 

c the proposed rlue esta~lishes two privileges: tbe privilege not to £~ 

called to testify against a spouse and a privilege not to testify aga.i.1E~' 

a spouse. The privilege not to be called, applies only in criminal 

actions. For the fullest protection, this privilege should be extend"!" 

to include other types of non-judicial proceedings for the same reasons 

mentioned in comments pertaining to the privilege against self--

incrimination. Now) apparently, the privilege not to be caD.ed to 

testify can be claimed by either spouse, so that in a criminal proceeding; 

the husband, as defendant, may claim the privilege, and if he doesn't 

claim it the wife, as a witness, may do so. ~he proposed rules recommend., 

hOl-'8ver, that the privilege not to testify, haNever, be changed so that 

the privilege may be claimed only by the person who is called a witness. 

For example, in a non-criminal proceeding, the wife is called to the 

c 
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stand to testify against the husband. She may claim the privilege and 

no'.o testify, if she elects to do so. On the other hand if she desires, 

she JJJay not claim the privilege and proceed to testify. The husband as 

a party defendant, or an interested party in the proceedings, will have 

no l'ight to claim the privilege and stop the testimony. The reason for 

this recommended change is that although the privilcGe is designed to 

protect the marriage relationship, if the marriage is disrupted the pur

pose for establishing the privilege no longer exists. This recommended 

change is based upon the assumption that the determination of the dis

rupted marriage can be or should be allowed to be made by only one of 

the individuals to the marriage, i. e., the witness. The parties to the 

marriage, however, may take different views as to ,rhether the marriage is 

disrupted. If the reason for the recommended change is correccG, it is 

not reflected in the present attitucle towards divorce la11, llhich still 

re'l.uires an adversary proceeding, affords a party an opportunity to con·· 

test the divorce and to preserve the marriage status, plus, in some loca

tions, presents the opportunity to have marriage dlff'icul-Gies referred 

to a conciliation commissioner. Moreover, society seems to be shifting 

tOl/ards devices (private and public) for examining into the marita:!. 

difficulties and to take such actions as will preserve the marriage, 

particularly, where there <lXe children involved. l·;arriage counseling 

clinics, social worker, clinical psychologists and psychiatrists are all 

involved in examining into distressed marriages. Thus, the placing of 

the decision as to whether the marriage is disrupted on the shoulders 

of the witness ignores the attitude of the other spouse, and, moreover, 

is not in keeping with the prevailing attitude of the laIr and society 
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towards r.andling impaired marriages. 

c 'l'he Attorney-Client Privilege makes it clear that communications 

:fron client to lawyer and lawyer to client are to be protected. It is 

fel-" that under this priviJ.ege, it vould be an appropriate time to dis-

cuss the privilege in connection "lith pre-trial discove~"y proceedings and 

would be an appropriate place to include any desired changes in the law 

concerning the attorneys work product. The subject of attorney-client 

privilege and work product are closely related and the desirabiljty of 

including rules pro~ecting attorneys work products llith rules protecting 

attorney-client privileges should be considered. 

The proposed r~les and comments make it clear the lawyer-client 

privilege is extended to include goverllltental agencies. This is very 

important in view of the BrOlm AC~G restrictions on private meetings of 

c public elected bodies. Perhaps, a separate provision specifically setting 

out the right of the governing bodies of public entities to confer with 

theil' attorney on legal matters should be done in this section. 

The proposed rules state the privilege. is that of the client, but 

they make it mandatory that an attorney claim the privilege on behalf of 

the client in those situations where the client is no~ present and the 

attorney is present. This is very Good and this d.uty should be extended 

to other relationships such as Doctor-Patient, Psychotherapist-Patient, 

etc. The proposed rules leave open the question of comnnL1ication; written 

or oral, between an attorney and a hired specialist "ho aids the attorney 

in litigation or advice. For example, it is clear t:lat camnunications to 

the lawyer's secretary or -~hrough an interpreter are protected. It is 

not clear that if the attorney should hire an expert for technical infcr-
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mation, such as an engineer, accountant, chemist, physician, etc., the 

communication maCe by the client to the expert a.~d transmitted to the 

at""orney or communications between the attorney and experts are covered. 

Since those types of communications at some point merge into the work 

product, whicil has been previously mentioned, a.~d since, under existing 

lau, these are the problems most acute to the practitioner, study and 

analysis of this point by the Law ReviSion Commission ,",ould seem appropriate. 

The proposed privilege bet,reen tile Pschotherapist and Patient is ex

tended to include psychiatrist, psychologist, physician and patient and 

this seems very advisable. The exceptions to this privilege might be 

examined again to judge their advisibility. Rule 25 (4a) makes an excep

tion if the services of a psychotherapist were SOUGht to aid anyone to 

car:IDrlt or plan to commit a crime or tort or to avoiL detection after the 

commission of a crime or tort. It is hard to see llmr the services of a 

psychotherapist would aid in the c=ission or plan to commit a crime or 

tort, unless he were a conspirator, but it is easy "GO see that the dis

cussion of such matters could be a frequent and natt~al result of such 

relationship - just as in a priest-penitent relationship. It is even more 

clear that because of guilt feelings, disclosure of past crimes or torts 

,",oulcl naturally flow from such relationships. Because disclosures of 

crimes and torts are to be expectecl in this relationship, the exception 

looks broad enough to do away with the privilege. It might be better to 

rephrase the section, making it clear the psychotherapist can not use the 

relationship as a means of conspiring to cOIlI!llit crimes or torts. Similarly, 

exception 4 makes an exception where the psychotherapist obtains informa

tion he is required to report to public officers of record in a public 
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place. It is not clear whether the privilege would be subject to such 

record keeping requirements that bodies other than the State Legislature 

miclro impose. Fo!' example} could a city pass an ordinance requiring all 

psychotherapists to report to the police department the identity of all 

incCividt:.als who during treatment have admitted the existing use of nar

cotics or abnormal behavior. If local ordinances requiring this could be 

adopted and were enforceable, the privilege is as atrong as papier-mache'. 

One other aspect of the co~unications involved in the Psychothera

pist-Patient relationship should be examined and considered by the CCIll

mission. In priva.te clinics and public clinics., hospitals and mental 

institutions, the utilization of services of specialized lay persons is 

a standard procedure. Psychiatric social workers take case histories, 

hold interviews, partiCipate in group conferences concerning the patient 

under the supervision cf a clinical psychologist or psychiatrist who seep 

the patient in!'requently. HOl'1 far are communications betueen these assist

ants and the patient and the attendant records 00 be protected? Will the 

fact tha.t the hospital is a public hospital, County or State, affect the 

availability of such record.s? 

The privilege afforded the Physician-Patient relationship is very 

weal,. It is not clear whether the communications from the doctor to the 

patient are privileged as they are in the case of laliyer-client. The 

several exceptions, as a practical matter, make the privilege non-existent. 

Moreover, full protection to the patient requires analysis of the protec

tion afforded hospital records. These records are not privileged at this 

time. In many instances, the treatment given a patient and, thus, the 

nature of his complaint, operation, etc., bas been obtained by examining 
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hospital records _ As an exa~ple, Pl'oposed legislacion pernitting abortton 

in cases of conception resulting f:;:-om rape or incest has now been proposed. 

ASSUJling this type of operation \.,ere legal, the aVBilab::.lity of hospital 

recorcLs in many cases, would result in disclosures 1Thich might be seriously 

opposed by the indtvidual. One way of avoidi.ng this \Tould be fo!' a doc

tor 'co perform such o:r:erations in the privacy of his office. ThiS, how

ever, is not desiYable since it causes a patient to accept less satisfac· 

tarl medical facilities in order to preserve secrecy. If the patient

physician privilege is worth creating, it deserves better treatment than 

that given in the proposed ruleso Under the proposed rules; the p,,;i;ient 

may be mislead or deluded ~.nto ·thinking his communica·.,ions to and fron.t 

his eloctor are privileged. Hhereas, the many except::'ons plus availabil

ity of the hospital records "ill make this a delusion in TJaIlY instances. 

Moreover, the proposed rules do not show t·hat careful consiCteration was 

given to more advanced and modern forms of medical treatment now practiced 

in many localities. For eX8lllple, ,-Tho is a doctor or physician under the 

proposed rules? In a clinic of doctors is the cODlmunication to OY infoy·· 

mation obtained by laborator'.r tecb:.~icians who take an X-ray J urine analy

sis, blood sample or medical hl,story to be protected'! In many aspects toe 

modern physician practices in a manner tl:at poses problems very similar 

'co the ones posed in the attorneys work product si'Cuations. Again, ;That 

of the situation when the patient cont~acts for the services of a group 

of doctor-specialists like those employed by the Kaiser Foundation Medi

cal Center. Are the cOIllllltUlications to any doctor assigned him privileged? 

Are the records cf the fcundation and treatments Given tc him to be privi

leGed? Similarly, are patients of a county hospital or state hospital who 
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are assigned to a resident staff' c<oci:;or, vlithout choice on the part of the 

pa·i;ient, to be afforded the privileGe? Are other GoYernmental agencies 

sucll as the police, la" enfo:o:cemen·:; officials, public heal·:;h officials, 

officials responsible for preparinG budgets, orderinG suppli.es or other 

duties in connection \lith governmental administration to have access to 

such records? Since such records are kept by a public body, are they pub

lic records? These situations are present and acute and have important 

bearings on the question of the Patient-Physician relationship and merit 

further careful inquiry by the co!Dlllission. 

Time has not permitted an analysis of the provisions concerning 

privileges for the marital communications, Priest-Penitent relationship, 

Religious Belief, Political Votes, ~rade Secrets, or Secrets of State) 

Communications to Grand Juries, or Identity of Informers. 

Rule 37 subdivision (2) covering the waiver of privilege protects 

the communication privileged as to tuo parti.es, e.g., marital communica·· 

tion where the privilege has been uaived or disclosed by one of the hold

ers. For example in a disciplinary proceeding before a local administra

tive co!Dlllittee of the state Bar Association, I, an investigator, states 

that \I, the divorced ,;ife of H., the attorney beinG investigated, told I 

that on Nevl Years Eve, 1965, that H told her he was going to raise the 

bonuses paid to Mr. A & Mr. B because they had done such a good job in 

chasinG ambulances for him in 1964. Under the \laiYer clause, H could 

still claim the privilege. This seems desirable and parcicularly appro

priate in view of the freedom with .. hich hearsay evidence may be admitted 

in non-judicial proceedings. 

The proposal to broaden the language for ·ohe official information 
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privilege does not seem wise. As proposed, any official of any public 

body, City Planning Commission, City Council, regulatory agency, school 

district or other governmental entHy may refuse to [live information , .. here 

the 'cisclosure is against public interest. Consia.ering t,le number of 

ci-;;ies, counties and special distl'icts, there probably are thousands of 

administrative proceedings, which 'iill never be revielled. by a judge in a 

court-of-law. In such proceed.ings many public employees may adopt the 

position that the detailing of certain information 1Tould be against the 

puolic interest. As drafted, this extension seems too broad and too im-

port ant to be made casually. Perhaps, the policy behind the extension 

should be re-examined or, if not, eOu least more definitive lines of guid-

ance adopted than the broad sweep comprehended by -che term "public 

int ere st " • 

c PJ.though the proposed rules attempt to proted the rights of privil-

ege holders by allmTing a judge to claim the privileGe where the hoJ.der 

or holders of the privilege are absent, and prohibHing pIDlishment for 

con-c=pt in any non-judicial proceeding where a party claims the privilege, 

the greatest weakness of the proposed rules lies in its failure to protect 

the privilege in out of court situs-Gions llhere the parties most interested 

are not present to claim the privilege. 

For example, if a discharged secretary from a law office appears 

before a local planning hearing on a contact over proposed zoning, she 

could be S>Torn and give testimony concerning communications between an 

attorney and a client-builder without either of the latter two individuals 

being aware of her being called to testify. Similarly, a retired employee 

c in a discovery deposition in a suH to which his former employer is not 
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8. party rna;y ce asked questions and Give answers revealing trade secrets 

of his former employer. Countless examples could be ;1ypothicated where 

none of the parties vitally :L'lterested in claiming the privilege are pres-

ent and, conse,,-uently, the privilege violated. It 1Tould seem advisable 

tha°.; the rules set up standards par':;icularly applicable to presiding offi-

cel's in non-judicial proceedings, uhere subpoenas may be issued or sworn 

tes'Gimony taken, detailing the procedures to be follmTed 1There situations 

arise :L'lvolving privileges of persons not present nor represented. More-

over, the commission could explore the possibility of imposing a mandator'J 

o.uty on lawyers to refrain from violating privileges belonging to absentee 

parties in discovery proceedings and other non-judicial proceedings in 

which a lawyer participates either as an advocate or as a member of the 

c decision making body. 

Another broad area where fur'cher study should be made is 'i;he conflict 

betueen the concept of privilege and that of records kept ::'n fields of 

public financed services given to individuals. HOlT far are the files and 

records on an individual of public defenders, county hospitals, state 

ins'~itutions, to be made accessible to the public? i'.re other governmental 

agencies or employees such as la1T enforcement officials, 1Telfare officials, 

leGislators, to have access' to such records? Ans1fers to these questions 

are essential when considering privileges and further consideration of 

such problems is merited. 

Finally, the physicians, psychologists and la",r.rers in many locations 

are tending to utilize the services of specialized persoPJlel--lay and 

professional. One law firm in Northern California openly acknowledges it 

c has an association with an outstanding medical authority for advice on 
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c personal injury actions handled by it. Association bet1reen attorneys and 

C. F .1' •• s, Engineers, Appraisers is becoming more common in different 

specialties. The form of clinic pl'sctice engaged in by many physicians, 

psychiatrists, psychologists and resulting use of lay specialists has al-

ready been mentioned. This whole 8,l'ea is complex and many problems with 

rec=d to communications , definitions of what are cOllllllunications, diagno-

sis and opinions based on e;:perience and research, -ohe availability of 

records or reports based in whole or in part on information obtained from 

camnunications and research undertw(en as a result of comuunications 

meri"G careful study. 

The policies which have led -~o the establishment of privileges in our 

lau of evidence are generally deep rooted and have been popularly accepted 

and understood. Generally, narrmring the scope of such privileges should 

c be avoided. Rather, their extension into non-judicial proceedings should 

be encouraged because the soundness of the policies IThich led to their 

adaptation in courts of lavT are equally applicable to non-judicial proceed-

incs. In those fields where a moC',e,,"n trend of specialized services per-

for,aed by professional and laypersOlmel have supplanted the older person-

al individual to individual relationship, proposed changes in the rules 

of evidence should be proposed and uade only after D.ctt','ely publicizing 

the changes and soliciting and obtaining the comments of those individ-

uals, doctors, psychiatrists and lawyers, uhose pradice has adapted to 

the trend and uho are daily brought into contact "it11 the problems 

c 
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involving privileges under modern practices for treatuent or rendering 

services to clients. 

DATlID: November 7, 1963 

RPI.I:blm 
11/7/63 

/ s/ Robert P. I.JcNamee 
TIobert P. McNamee 
De'P.uty County Counsel 
County of Santa ,Clara 
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Memo. 63-57 EXHIBIT VI 

Office of 
DISTRICT AT~ORNEY 

Alameda County 
Court House . 

Oakland 12, California 
Highgate 4-0507 

[VIr. Spencer Williams 
County Counsel 
County of Santa Clara 

November 1, 1963 

70 -dest Rosa Street, Civic Center 
San Jose 10, California 

Dear Sir: 

l'le have reviewed the proposed changes of the Law 
Revision Commission as they relate to privileges in Article 5. 
l'ie are primarily concerned over the newly conceived psycho
therapist-patient privilege. If adopted, this rule would 
appear to prevent the prosecution from obtaining or presenting 
psychiatric evidence of its own in any criminal proceeding. 

Under Rule 27.5, the patient, as holder of the 
privilege, may prevent any psychotherapist (as defined) from 
disclosing any information, including that obtained by examin
ation, from a patient "rho consults or submits to an examinatior 
for the purpose of securing a diagnosis or for treatment. It 
is thus apparent that any diagnosis or admission of a defendant 
which is opposed to the interest of the defendant may be kept 
out of evidence unless the Court has appointed the psychiatrist, 
There are many cases v,here psychiatric testimony is utilized 
without the necessity of a plea which requires the appointment 
of psychiatrists by the Court. The obvious, and most common, 
situation is the type of psychiatric testimony introduced 
under the rule of Peo. v. Wells, 33 Cal. 2d 330, and Peo. v. 
Gorshen, 51 Cal. 2d 716. 

The only possible way, in this type of case, for the 
prosecution to present psychiatric evidence which contradicts 
the defense psychiatrist is by a prosecution-obtained expert
witness. Once the defendant is represented by counsel, he can 
refuse to cooperate in any examination whether the Court 
appoints a psychiatrist or not. In this county we routinely 
obtain psychiatric examinations of suspe:::ts in homicide cases 



Mr. Spencer Williarr,s 
County Counsel 

as a part of our investigation before ar.y charges are made. 
If this privilebe is adopted, we will r.ot be aole to use this 
evidence for any purpose if the defendant chooses to prevent it. 

The result 1"ill be that in every murder trial, the 
defendant will be allo1'red to call psychiatrists to testify 
as to his state of mind within the vrells-Gorshen concepts, 
and the prosecution .vill not be able to rebut their testimony 
even though it has sucl-:! evidence available. The defendant 
can obtain all the psychiatric reports by discovery and if he 
doesn't like the results, he exercises his privilege" This 
completely illogical ar.d '.lDfair advantage ir_ the truth-seeking 
process can hardly be justified in the name of good medicine. 

The same result would obtain in 288 trials where expert 
evidence is offered under Peo. v. Jones~2 CaL 2d 219. 
Again, the defendant can. arbitrarily prevent the introduction 
of any psychi~tric evidence contra to his position. In addition 
to these situations, which are essentially rebuttal questions 
from the prosecution standpoint, the new rule would keep out 
other currently admissible evidence from the prosecution's 
case in chief. The psychiatric evider.ce admitted as part of 
the case in chief in Peo. v. Nash, 52 Cal. 2d 36, as well as 
that used in penalty phase pr osecutions under Per:al C ode Sec" 
190.1, e.g., Peo. v. Bickley, 57 Cal. 2d 788, would become in
admissible whenever the defendant desired to keep it out. 

It should be readily apparent to anyone familiar with 
criminal trials that ~sychiatrists very frequently disagree in 
their opinions. ide have had n=der trials where as many as 
six psychiatrists testified on the question of legal sanity, 
splitti::1g on yes cr no, but having no agreement at all on the 
diagnosis which scpported the opinion, and as a sort of piece 
de resistance, it turned out that all six 1,rerewrong when 
the defendant was giver. a physiological examir.ation, includ
ing an electro-encephalogram, UpO::1 reaching State Prisor.. 

Even where the psychiatrists are court-appointed, it 
is not at all uncommon that the Court must appoint a tie
breaker when the first two appointed disagree. Suffice it to 
say, psychiatry is not an exact science aEd we cannot permit 
a situation where both sides are not permitted a full and ~air 
trial on such important issues. 
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It sho\Ud be obsenred that this rule gives the 
defendant an absolute right to the introduction of ONLY -that 
evidence supportive of his side. The defendant may obtain as 
many psychiatric e":aninations as he wants ar:.c. even though the 
opinions obtained by himself are overwhelmingly opposed to 
his position, the only opinion the jury may hear is the 
favorable one he selects. There are no other sit~ations where 
the defendant nay so shop for an expert. 

As to the court-appointed situations, the problem is 
not so acute but is still a problem. In this instance, the 
prosecution would be bound by the selection-·of the trial judge. 
We have had a recent case wliere both court-appointed psychia
trists rendered opinions that the defendant charged with murder 
was legally insane. l!e had obtained an opinion contra to this 
from a psychiatrist who had examined the defendant at the time 
of his arrest; with this opinion we were able to obtain a 
neurological examination of the defendant and demonstrate 
effectively that the basis of the opinions of the court
appointed psychiatrists was wrong. 11e could not expect such a 
result if the privilege were in existence. 

In accord with modern penology, some of our police 
departments have psychiatrists available for all cases where it 
is felt advisable. In such instances, it is obvious that the 
psychiatrist is not going to treat the man he examines but 
that the examination >'rill be used to enable the department to 
intelligently evaluate the suspect. The purpose is diagnosis -
to assist the police, the prosecution, the courts, the defendant. 
'He can hardly expect a ))olice department to obtain such informa
tion if it cannot be used in court. 

This privilege is not the only proposal on the horizon 
of psychiatry and the law. There is a good deal of talk of 
doing away with the I1'Naghten rule and replacing it with a 
rule, yet unagreed··upon, which will tremendously increase the 
area of "legal insanity". All of the proposed substitutes for 
M'Naghten, place much more emphasis on mental state and augur 
vast increases in the use of psychiatric testimony at trial. 
A criminal trial structure which has the broadest possible area 
of relief from criminal sanctions and responsibility, based 
upon psychiatric opinion, and which simultaneously prevents 
the People from obtaining psychiatric evidence is almost 
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inconceivable, and yet is precisely what California will 
~ave if the cUr'rentl:, proposed legislatiof' in these areas 
is adopted. 

The adoption of the privilege is apparently justified 
by the Commissiof' lJy"several reports indicating that persons 
In need of treatment sometimes refuse such treatment from 
psychiatrists because the confidentiality of their communica
tions cannot be assured. under present law". Initially, one 
may wonder by l"ihat mystic process these persons 1<fho protected 
the confidentiality of their ccmmunications ~Iere also diagnosed 
as being in need of treatment. In any event, it is apparent 
that the Commission is talking about that rapport ,",hich the 
psychiatrist says he needs for treatment. The need if' the 
criminal trial is''not treatmental but rather, diagnostic. 
Surely the psYchiatrist vlill not maintain that he cannot 
accurately diagnose mental illness within the definitions of 
law unless he has the peculiar rapport supposed to be obtained 
by confidentiality. Even the Commission recognizes the 
accuracy of his diagnosis where it operates to acquit. 
Rule 27.5, (J) (J). But apparently, confidentiality is more 
important than truth where the man who talked to the psychia
trist stands trial himself. 

In summary, this proposed privilege 1<fould be extremely 
unfair to the prosecution, and the concept of a fair trial, 
without any substantial medical justification. 

We would also raise a question as to Rule 34 and Rule 36 
as they apply to"official information and the identity of 
informants. It appears that these rules I-muld penalize the 
State in each instance that the privilege was validly exercised. 
The effect is to destroy tl::te utility of the privilege. In 
ess8nce, it appears that the Rules amount· to a codification 
of the rule in Priest 1 y v. Superior Court, 50 Cal. 2d 812. 
There is, of COl;YSe, proposed legislation pending which would 
operate to rel!.eve some of the burdens imposed on the prosecution 
by Priestly. The proposei Rules will enact and broaden Priestly, 
if anything. 

?l1e Commission indicates that the current California laH 
already iElposes this :~e"a:;'ty on the State when they claim the 
pri vi lege • This is not true, at least in O:cle important instance. 
I:cl People v. Kee:cler, 55 Cal. 2nd 714, a searcr~ warrant 11as 
obtained based on an affidavit reciting information from an 
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unnamed reliable ini'ormar:t 0 The prosecution '"as allowed 
to claim the privileGe wi th01;t having the search Ivarrant 
thr010m out, It ~'iould a:?pear that under Rule 36 either at 
the time of issuance of the warrant by the judge or during 
a proceeding under Penal Code Secs. 1539 and 1540, if the 
People claim the pri vi:ege the search warrant l'fculd be 
thrown out. In this respect, then, Rule 36 l'fOuld reverse 
current California law. 

The Comnission proposal in refe:L'ence to the Attorney
Client privilege also appears to cut bacle on the developing area 
of discover:' by the prosecution. Under the Commission de:ini
tion of "confidential cOIT;munication" it would appear that any 
report of an ezpert obtained by t;he defendant after being 
represented by cO'.111sel l'lould be a privileged communic2.tion. 
The la~r in reference to disc overy of such report s by the 
prosecution is not "holly clear at the present time but should 
the proposed rule be adopted it would more than likely end 
any discovery of these reports by tl:e prosecution. In view 
of tr.e fact that we 112.ve not yet reached the outer limits of 
discovery by the defense, we should try to preserve at least 
some prosecution discovery. 

We hope these comments may be of some l::elp and appreciate 
t'he opportunit;r to express them, These are in hurried form 
and if ·there ,'r:'.ll be future time available, I a:J'. sure we ca.n 
offer more consiaered comment. Please let us kno" if we can 
be of any assistance in the future. 

DLJ:CA 

Very truly yours, 

J. F. COAKLEY 
District Attorney 

By 
D. LOI'Jell Jensen 

Deputy 
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Memo. 63-57 

CCHIER'fS 01 PRI\IIIIJGES ARTICLE or 'l'IIB lJIlIFOBl lI1LBS or HWCI 
[Prepared by oftice of County CmnIel - ~ !emt.1'diDo OaIUttl1 

Present QaUtenda law reprd1Ds ev1dene •• tate. wbat ..na_ " 
admi.salble. For example C.C.P. J.845 praYi •• u..t a vitae.sa tIP teltl~ 

of those facts only wh:..ch lie lalo¥S of hi. ova kDaw1edce ••• C.c.P. 1850 

provides that deelanlt10111 tn res PSUle are a4mi881ble; ete. The ~rm 

Rules of Evidence Pl'O'rlde that "all relevut ev1deace 'I e&t:laa:L1t1e" except 

"as otherwise prov14e4 tn these rules" (lIraftinB the rule. contaiDed :Ln the 

Uniform 8ule. of E'11denee, hereafter reterred to as the UlIB). ibis <Utter-

enee 1D llPProaeh appeare to have U tUe effeet upOI'I the Nle. r.t Pl1vU.ese 

since present CaUtorn:La law, NId the URI are rule. ot exd·,.~ or J"e.1,evant 

ev14ence.* IfeVena.1p" tlIe Utf~ in ."..Ueb o1q'" ""'~ to (rule 

of inclusion versus Nle or ucluaicm) is 1arpo1'tal1t tw the tellov1al reason. 

'DIe URB cannot be adopted vi thout repeal1D& the present code pNYil1OD1 

reprdtng evidence, almost all of whieh are il1CON1etent with the URB, and 

the URI!! appUel ~ to court procee<l1!lp. Adoption of tbe UJII and repeal 

of the present code provllione would leave DO nUes ot evidence _ppl:Lcab1e 

to admi n1 stratlve, leg1Blative, NId executive proeeed1n8s. ** 

* '!'he bade Nlee of exclusion are stated in the same senera1 III&IlDI!r in the 
ORE as in C.C.P. 1881: A (certltin type of) Yitaess caMet be ex.ud.Ded as 
to (certain) facts. JIowever the URB provides, in addition" that certain 
ev1llence 1s inadlll1 •• 1ble,. thereby preventiIIs 1ts use even wben the penon 
with the priv1lep 1. absent or does DOt assert his privilese. 

** This statement is subject to qualification in that the new Nles on pri
vUege would be appl1eabl-e in some,but not all, adl!d.ni8t.rative beariDgS. 
Government code section U5l3 prov14ell that in proepec'Jings eoncJ.ucted under 
the terms et the Mminlstmtlve Proud" ... Act the rules of lr1vtlVtj would 
be the same 18 "they DOW are or beree.f'ter IIB1 be recognized in e aotion ,-
The Administrative Prooedure' Aetdoes not apply to .all state agencies nor, 
tor example, to a local civil service board. 
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There are two possibUities: to repeal the present sta'Wtes on . , 

evidence only insofar as they affect court proceedings, or to provide in 

the URE itself wbe.t rules shall. be applicable to proceedings other than 

court proceedings. Obviausly the latter altern&tive is the IIIOre desize.ble. 

It avoids two sets of rules of evidenceJ it a.Uows to non-court proceedings 

the advantages of clarifying the law (which is a major objective ia adopt

ing the URE); it still pemits a relaxation of certain rules of ev1dsnee 

(like the hearsay exclusion) in inf'Ol'IIIIll. proceed1ng8. The latter alter

native has been adopted in the preliJD1Ilary draft of the California law 

Rev1s1on COIIIDission resarding the article on privUeges. "Procee41ng" 11 

defined, for the purpose of that article, as "all1' act1on, heariug, 1nves

t1sation, inquest, or inquiry, whether conducted by a court, adIII1ll1stl'8tive 

agency, I1ea.r1Ds officer, arbitrator, legi,slative body or q other person 

&uthorized by law to do so, in which test1lDOlI1' can be t'O"JRSlled to be 

given." In other words, the rules of privUege will apply to all proceed

ings. ~ite likely the hearsay :rule Yill apply to court proceediug;; onJ.~·, 

or to a l1m1ted extent, in certain other specified proceedings. It is 

assumed that if the URE is adopted, it will be adopted with IIIOSt of the 

modifications reCOllllllended by the California law Revision camaission. Con

sequently these COIIIIDents will be directed pr1DBr1ly to the URE as mcd1f1ed 

or revised by the CoIIlID1ss:i.on's reCOllllllendations. The UHE as revised will 

be ref'erred to as the RJRE. 

Followins is a commentary, by sections or rules of' the RJRE,w1th 

emphasis on proviSiOns Wb1ch make substantial change. in 8libstantivelaw 

or which would have a sreater eUect upon publ:l.c bodies, espec1ally coun

ties, than on priva.te individuals or corporations. Since there is DO 
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assurance that the legislature vould aiopt 81'1\Y particular RJRE rule rather 

C 0ha.1 the corresponding Um: rule, reference will occasionally be made to the 

tIRE. 

22.3 DEFINI'FIONS 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

The defin1tion of proceedings is broad enough, when combined with rule 

22.5, to make the rules of privilege applicable to every conceivable type of 

proceeding in which a person might be compelled to testifY. Present Ce.lifornia 

law is uncertain in this respect. Some pr1 vlleges, such as the newsmen's 

privilege, are made expressly applicable to "a court, the legislature, or &1'I\Y 

admin1strative body," Government code section 11513 incorporates in admini

strative proceedings conducted under the Admin1strative Procedure Act the 

rules of privilege applicable to civil actions. The lawye~client pr1vUege 

ws recognized in 8 grand jury proceeding (considered. not Judicial in nature) 

C by a 1915 case. Q..tite likely the court would hold that the same rules of 

privilege should be followed in all proceedings but the RJlIE expressly DBkes 

it BO. Other changes in defin1tions from the tIRE are for the purpose of 

making the langusge more consistent with california's other code sections -

like substituting "defendant" for "accused". The definition section contains 

no important change in substantive law. 

22.5 SCOPE OF TIlE PRIVIlEGES ARTICLE 
[Text of Rule omitted.} 

This rule was cO!lllliented upon in the discussion of rule 22.3. 

23 PRIVILEGE OF DEFENDANT IN CRIMINAL ACTION 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

, . 
This privilege not.to be called at all as a witness is different from 

. " ,,:". . ........ 
Rule 25 which gives a witness the privilege not to testifY regarding matte~~ 

which would incriminate him. The first paragraph is just a restatement d 

C present law. Probably the second paragraph is also, although there are no 

~aliforn1a appellate cases in which the defendant was required to do more 

than stand for identification. 
-3-
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23.5 PRIVILEGE NOT TO TESTIFY AGATh'ST SP<X.TSE 
(Text of Rule omitted.] 

This section constitutes a major change in substantive law. There is 

no such provision in the ORE. This proposed section is a compromise between 

present California law and dropp.tog the privilege altogether. '!be "privileg':3" 

dealt with here is the dual privilege not to be called as a witoess and Dot 

to testify. The marital communicatioos privilege is an entirely differeot 

DBtter and is contaioed in Rule 28. Preseot california law (C.C.P. 1881 (1) 

& P.C~ 1322) provides that a married :person has a privilege, subject to certain 

exceptions, not to have his spouse testify for or against him in a civil or 

criminal. action to which he is a party. P. C. l322 also gives his spouse a 

privilege not to testify for or against him in a criminal action. 

The IDEE abolishes the right to refuse to testify !2!: the other. '!be 

justification is said to be that refusal to testify for a spouse would pro-

bably be for mercenary or spiteful motives and could preclude access to 

evidence which might save an innocent person 1I'0111 coovictioo. 

The RURE also abolishes the right of a party to prevent his spouse fro::! 

testifying. The privilege not to testify is the witoess's. An example was 

given of a mao who murdered his wife's mother and sister and probably would 

have murdered his wife if she had not fled. The marital relationship was 

thoroughly shattered; yet, under preseot california law, the defendaot was 

entitled to prevent his wife frO!ll testifyLlg against him. The theory behind 

the proposed change is that the spouse testifying can determine what effect 

the testimony will have on the IlBrriage relatiooship and can also determioe 

whether that relationship is worth saving. The party spouse would be too 

conceroed with the outcome of the action or proceeding to view the marriag~ 

relationship objectively. 
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reasons. First, consider the case where the husband is a party and his 

wife does not want to testify. If he wishes, the husband my call her to 

testify for him - and when he does, the other side can call her. Though the 

privilege not to testify supposedly is the wife's privilege, as a practical 

matter the husband has the last word. 

Second, consider the case where the wife does not wish to testify and 

the husband also does not want her to testify. The opposing party calls the 

wife to the stand. Already this is a violation of her privilege, under para-

graph 2, but what can be done about it? The opposing party commences her 

examination, she asserts her privilege, but it is erroneously overruled. 

The judge orders her to answer the Q..uestions, and the wife complies. The 

husband has no recourse and no grounds for appeal. It was not his privilege 

that was violated. Rule 40 of the URE provides: "A party _y predicate 

error on a ruling disallowing a claim of privilege only if he is the holder 

of the privilege." The RURE omits this provision since it merely states the 

existing California law which will remain in effect if Rule 40 is not adopted, 

There is a minor m ,tter of clumsy wording. FreQ..uently in the RlRE there 

is a positive statement followed by inconsistent statements. For example: 

"(1) A married person has a :;;>rivilege not to testify against the other 

spouse in any proceeding exceJ?t ••. " (all exceptions purportedly covered by 

subparagraphs a,b,c, and d). (3) "A witness who testifies in an action or 

proceeding with respect to a matter does not have the privilege under this 

rule to disclose in such action or proceeding anything relevant to that 

matter." "There is no privilege under this rule ••• ., (under other circumstancpo' 
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It is suggested that subdivision (~) be modified to prov1de "SUbject to the 

provis10ns o'f this rule, a married person bas a privUege .•• " 

From the point of view of law enforcement officers, rule 23.5 is an 

improvement over present caJ.ifornia law. It perm1ts the wite to test1fy 

aga1nst the husband when she wants to (assuming that the husband is the 

defendant), and it prevents viohtions of the wife's pr1vUege (un1utent1onal 

or otherw1se) 'from being reversi~e error by the detendant. 

24 IIEl''lNrrION OF INCRIMINATION 
[Text of RuJ.e omitted.] 

The definit10ns themselves, apparently make only one change in the 

substantive hv. They make it clear that a matter is incrilll1nat1ng it 1t 

subjects the witness to prosecution by the State of CsJ.1fornia or by the 

United States. Paragraphs 2 and 3 make it clear that a matter is not incrim-

inating when the witness has been granted iumunity from cOlWiction or Wen 

'-- the statute of ~imitat10ns bas run-provided that he will be inmme from con-

c 

viction by botb the United States and the state of CsJ.11'ornia. The URE 

rule is not explicit as to whether the witness mst disclose other ~1nk" 

the chain of evidence in order to 1nvoke the chim of privUege. The ROBE 

rule ind1cates that such disc~osure 1s not necessary if other IIBtters in 

evidence or disclosed in argument, the implications of the question, or the 

setting in which it is asked colW1nce the judge that the answer sOUSbt would 
~ 

be incriminating. 

~ Iawenforcement COUld be affected by the tact that the states wouM not 
be able to compe~ a witness to testify by granting iDIIPm1ty,l'rom prosecru
tion by the state when the witness ~d be subject to prosecution by 
the federa~ gover:ament. 
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25 SEIi'-lliCRIMIUATION: EXCEPTIONS. 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

This rule sets forth the basic provision against self-incrimination 

contained in Article 1, section 13 of the Ce.l1fornia constitution. It then 

contains exceptions, qualifications snd explanations, most of which have 

been developed by case law. Paragraph 1, states that in court proceeding 

the judge may overrule the claim of privilege. (Rul.e '51.7 provides that no 

person may be held in contempt for failure to disclose infomat1on claia'ed 

to be privileged until a court has determined that the matter is not privi

leged). 

1'a.ragraphs 2, 3 and 4 can be best CO'lllI1dered ss a gro&lJl. "(2}lfo 

person has the priv1legft to refuse to subnit to exam11lAt1on tor the purpose 

of discovering or recording his corporal tsatures and other ideat1f'y:lDg 

characteristics or his physical or mental condition. (3) No person has the 

privilege to refuse to demonstrate his 1dentiflring characteristics such, 

for example, his bandwr1ting, the sound of his VOice and manner of apeakin.lt 

or his manner of walldng or running. (4) Bo person has the privilege to 

refuse to :ru.rnish or permit the taking of samples of body fluids or subetances 

for analysis." 

These proviSions are probably just a restatement of present law. 

Wigroore believes that the right against self-iner1m1nation mereq MaDS 

the right not to have an admission of guilt extracted tnJm the accused's 

awn lips. 

Does paragraph 4 violate the state or federal constitution! Tile rullng 

in the Rochin case was not based on the privilege against self-incr1m1na-

tion; but on unlawfUl search and seizure. Consequentq the right to take 

a blood ssmple, a breath .... mple, or a urine iIaJDple stands on a dUferent 
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footing from the3Upposed right to pump another's stoma.ch, and no constit>l·' 

tional problems appear to be involved. (As partial authority for this 

statement, see People v. Duroncelay 48 C 2d 766). There is a strong dicta 

to the effect that a defendant could not be compelled to cooperate in the 

taking of a mental examination to determine his sani tY* (or presumably 

sexual psycopathy). Whether these three paragraphs are a restatement or a 

change of the present law they seem deSirable, provided that court does not 

decide that compulsion to submit to an examination of' mental condition vio

lates the defendant's constitutional rights. 

Paragraphs 5 and 6 provide that when a person is a custodian or in 

possession of evidence (nonually this would be books or records) which does 

not belong to him, he cannot refuse to produce it on the ground of se11'-

incrimination. This is supposed to be a codification of present case law, 

although the new law DBY be more far-reaching. 

An example given in the study by the California Law Revision Cooimis-

slon is as follows: D is on trial, charged with larceD;Y of a watch, the 

property of A. The prosecution moves for an order requiring D to produ~: 

the watch for use as evidence against him. In support of' the motion, the 

prosecution has A testity that A owns the watch and that D stole it from A. 

On the besis of this testimooy,the court makes an order directing D to 

produce the watch. D. has no privilege to refuse to produce the watch even 

though it constitutes DBtter incriminating him. 

* People v. Strong 114 C.A. 522 (1931) states that if the defendant submits 
to an examInation, the action is purely voluntary. 'Dle suggestion is 
that otherwise his constitutional right would be violated. 
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P~~grapb 7 ~tates that the defendant may be cross-examined as to ~ll 

matters about which he was examined in chief. The URE would provide toot 

the defendant completely waives his privilege against self-incrimination 

by testifying at all. Unlimited cross examination and automatic waiver 

of the privilege were considered to be in violation ~i the California c~nsti-

tution. Aside from constitutional problems, the RURE rule appears more 

logical and fair. It is a restaten:ent of present la-.. 

Paragraph 8 provides that witnesses oth3r than the defendant in a 

criminal action, upon waiving or failing to assert the privilege against 

incrimination cannot suddenly assert it in the middl;, of their testimony. 

Once they have testified regarding a matter when they could have claimed the 

privilege, they must answer all relevant questions pertaining to the matter, 

Cross-examination would not be restricted to the matter testified to on 

direct. 

Whether the rule as a whole restates the present law or modifies i~ 

cannot be determined "Nith certainty. It is difficult to see bow it could 

have any adverse effect upon public bodies or law enforcement. 

26 IAWYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule omitted) 

For the most part, this rule codifies the present case law. HOwever, 

the RURE makes the following important changes; 

(a) The eavesdropper rule is changeC'... If the C(J!lI!ll!m1 cation was con-

fidential, no one can testify regarding the C(J!lI!lI!mi cation. In that respect 

the attorney's secretary: the appraiser or doctor consulted by the attorney 

on the client's behalf, and an ordinary eavesdropper are placed in the same 

category. One justification given for the change in the eavesdropper rule 

(also applicable to other confidential cmmmmicationB~ is the development 
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of electronic listening devices which make it more difficult than fomerly 

to prevent eavesdropping. 

(b) Present law (C.C.P. 1881-2) makes it appear that the secretary, 

clerk or stenographer of an attorney cannot be examined as to a confiden

tial communication without the attorney's permission. HIRE makes it clear 

that the privilege is the clien~, and only the client can 'Wive it. Fur

thermore, if he doe.s ere.ive the priVilege, the attorney cannot assert it. 

(c) According to present law, it is generally believed, that the 

presence of a third party, other than one of the attorney's employees, at 

the consultation between the attorney and the client destroys the privilege. 

The RUBE defines 'confidential crnmmmi cation" in such a way as to allow the 

presence of third persons who are present to further the interest of the 

client in the consultation or who are reasonably necessary for the trans

mission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which 

the lawyer is consulted. This surely permits an expert to sit in or an 

employee of the client who has factual information at his disposal. Would 

this cover the neighbor l/OIlIB.Il who so frequently accompanies the wife seek

ing a divorce on her first trip to the attorney's office? Probably it 

would. While the neighbor's prime.ry purpose is to lend moral support, she 

my serve a useful. purpose by relating addi tioml. facts of her own knowledge 

and offering to corroborate portiOns of the wife's test1mo.oy. 

(d) Explicit provisions are Il8de as to who the holder of the privilege 

is in case of guardianship, termination of guardianship, death, etc. Also 

the privilege does not apply to an issue between parties who claim through 

a deceased client. Present law makes no provision for the transfer of the 

privilege, and in some circumstances (like death of client) it is doubtful 
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wmther anyone e<:.n ,,-a.ive the privi}.ege - even when no ham could result 

from disclosing the information and when it could be crucial in determining 

the rights of persons claiming through the deceased client. 

(e) The lawyer-client privilege applies when the client reasonably 

believes that the "lawyer" is licensed to practice law - regardless of 

whether he is actually authorized to do so. 

While these are several very important changes in the RURE J.awyer- client 

privilege, as we~~ as a codification of present law, the changes all seem 

desirable. Furthermore, ~rith the possible exception of the controversial 

change in the eavesdro:;?Per rule, none would have an adverse effect upon 

public bodies or law enforcement. 

27 PHYSICIAN-PATIENT PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

In many respects, the RURE rules on the physician-patient privilege are 

simiJ.ar to the rules on the lawyer-client privile~. For example, the defini-

tiona of "confidential communication" and "holder of the privile~" are sub-

stantially the same. Both rules treat the person reasonably believed to be 

authorized to practice law or medicine on the same basis as a person actually 

authorized. Both rules exclude the testimony of eavesdroppers. Both rules 

make the personal representative, rather than surviving spouse, children or 

guardian of chU<L.»en, the holder of the privilege upon the death of the 

patient, or the guardian or conservator when he is incompetent. This makes 

it possible for someone to waive the privilege when it is desirable to do so, 

and when no privilege-holder is left (after estate is distributed and personal 

representative discharged), the privilege expires. The RURE contains a 

sensible and desirable change over present law. When the doctor is required 

by law to report information to a public official, to be made a public record, 
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the privilege does not apply, It is more sensible to let the doctor testifY 

to a fact directly rather than to sUbPcena the public records, which the 

very doctor on the stand my have prepared. Another difference from tha 

lawyer-client privilege is that a plan to commit a crime or a tort is not 

privileged on the theory that discussion of such matters with a doctor is 

neither customary nor required to obtain treatment. 

There are other minor changes. According to present law, a litigant 

seeking to recover for personal injuries waives the privilege. The RUBE 

provides that in an action by a parent for injuries to a child, or in a 

wrongful death action, the privilege again is waived, This provision causes 

the same treatment in similar cases rather than having d1ffer~nt results 

depending upon the plaintiff named. 

For the most part, rule ?{ is a restatement of present law. Other 

than the change in the eavesdropper rule, it contains nothing objectiombl" 

to counties or law enf'orcement. 

27.5 PSYCHOTHERAPIST-PATIENT PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

According to present la'A, there are two sets of rules applicable, depend·· 

ing upon whether the psychotherapist is a psychiatrist or a psychologist, 

This is an arbitrary distinction since in both cases the treatment may be 

exactly the same. The patient is urged to reveal his innermost thoughts 

(possibly with drugs or hypnotism to overcome all inhibitions), and his 

willingness to do so is essential to successful treatment. The law now 

gives the patient consulting a psychologist the lawyer-client privilege which 

is reasonably appropriate. However this has occasionally caused d::'fficulty 

when the psychologist's testimony was needed - for example, in guardianship 

proceedings or when the psychologist was appointed by the court for the 
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purpose of examining the patient and test1fyil'..g. Present la', gives tile 

patient consulting a psychiatrist or other medical doctor only the physi~ien-

patient privilege, which is much too narrow. For example, the latter pri-

vilege does not apply in criminal proceedings. The RURE will give the patie:lt 

the same privilege whether he is consulting a psychologist, a psychiatrist: 

an ordinary medical doctor or a person reasonably be:'ieved to be some kind 

of medical doctor. provided that the consultation or examination is for the - -' 

diagnosis or treatment of a mental or emotional condition. Note that the 

privilege does not exist merely because the patient reasonably believes the 

psychotherapist ~s a psycho:'ogist when he is, in fact, neither an M.D. nor 

a psychologist. This provision seems odd and inconsistent, but there is a 

policy reason for this distinction. Many persons such as palm readers, 

mindreaders, hypnotists, meta-physicians, practitioners of unorthodox 

religions, and marriage counselors hold themselves out to the public as 

psychologists. 

Consequently, unless the patient believes the psychotherapist is a 

medical doctor, he acts at his peril if he does not make certain that he is 

a psychologist, licensed under Chapter 6.6 of Division 2 of the Business and 

Professions Code. It is not the policy of the law to encourage a confidential 

relationship between a patient and a quack, and there would be many practical 

problems if the privilege were to exist merely because the patient thought 

that he was consulting a psychologist. 

The psychotherapist-patient privilege given by the RURE is quite similar 

to the la~r-client privilege. The provisions regarding the holder of the 

privilege, eavesdropping, what a confidential cammlnication consists of, etc. 

are substantially the same. The exceptions to the privilege follow similar 

lines but there are additional exceptions resulting from the different 

nature of the relationship. 
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(f) In an action brought by or on behalf of the patient in which the 

patient seeks to estab~_ish his competence. 

(g) In any action or proceeding, including an action brought under 

section 376 or 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure, in which an issue con

cel'uing the mei1tal or emotional condition of the patient has been tendered 

by the pat;;'ent 01 a.ny pa:-ty cJ.eiming through or under the patient or claim

ing as a b2neficialY of the patient through a contract to which the patient 

is or was a par~y. 

(b) Ii" the psychotherapist is appointed to act as psychotherapist 

for the patient by order of a court. 

(i) As to any information which the psycbotherapist or the patient 

is required to report to a public official or as to infomation required 

to be recorded in s· pablic office unless the statute, charter, ordinance, 

administrative regulation or other provision re~iring the report or reccru 

specifically provices that the information shall not be disclosed. 

(j) As to evidence offered by the defendant ina criminal action or 

proceeding-

Sub-paragrapbs (f), (g), (h) and (i) are self-explaoa.tory. It would 

8eem that (f) is superfJJ.:cus since such a proceeding would fall under cat

egory (g). T'oe purpose for sub-paragraph (j) is one that might easily be 

overlooked from a casual reaJ.ing. The patient can waive the privilege, so 

(j) would not be necessary to authorize the defendant to call his own psycho

therapist as a witness. The purpose is to allow a defendant other than the 

patient to do so. Ii" D is being tried for the murder of X, D may call P, 

a psychotherapist, and force him to testi~ that A admitted to him that he, 

A, killed X. At least that is the justification given with the prelimina:o:: 
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draft of the RUBE. The theory is that pIS testimony will be admissible 

under the new hearsay rules (63-10) a declaration against penal interest. 

QUERY: Would this really be a declaration against penal interest? Would 

it subject him to criminal liability or make him an object of hatred, 

ridicule or social disapproval in the community? The fact that the declar

ation would be co~ident~al and could not be used aginst A would seem to 

prevent such a declaration fraru fa:ling within this exception to hearsay 

ru:o.e. A, could make such a statenent as a favor to D at no risk to him

self. A, could not be cross-examined, since P is the witness, nor could 

A be compelled to testify because of t!le privilege agt',inst self-incrimination. 

This wO'.lld be an extr9llleiy unreliable type of hearsay. It would encourage 

co:"lusion a..'1d d~shonei3ty. Such testimony might create a reasonable doubt in 

jurors' minds regarding the guilt of D. Since paragraph (J) does not, itself, 

make such •• .••••••• < • • evidence admiSSible over a hearsay 

objection, this subparagraph might be considered innocuous and disregarded. 

H~rever, since its purpose is to permit such testimony, as indicated by the 

preliminary draft, a oourt might be persuaded to take the same view on the 

hearsay objection as the Law Revision Commission. Therefore, it is desirable 

tc bave iJ) e~1m1~ted from the proposed rules. Otherwise rule 27.5 contains 

no~ning ~bjecttonable to count~es or law enforcement, 
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28 MARITAL PRIVILEGE FQi\ CONFIDENTIAL COI·R·iUIUCATIONS 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

The same new provision for excluding the testimony of eavesdroppers is 

contained in this rule as elsewhere in this chapter. The provisions regard· 

ine; "holder of the privilege" are much less elaborate than under the lawyer·· 

client: physician-patient, or psychotherapist-patient ?rivilege and the 

privilege of each spouse terminates upon his death. The URE provided that 

the privilege would terminate upon the dissolution of the marriage, but the 

RURE changed the proposed rule to mal.e it the same a3 present California law. 

,\n important ehange from present law is that C.C.P. 1881 gives the 

privilege only to the non-testifying spouse. The worcl.ing is "Nor can either 

be, ,lithout the consent of the other, examined as to any communication ... " 

The ',ritness spouse has no privilege to refuse to testify.l The RURE gives 

the privilege against disclosure to both spouses. 2 

The URE rule, giving the privilege only to the spouse lTho transmitted 

the communication was not followed in the RURE. The RURE follows present 

California law in this respect, ancl. it is more logical. If the husband could 

only object to the admission of his own statements, but could not prevent the 

admission of his wife's statements, his half of the conversation could often 

be inferred. 

1 At least that is the situation 1,here the non-testifying spouse is a party 
8J.1d could be deemed to have given his consent b:' failure to object. A 
literal reading would indicate that when the witness's spouse was not 
present in court to give his consent, or had not previously given hjs ~on
Gent to disclosure, the privilee;e could not be waived by the witness. 

2 !~so it is clear under the RURE that when W is a uitness and W' s spouse is 
not a party and does not claim the privilege, 11 =y either waive or assert 
the privilege. 
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2(a), (b) and (c) are restatCl!Cnts of exist in:; 1m!. 'i~1e exception fo:.: 

1Higation between spouses 2(d) is recognized under existing law, but the 

RUBE extend the exception to siwil~ cases where o~c of the spouses is dead 

and the litigation is between his successor and the surviving spouse. 21'e} 

and 2(f) are restatements of present law. 

2(g) seems to int~oduce an Lnconsistency. Both spouses are supposed to 

have the privj,lege not to testify regarding confiden'tial communications; yet 

this provision forces the witness spouse to testify at the will of the party 

spouse. The substance of Rule 28 is tl1at if the party spouse desires that 

the testimony be admitted; it will be admitted. This inconsistency is simi.l~ 

to the inconsistency contained in RLue 23.5 (privilege not to testify against 

spouse) . The former rule purportedly gave the privilege not to testify to 

the \-fitness spouse, but r.e could be compelled to testify by the party spouse. 

Ir, other words the difference bet~reen the two rules is as follO\-1s: In both 

cases the witness spouse is supposed to have a privilege not to testify (or 

not to t~stify regarding certain matters). Under Rule 23.5 the witness spouse 

~ot be prevented from testifying if he wishes; under Rule 28 the party 

spouse ~ prevent the witness spouse from testifying (regarding confidentiA,l 

communications) . In either case, if the party spo'.lse wants the testimony) 

he can compel that it be given. 

Sub-paragraph (h) restates present law. When the marital confidence is 

breached by a spouse , it is lost - at least partially lost. When a spouse 

t~lls anothel what was said in confidence, this ocher person cannot be 

pl"evented from testifyj,ng - assuminG that there is no objection on the ground 

of hearsay. The hearsay objection ,muld not apply, of course, when the 

tattle .. tale spouse was a party or ,rhen an eavesdropper was listening to the 
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confidential conversation itself with the knowledge or consent of one of the 

spouses. 

Paragraph 2(g) of this rule is objectionable for the same reason that 

pa.raGraph 4 of Rule 23.5 is objectionable. However neither paragraph 2(g) 

nor any other part of Rule 2B is likely to have any adverse effect upon 

counties or la,! enforcement. 

28.5 CONFIDENTIAL COI-IMUHICATIONS: BURDEN OF PROOF 
[Text of Rule omitte~l 

The rationale for this rule is that if the burden of proof were on the 

person claiming the privilege, in many cases he would be compelled to reveal 

the subject matter of the communication in order to establish his right to 

the privilege. Whether or not this is the present rule of law in California 

(and the Law Revision CO!1IIlission apparently is in doubt about this), ~t seems 

desirable, 

QUERY: Is there a conflict between proposal an~ the policy to adm~t 

all relevant evidence in ascerta.ining H.e truth? 

29 PRIE8T-PENITENT PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule o:n:ittedJ 

The only proposed change from present law is that the priest, as well as 

the penitent, is given the privileGe not to testify regarding the penitential 

communication. This rule also provides that the penitent himself cannot be 

compelled to disclose the penitential communication, while C.C.P. 1881-3 

merely provides that t~ pries~ cannot be examined vithout the consent of 

the penitent. However there is little doubt that if the cases were to be 

decided under present law, the court would hold that the penitent could not 

be forced to disclose the penitential communication. This result has been 
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This rule should have no effect upon counties or la" enforcement. 

30 RELIGIOUS BELIEF 

The URE rule provided: "Every person has a privilege to refuse to dis·· 

close his theological opinion or religious belief unless his adherence or 

non··adherence to such an opinion or belief is material to an issue in the 

action other than that of his credioility as a witness." The rule has been 

entirely eliminated ::'n the EURE because in People v. Copsey, 71 C 548 (1887) 

the Supreme Court held that evidence of a witness's religious belief (or 

lad, of it) was incompetent for impeachment purposes. Since the URE rule 

would give the witness a privilege only when his credibility as a witness was 

an issue, and since present law states that his religious belief is incom-

c potent a..rryway, even without a privilege, this rule 1las deened unnecessary .. 

31 POLITICAL veTE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

This rule Simply codifies present law. 

32 TRADE SECRET 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

No statute and no case have explicitly recognized the trade secret 

privilege in California. However dicta has hinted that it exists, and 

indirect recognition of the privilege is afforded by C.C.P. 2019 which provides 

that in discovery proceeuings the court may make protective orders prohibiting 

inquiry into "secret processes, developments or research." The case, which 

by dicta, suggested that the privilege exists, overruled the privilege because 

of plaintiff's need for the information to establish his case. {Hatson v 

c 
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Superior Court 66 CA 275). So if the r;rivilege is nm, recoGnized, it is 

subject to the exception about concealing a fraud or working an injustice. 

,lith this exception, the rule seems rather innocuous. In all probability, 

it does not change the present law. 

33 SECRET OF STATE 

The URE rule regarding federal secrets (military secrets or secrets 

relating to international relations or national security) has not been 

adopted by the RURE. Such secrets are ade~uately protected by federal law, 

which would prevail over any state laws whose coveraGe was less broad. 

34 OFFICIAL INFORMATION 
[Text of Rule omitted. 1 

Several changes have been ~~de as compared to the URE rule in an attempt 

to make the rule a restatement of present California law. The URE gave tpe 

privilege of non-disclosure to any witness, and furthermore such evidence 

would be inadmissible. Thus, if a private litiga.~t obtained knowledge of 

official information, he could refuse to disclose it even if the public 

entity did not wish to claim the privilege. The justification for such a 

rule is that the public entity might not be represented at the hearing and 

would have no opportunity to claim the privilege. Furthermore, the provision 

making such evidence inadmissible 1Iould give the party opposing disclosure a 

basis for appeal, thereby inducing the party seekinG disclosure and the judge 

to be exceptionally careful so as not to risk prejudicial error. The general 

principle is that a litigant cannot complain if another's claim of privilege 

is erroneously overruled even though it is the litiGant who is adversely 

affected by the disclosure. 

-20-
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That is the principle necessarily adcpted by the RURE rule, '''hich does 

no~ make tce evidence inaduissibl". Eowever} R.lle 36.5 states that the judge 

shall exclude, on his own motion, privileged information when the person 

entitled to the privilege is neither party nor witness - unless such person 

au-chorizes disclosure. The protection given by Rule 34 in conjunctic'n wi"Gh 

Rule 36.5 is much less complete thall the protection Given by the URE. Anothar 

difference is that if a person acquires official information by unauthorized 

means, no one has the privilege to "ithhold it. The rationale is that once 

the secret is lost, there is no purpose in trying to protect it. Nevertheless 

a situation might exist where both the witness and the public entity would 

desire to keep the official information secret, and there should be a way to 

prevent the widening of the leak. 

Paragraph 2 provides that the privilege against disclosure ~utomatically 

exists when disclosure is forbidden by an Act of ConGress or a statute of this 

state, but in other cases, the judGe has a discretion. He must weigh the 

public interest served by a non-disclosure agai.'1st the interest of justice 

served by disclosure. The judge has considerable discretion in the latter 

case, but it is difficult to imaGine any other way of handling the problem. 

Pa:.agraph 3 provides that in a criminal proceeding ,{hen the public entity 

asserts its privilege of non-disclosure, the judge shall make an crder or 

finding of fact adv~rse to the people of the State up0n any issue to which 

the privileged information is material. Some provision of this type is 

nee(~ed "since the government .. hich prosecutes an accused also has the duty to 

see that justice is done, it is unconscionable to allow it to undertake 

prosecution and then invoke its governmental privilec;e to deprive the accused 

of anything which might be material to his defense." (U:1ited States v 
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Reynolds 345 US1) However, this provision goes too far. If this disclosure 

is forbidden by law, why should the state be pena~ized? 

The situation is different froI.l the case of an informer where the state 

can uaive the privilege if it wishes, depending upon the importance of 

obtaining the conviction as cOnIJ?ared to losing the future usefulness of the 

informer. A prop03ed :nndification is as follows: Take Rule 2A out of 

p=aLrg.ph 2 ant'. change ~t to provide: "Evidence she.ll be inadmissible when 

di.sclo~u:re is forbidden by an Act of Congress of the United States or a 

statute of this State." Paragraph 3 would read: "If .... the state .... 

refuses to disclose .•• on the ground that it is privileged under the provi-

sions of paragraph 2 ... " In other "lOrds, information, disclosure of which 

state or federal law prohibits, would be inadmissible, and the public entity 

woulc1 not have to claim a privileGe. Rule 3J pertaining to findings or 

rulings favorable to the defendal'lt lfould only apply to cases in which the 

public entity had an option and elected to claim the privilege. Rule 34, as 

it now stands. would interfere with law enforcement a11d would constitute a 

temptation on the part of a public entity to violate the lalf regarding di6-

closure in order to avoid a miscarriage of justice. Furthermore this rule 

pro'::lably goes further t'clan preser..t law in giving a criminal defendant a type 

of "indfall. 

35 COMMUNICATIONS TO GRf>i!D JURy 

This provision of the URE has been omitted from the RURE, primarily 

because the URE rule gives pro+;ecti~n to ',!itnesses other than grand jurors. 

36 IDENTITY OF INFORMER 
[Text of Rule omitted. J 

C This rule is practically the sSJr.e as Rule 34 concerning official informa-

tion. Provis::.on;'s made that "hen the privilege is invoked against a 
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defendant in a criminal case} he shall have all iS3'~es material to the 

matter not disclosed determined in his favor. Such a provision is logical 

here. This rule is intended to bo a restatement of present law, and it 

should have no adverse effect upon counties or la'f enforcement. 

36.5 CLAIM OF PRIVILEGE BY JUDGE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

This rule does not appear in the liRE but is supposed to be declarative 

of existo.ng 1m.". The objection to this rule is that it dces not state what 

the consequences will be ,·,hen the judge fails tc exclude such evidence. Can 

the party against whom it 0.6 admitted c!aim error? (;,ee cliscussion of Rule 

23.5). Or is this a rule with no teeth in it - a rtue authorizing the judge 

to exclude evidence but giving no one an effective remedy if the evidence 

is admitted? It is suggested that the rule state either that such evidence 

is inadmissible or that the judge has a discretion to exclude it, and an 

abuse of discretion shall be constituted error against the person requestbg 

its exclusion. 

37 WAIVER OF PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

liRE Rule 37 applies to all privileges. RURE maJ:es then applicable ol'~Y 

to Illlles 26 through 29. Rule 32 (Trade Secrets) has no waiver provision on 

the theory that once the "secret" is made known, it is no longer a secret. 

The other rules contain their own waiver provisions. whatever changes in 

the URE which have been made by the Law Revision Commission were for the 

purpose of ma..lting the RURE a restateltellt of existinr:; lav. It seems logical 

that d::s,losure of privileged information to one's spouse, lawyer, pr.iest..-

etc. should not be a waiver of the privilege. Farar;raph 3 states this 
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principle explicitly, although the courts would probably reach the same 

result in the absence of this provision. The same is true of paragraph 4 -. 

that the court would probably reach the same result 'lithout it. This rule 

is of interest, not because it ch~13es the law, but because it failed to 

adopt many of the provisions contained in the URE. 

37 -5 RULING ON CLAIM OF PRIVILEGE 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

This rule does not appear in the URE. It is self-explanatory and is 

probably desirable. Although the d;:aft of the law commission does not so 

indicate, it appears to be a departure from California law in allowing 

certain matters in an adversary proceeding to be communicated to the judge 

U<J a "litness (quite likely accompanied by the attorney) from one side out 

of the hearing and presence of the other side. Does this violate a funda-

mental right, at least in criminal cases, by not allm-ling the "presence" 

of a party at all stages of the proceedings a.~d the right to confront 

witnesses against him? 

37.7 RULING UPON PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS IN NONJUDICIAL 
PROCEEDINGS 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

The rationale for this rule is that nonjudicial proceedings are often 

conducted by persons untrained in 1811. The cozmnission's comments state that 

this rule does not apply to anybody - such as the Public Utilities Commission -

that has constitutional power to impose punishment for contempt, Whether or 

not 1"0 is a restatement of present law, the law seems desirable. 

38 ADMISSIBILITY OF DISCLOSURE WRONGFULLY COMPELLED 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

~e negative implication is that such evidence is admissible aga.ins't 

anyone except the holder of the privilege. In most cases, that is a 
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desirable principle. However critical comments have been made with regard to 

various sections where the witness rather than the party, is given a privi:ege 

and it ,TQuld appear that the party \fould have no remedy in case of an 

erroneous ruling. The best example is the situation "here one spouse is 

conpelled to testHy against the other. In this and o"cher cases, the party 

has a legitimate interest in prohibiting disclosure, but the privilege is 

given to the witness for policy reasons. If the >fitness ,raives the privilege, 

the party has no right to object, but when the witness asserts the privilege 

and is nevertheless required to disclose information, it seems rather unfair 

to the party. Also it was suggested that a party be given a right to exclude 

privileged information when the holder of the privilege is not present at the 

proceeding to assert the privilege. Present rules allow (perhaps require) 

the judge to exclude it, but if the judge fails to ('.0 his duty, the party 

apparently has no remedy. Despite these comments, there is not objection 

to Rule 38 by itself. It is really the other rules that ought to be changed, 

to create exceptions to the general principle set forth in Rule 38. 

39 REFERENCE TO EXERCISE OF PRIVlLEG)i;S 
[Text of Rule omitted.] 

The rule distinguishes between the exercise of a privilege and failure 

to produce evidence. In some cases it might be necessary for a party to 

waive a privilege in order to explain or deny testimony produced by the 

other party. Neverthless it is not the exercise of the privilege which 

may be comoented upon but merely the party's failure to explain or deny 

unfavorable evidence. The liRE rule said nothing a00ut the right to comment 

on failure to explain or deny evidence, and perhaps such a provision is 

unnecessary. However, without such a provision, it rught be inferred that 
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the ~'iGht to comr.]ent diu not cxi::;t, * and this provision removes any doubts. 

~J EFFECT OF ERROR III OV:sRRULDIG ClAD! OF PRIVIUGE 

The URE rule provided: "il party may predicate error on a ruling dis·, 

allmring a claim of privilege only if he is the holder of the privilege." 

This rule has been omitted from the RURE on the ground that it is not a 

rule: of evidence and only states the existing law 1Thich uill remain in 

effect anyuay. 

[NEWffi1EN! S PRIVILEGE 1 

The newsmen's privilege has been omitted from(;he RURE. This changes 

prese:nt law since the newsmen's privilege was extre~ely broad, applying to 

the Legislature or any administrative proceeding as veIl as a court. A 

maj ori ty of states do not have a nm-Tsmen' s privilege, and it is usually not 

as broad as California's many legal scholars think that it is not justified. 

Also, there is a problem lihere to stop. Should the privilege of Time and 

Ne1TSlTeek be different from that of a newspaper? Should a company newspaper 

be treated the same as a newspaper of general circulation? \<here should 

the line be drawn? 

Certainly the proposed change uill not have an adverse effect upon 

counties or law enforcement. 

* Kxcept in criminal cases, in which the right to comment is given by the 
State Constitution. 
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EXHIBIT VIII. 

Office of the Attorney General 
Department of Justice 

Library and Courts Building, Sacramento 14 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California. 

Attention: John H. DeM:>ully 
Executive Secretary 

Dear Mr. DeM:>uily: 

November 29, 1963 

We have received your letter of November 15, 1963, requesting our 
comments witb relation to the preliminary draft of a tentative recomnenda.
tion relating to the Privileges Article of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

We regret that due to tbe extremely beavy calendar of the criminal 
divisions of this office, we have been unable to complete an examination 
of this material and will be unable to forward you our cOllllllents by Decem
ber 1st, but will endea.vor to·do it as Boon as the court commitments. will 
permit us. 

DHM/mjk 

Yours very truly, 

STANLEY M:ISK 
Attorney General 

DORIS H. MAIER 
Assistant Attorney General 
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To 

LEl'TER OF TRANSMITl'AL 

His Excellency, Elbund G. Ermm 
Governor of California 
and to the Legislature of California 

The California LalT Revision COI:l!Ilission vas e.irected. by .Resclution 
Chapter 42 of the Statutes of 1956 to make a study "to determine whether 
the law of evidence should be revised to confora to the Uniferm Rules of 
Evidence drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
state Laws and approved by it at its 1953 annual conference." 

The Commission herm'lith submits a preliminary report containing its 
tentative recommendation concerning Article V (Privileges) of the Uniform 
Rules of Evidence and the research study relating thereto. This report 
is one in a series of reports being prepared by 'ohe CommiSSion, each 
repor~ covering a different pOlo'cion of the Unifor:u Hules of Evidence. 

~'_,e major portion of the research study uas prepared by the 
(;OllClUssion's research cons·ul ""'l.r~, Professor ~ li. CiJadbourn of 
:0110 .tarvard La~ Schoo:t~ Cnly ':;he tentatiye :-'~commeJ1.mtion (as 
~.lsUnguislled from the reaearc:l study) expresscso;,e views of the 
GoLItlls 5i on. 

In preparing this report, the Commission considered the v1eus of ~ 
&~ecial Committee of the State Bar appointed to study the Uniform RLl~s 
of Evidence. 

This preliminary report is submitted at this time so that interested 
persons will have an opportuni'~y to study the tentative rec=dation 
and give the Commissio~ the benefit of their comments and criticisms. 
These comments and criticiSms vill be considered by the Commission in 
formulating its final recommenWltion. Comm,,~j CUtion5 should be addres;:;ed 
to the California Law Revision C";n< saio!!, 8c;;001 cf Le:.·,", Stanford 
University, Stanford, Califc'::',;;'. 

December 1963 

RCSDcctfully submitted, 

HERMiIli F. BELVIN 
Chai.rms.o 
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TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION OF TIlE CALIFORNIA 

LAIV REVISION CONMISSION 

Relating to 

THE UlUFOill4 RlJT.wES OF EVIDENCE 

Article V. Privileges 

BACKGROUND 

The Uniform Rules of Evi.dence (hereinafter sometimes designated as the "URE": 

were promulgated by th~ Rational Conference of Commissioners on Uni!or~ State 

Lavs in 1953.1 h 1956 the Legis!a,ure directed the Law Revision 

COllll:lission to make a study to deter..:ine whether th~ Uniform Rules of Evidence 

should be enacted in this State. 

The tentative recommendation of the Commission on Ar~icle V or the 

Uniforn Rules of Evidence is set feTell herein. This ar~::'cle, consisting 

o-r Rules 23 through 40, relates to privileges. 

The l{ord "privileges," "ithin the meanino; of i.:eticle V of the URE and 

this tentative recommendation, refers to the exeIUp'sions which axe grarited by 

lall from the general duty of all persons to give evidence \lhen required to do 

so. A privilege ma;:; take the fom'. of (1) a'1 exemption from the duty to 

testify--as in the case of the d.ef\~lld.ant I s pr:" vilcGc in a crillliuaJ ~ct1on; 

or (2) a.'1 exempti~n from the duty to testify about cel~ain specific matters-; 

as ~n the case of the privilege tha'~ every person lltls '(;0 refuse to testify about 

incriminating matters; or (3) a ri3ht to keep another person from testifying 

1 P. pamphlet containing the Ur::ifor:~ Hules of Evidenco L'!D.y be obtained from 
the National Conference of COllllllissioners on Uniform Staoe Laws, 1155 llist 
Sixtieth Street, Chicaeo 37, Illinois. The price of the pamphlet is 30 
cents. The Lav Re,,:;'sion COl!Jlllission does not havc copies of this paIUphlet 
available for distribution. 
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concerning certain matters--Guch as "he privilege of a clien" to prevent 

h::"s luw:rer fro£l reveali~6 the client t s confidential C c!:1rluni cat ions . 

Eecause privileges operate to withhold relevant information, they 

necessarily handicap the court or jury in its effort to reach a just result. 

Nevertheless, courts and legislatures have determined from time to time that 

it is so important to keep certain information confidential that the needs 

of justice should be sacrificed to that end. The investigation of truth 

and the dispensation of justice, however, demand restricting the privileges 

that are granted within the narrowest limits required by the purposes they 

serve; every step beyond these limits provides an obstacle to the administra-

tion of justice. On the other hand, when it is necessary to grant a 

privilege, the privilege granted must be broad enough to accomplish its 

purpose--it must not be subject to exceptions that strike at the very 

interest the privilege is created to protect. 

j'!uch of California's existing statutory law in regard to privileges is 

found in Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure. This section sets 

forth the privileges arising out of the relationship of husband and Wife, 

attorney and client, clergyman and confessor, and phySician and patient. The 

section also sets forth the newsman's privilege with respect to his sources of 

information and the public officer's privilege in regard to confidential govern-

mental information. Some of the remaining California la", concerning privileges 

is found in the Constitution and in statutes scattered throughout the codes. 

The statutory and constitutional provisions relating to privileges are 

incomplete and defective. Much of the law can be found only in judicial decis~ons. 

For example, the existing statutes make no mention of the many exceptions that 

exist to the lawyer-client privilege. Whether a particular exception exists 

in California can be determined in some instances only after hours of 
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pajns;-aking research j in o·~her i:1::r~c.nces, it -ca."1l10~t:; :;·e determ.ined at all ~r 

tne case law on the subject is incoLwlete. Even in those areas covered Qy 

sta;c.c:-ce, 'ohe statutory languaGe is frequently imprecise and confusing. 
with 

l:io~~eo'.'·ex·, t.he existing lalJ is in some inst8.11C ":-.'''; OU<':; of harmon~moa.ern 
e~:::i;:r(':":"l~ 

cO!ldi tior..s. For exo.mple, thei>r! v!legeo hc.ve not protected against testi:nony 

t.y oo;""adropper3 bccuuae in an earlier day an individual could be expocte:d to 

take precautioos c.gain:lt ctl'iortl ovorhcnring hio.cJnfid=ticl comnrunicc:tio!1:J, 

Hith the development of electronic I:Idhoda· of: Eoave:;dropp;i.ng, however, he can no 

lOl1Cer assume that a fe'l simple precautions will prevent others from over-

:L2_~~'iilG: his statements and,.. hence ... consideration :J~:.o'-:.lC. ~:c given to extending: 

sono privileges to protect against this danger. Thc;l, too, existing law has 

nc~ recognized the problems reculiar to the psychiatrist-patient relationshir> 

aJ.l'l the ne8(1 for protecting the confidential commlL.'licatiOl's mad", in the course 

of ·chat relationship. 

REVISION OF URE ~~TICLE V 

The Commission tentatively ::ecom!uends that urm ilrticle V, revised as 
2 

hcrcinai"ter in.d.::.c~t;,.;:i, be c:"'1nctecl. in Cu.liforni:::... Th~ substitution 

of' "etailed statutory rules ,'elatinc to privileges for tr.c existiDg statutory 

ane'. court -made rules llOuld eliT1illate l!luch of' the Q'lcertainty that now exists, 

In the formulation of these detaile" rules, 6..lw.chronist!S nay be eliminated 

from the California laVl and the law may be brought inco harmony vith modern 

conG:l tions. 

2 The final recOl!lI!lendation of the COmr:llssion '.rill indicate the appropriate 
cod'~ section numbers to oe assicned to the rules as revised by the 
C=ission. 
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Although the Commission approves the general format of thG rules on 

privilege contained in URE Article V, the Commission has concluded that 

many changes should be mude in the rules. In some cases, the suggested 

changes go only to .la.nguage. For example, in some instances, different 

languD.ge is used in different URE rules when, appal'encly, '0;,0 same meaning 

is intended in the rules. The Commission has eliminated these unnecessary 

differences in order to assure uniformity of interpretation. In other cases, 

however, the changes proposed reflect a different point of view on matters 

of substance from that taken by the Commissioners on Uniform state Laws. 

In virtually all such instance~the rule proposed by the Commission provides 

a broader privilege than that proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform 

State Laws. In some cases, the tentative recommendation also provides a 

broader privilege than that provided by existing California law. 

In the material that follows, the text of each rule proposed by the 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws is set forth and the amendments 

tentatively recommended by the Commission are shown in strikeout and 

italics. Where language has merely been shifted from one part of a rule 

to another, however, the change has not been shown in strikeout aod italics; 

only language changes are so indicated. The text of several additional 

ruLes tentativ~ly reeommeoded by the Commission but not included in the URE 

is shown in i tal1cs. Each rUle is f'ollowed by a comment setti'ng forth the 

major considerations that influenced t!:.e Commission i::, l·Cco,milendi.Pg 

impQ:;:.~·-~L"'.~_!·~·. substa.."11tive changes in the J."-d.le or in the corj. .... espOll(!.i.ll~ .. Calif-

ornia 12.· .. ·. For a ccetaileo. analysis of the various UR':: rules and the California 

la1;- ~'ela·tin~ to privileges) ,see -~l::.c j."esearch stu.d.y -.Jc,:;;inni:.~G on -page 301. 
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RULE 22.3 - DEFINITIONS 

ns used in this article: 

(1) "Civil proceeding" means 8...'1:'{ proceeding except a criminal proceeding. 

(2) "Criminal proceedinG" means an action or proceeding brought in a 

court by the people of the State of California, and initiated by complaint, 

indictment, information, or accusation, either to determine "hether a person 

has committed a public offense and should be punished therefor or to determine 

whether a civil officer should be removed from office for wil:'ul or corrupt 

miscol1Luct, and includes any court proceeding ancillary thereto. 

(3) "Disciplinary proceeding" means a proceedillG brought by a public 

entity to determine whether a right, authority, license, or privilege, 

including the right or privilege to be employed by the public entity, should 

be revoked, suspended, terminated, limited, or conditioned, but does not 

include a criminal proceeding. 

(4) "Presiding officer" means the person authorized to rule on a 

claim of privilege in the proceeding in which the claim is made. 

(5) "Proceeding" means any action, hearing, investigation, inquest, or 

inquiry (whether conducted by a court, administrative agency, hearing officer, 

arbitrator, legislative body, or any other person authorized by law to do so) 

in "r..ich, pursuant to law, testimony can be compelled to be given. 

(6) "Public employee" means an officer or employee of a public entity. 

(7) "Public entity" means the United States, this State, or any public 

entity in this State. 

(S) "Public entity in this State" means the Regents of the University 

of California, a county, city, district, public authority, public agency, or 

other political subdivision or public corporation in this State. 

-5-
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Because the revised privileges article applies in all proceedings of 

any kind in "hich testimony can be compelled by la" to be given (see Revised 

Rule 22.5 and the Comment thereto), it is necessary to use terms that do not 

appear in the URE rules. These terms are defined in this rule. Certain 

terms used in connection with but one rule are defined in the rule using 

the term. Most of the definitions are self explanatory, but four of them 

deserve comment. 

"Criminal proceeding." The definition of "criminal proceeding" closely 

follOlfS the definition in Penal Code Section 683. The definition is 

broadened, hC>lever, so that it includes a proceeding by accusation for the 

removal of a public officer under Government Code Section 3060 et seq. The 

definition also includes ancillary proceedings, such as writ proceedings to 

test the sufficiency of the evidence underlying an indictment or information 

or to attack a judgment of conviction. These proceeQinGs are included in 

the definition so that the rules of privilege in such proceedings will be 

the same as they are in the criminal action itself. 

"Disciplinary proceeding." The definition of "disciplinary proceeding" 

follows the definition of the kind of proceeding initiated by accusation in 

Governw~nt Code Section ll503. The definition has been modified to make it 

clear that it covers not only license revocation and suspension proceedings, 

but also personnel disciplinary proceedings. 

"Presiding officer." "Presiding officer" is defined so that reference 

may be made to the person who makes rulings on questions of privilege in 

nonjudicial proceedings. The term includes arbitrators, hearing officers, 
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referees, and any other person who is authorized to mal,e rulings on claims 

of privilege. It, of course, includes the judge or o-cher person presiding 

in a judicial proceeding. 

"Proceeding." "Proceeding" is defined to mean ,,11 proceedings of 

whatever kind in which testimony can ce compelled by lB.l' to be given. It 

includes civil and criminel actions and proceedings, administrative 

proceedings, legislative hearings, grand jury proceedinas, coroners' 

inquests, arbitration proceedings, and any other kind of proceeding in 

which a person can be compelled by la,-, to appear and c:i ve evidence. The 

definition is broad because a question of privilege ca.~ arise in any 

situation vhere a person can be compelled to testi~J. 

Generally spea.~ing, a person's duty to testify in a particular proceed

ing arises by reason of the issuance of a subpoena by a.~y of the numerous 

agencies, cOmmissions, departments, and persons authorized to issue sub

poenas for a variety of purposes. Compliance with a subpoena, or) in other 

words) the legal compulsion of testimony, may be accomplished by several means. 

By far the most common means is the contempt power. The power to hold a 

recalcitrant witness in contempt may be exercised directly by some authorities, 

such as courts, certain constitutionally authorized administrative bodies, and 

the Legislature when in session, "hile other autho:d-;;ies exercise this power 

only indirectly by appeal to the courts. For other means, see, ~, 

Government Code Section 27500 (~ing it a misdemeanor to fail "wilfully and 

withcut reasonable excuse" to attend and testify at an inquest in response to 

a subpoena issued by a coroner); Priestly v. Superior Court, 50 Cal.2d 812, 

330 P.2d 39 (1958), and People v. HcShann, 50 Ca1.2d 802, 330 P.2d 33 (1958) 

(enforcing the duty to testify by mal,ing an adverse order or finding of fact 

against the offending party, including diSmissal of the action). 

-7-
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RULL 22.5. SCCPE OF 'YdE PRrfILh"'GES ARTICLE 

Except as otherl-::'s3 ?rov~~d.ed by stQtu~~} the pro'tlisior..s of this art1.cle 

apply in all :proceedings. 

COViMENT 

The U:clJ:!: rules as proposed a!'e applicable Cl:ly 'co COl1:"~ proceedings. They arc 

not ~pplicable in other kinds of proceedings. The liRE rules are so limited 

partly because they are designed for adoption by courts under their rulemaking 

authoritJ> as \,ell as by legislation, and there would be a question whether the 

court: could impose their rules on other bodies. See UNIFORM RULE 2 and the 
Comment thereto. 

j.:Ost rules of evidence are desigr.ed for use in 

courts. Generally) their purpose is 'GO keep unrelia ")le 01" prejudicial evidence from 

beir.c presented to a trier of fact 1rho is not trained to sift the reliable 

fro1: the unreliable. Privilege rules, however, are different from other 

rules of evidence. Privileges are grented for reasons of policy unrelated to 

the reliability of the information that is protec1lcc: 'uy thG privilege. A§ 

a matter of :fact, privileges have a practical effed only "hen the privileged 

infol~tio~ is relevant to the issues in a pending proceeding. 

Privileges are granted becaus0 it is necessary tc permit some information 

to be kept co~fiden1lial in ordGr to carry out certain socially desire.ble policies. 

ThClS, fo1' ex"",ple; it' is im1'orta.'-1c ·~o, the attorney-cl~cn-c c'"lationship or 

the ,'m:tiCoe.l .elationship that conficlential communications ruo.de in the 

course of such relationships be k"p"" confidential; all';',· to protect such 

rel"r"ionships, a privilege to pievcn'~ disclosure 0';: such communications is 

granted. 

8/6/63 
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H confidentiality is to be ef~'ectively protected by a privilege, 

the rriyilege must be recognized in Jroc2edings otl:er thEm judicial 

proceedings. ~he protection afforded by a privilege "ould be illusory if 

a court were the only place >There the privilege could be invoked. Every 

officer with power to issue subpoenas for investigative purposes, every 

administrative agency, every local governing board, and many more persons 

could pry into the protected information if the privilege·rules were 

applicable only in judicial proceedings. 

Therefore, the policy underlying the privilege rules requires their 

recoGnition in all proceedings of any nature in which testimony can be com

pelled by la>T to be given. Revised Rule 22.5 makes tile privilege rules 

applicable to all such proceedings. In this respect, it follows the 

precedent set in New Jersey when revised liRE privilege rules were enacted. 

See N.J. Laws 1960, Ch. 52, p. 452 (Il.J. REV. STAT. §§ 2A:84A-l to 2A:84A-49). 

\~ether Revised Rule 22.5 is declarative of existing law is uncertain. 

No California case has decided the question whether the existing judicially 

recocnized privileges are applicable in nOnjudicial proceedings. B,y statute, 

hOlfever, they have been made applicable in all adjudicatory proceedings 

conducted under the terms of the Administrative Procedure Act. GOVT. CODE 

§ 11513. And the reported decisions indicate that, as a general 

rule, privileges are assumed to be applicable in nonjudicial proceedings. 

See, ~, Ex parte McDonough, 170 Cal. 230, 149 Pac. 566 (1915); In re Bruns~ 

15 Cal. App.2d 1, 58 P.2d 1318 (1936); Board of Educ. v. vlilkinson, 125 Cal. 

App.2d 100, 270 P.2d 82 (1954); ~~Knew v. Superior Court, 23 Cal.2d 58, 142 

P.2d 1 (1943). Thus, Revised Rule 22.5 appears to be declarative of existing 

practice, but there is no authority as to whether it is declarative of exist

ing law. Its enactment will remove any existing uncertainty concerning the 

right to claim a privilege in a nonjudiCial proceeding. 
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RULE 23. PRriILEGt CF mih.,mAHT :::" CRIMi:NAL ACTIO" 

(I) [E--,'e''Y-peFseS-h&.e]!:: defen:iant in [SR(!' J :: criminal J"et;~esJ 

proceeding [fB-WR~€a-Be-~s-aB-ae~asea] has a privilege not to be called as 

a ',li tness and not to testify, 

[f3~1 [AB-aeeasea] ~ defendant in a criminal [aet~eRl proceeding has 

no privilege to reflise, when ordered by the judge, to submit his body to 

examination or to do any act in the presence of the judge or the trier of 

the fact, except to refuse to testify. 

COMMENT 
,j Rules 23, 24, and 25 gen~rally. 
lIn California.., c.s in rnoErt other stE:.tes, the Constitution grants D. 

privilege against self-incrimination. Tbis privilege, guaranteed by Article 

I, Section 13 of the Ca1iforni~ Constitution, has two ~spects. First, the 

defendant in a criminal caSe has a privilege not to be called as a witness 
Revised 

~,nd not to testify. This privilege is recognized in,/:Ru1e 23. Second, every 

person, whether or not accused of a crime, has a privilege when testH'yi,ng 

8/6/63 -10- Rule 23 
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in ar~ proceeding to refuse to give information that might tend to 

incriminate him. This privileGe is contained in Revised Rules 24 and 25. 

Because the privileges stated :en Revised Rules 23, 2i f, and 25 are 

derived from the Constitution, these privileges would. 8xist whether or not 

these rules were enacted in statutory form. Nonetheless, approval of these 

rules is desirable in order to codify, and thus summarize and collect in 

one place, a number of existing rules and principles that today must be 

extracted from a large amount of case materials and statutes. 

Rule 23. Revised Rule 23 restates without substantive ehange tr~ existing 

California law. See People v. Clark, 18 Cal.2d 449, 116 P.2d 56 (1941), 

People v. Tyler, 36 Cal. 522 (1869); People v. Talle, 111 Cal. App.2d 650, 

245 P.2d 633 (1952). The UHE reference to "an accused" has been replaced 

with language more technically accurate in California practice in light of 

Penal Code Sections 683 and 685. 

Subdivision (2) of URE Rule 23 has been deleted because it deals with 

confidential communications between spouses. The entire subject of 

confidential communications bet\feen spouses is covered by Revised Rule 28. 

See also Proposed Rule 27.5, dealir..G >rioh the privileGe of a spouse not 

to testify against the other spouse. 

Subdivision (4) cf URE Rule 23 has been deleted because the matter 

of commenting on the exercise of the privilege provided by Rule 23 is 

covered by Revised Rule 39(2). 

-ll- Rule 23 
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RULE 24. DEFINITION OF INCRUrrNgnOH 

{I) h. matter ~,rill incrimint:.te 8. person ~Tithin- the meanL18 of these 

rules if' it: 

eeE.Reet~eE.-... ~ta-9tRel'-!!ia:6te1'6-aiae±6S"e!,-~S] an elemc"t of a crime under 

the 1m., of this State or the United States; or 

(b) Is a circumstance which 'lUh other circumstances would be a basis 

for a reasonable inference of the co~~ssion of such a [v~elatisR-s~-~ae 

cri1,lc; or 

(c) Is a clue to the discovery of a matter that is within paragraph 

(a) or (0) above. [HHless] 

(2) NotWithstanding subdivision (1), a matter '~ll not incriminate 

a person if he has become [~Sl'-aBy-?easeR] permanently immune from 

L~HHisli!!ieR~] conviction for [sblea-v;l,e",-at;l,sR] the crime. 

(3) In determining whether a matter is incriminating, other matters 

in evidence or disclosed in argument, the implications of the question, 

the setting in which it is asked, t.he applicable statute of limitations, and 

all other relevant factors shall be taken into consideration. 

COI'ft.rENT 

The Commission hes substituted for the URE rule a definition of 

incrimination that is similar in fo"~ to the version of this rule enacted 

in New Jersey. N.J. REV. STAT. § 2A:84A-18. However, unlike the rule 

recoL1mended here, the New Jersey rule extends the definition of incrimination 

to include matter that constitutes an element of cr~~ under the law of a 

sister state. 

'.1'he revised rule clarifies several aJlibiguities that exist in the URE 

rule. The ;rord "crime" is used in the revised rule instead of' "violation," 
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and ;iC.'T'.-.-ic.J:i.·'Jn
ll is used ins'~eac1 0:: 11: __ -~1Jlisl:unent,,;1 'co :' .. -1C'.ica-ce (l) that the 

pri·· .. :-_2.c::;e is no-':' available to prc'~ec-~ a person from 8:::"'/il-~as opposed to cri-

min2.l- <punishment, au.d (2) "CL1a-G t.he ~~(!ssibili-cy of c.c· ~ji1122- conviction alone; 

",het'her or not accompa::!ied l::y punishmeD,t, is sur'ficient to ..,arront im'c~ation 

of the privilGge. 

The revised !"Ule, too, provides protection against passille incrimir.e.tion 

under a federal lan, DUt not undar a law of another state Or roreigu 

The scope or the privilege as it now exists i::l, California is not 

clear, for no decision has been foUl:c. ~ndicating whether or not the existing 

California. pri·l'~ilege provides protecti')n against incriminatior.L under the 

laws of a s0vereignty other t!lan California. The ~nclusio!1 of' protection 

against possible incrimimtion uXlder a federa.l la~, is desirable to give 

full :.~C!a.jl in;?; -to -chis pri'vileze, fm.. 2.1:. persons subjcc"1.o to CaJ.ifornia law are 

at t;l" same time subJect to ferceral 1"",. i:xpansion 0:': pro'Gec'cion to include 

the J.c.~.- of sister states OT rorei:::.,-n .112.tions seems un'.ro.:,:ran'c,ec.. 

The revised rule mekes it clear, vrhich :.l.:.,:::: lll1~.,; l'Ul·... t that h c ~es no , ot er 

links in the cr~i~ of incrimination need not be disclosed before the privilege 

lmj' 1::e invoked. The witness may be aware of other matters ;,hich, when taken 

in cO!1l1ection with ;;he information sought) are a. t.:1sis for u reasonable 

inference of the commission of a crime. The protection of the privilege "ould 

be substantially impaired if sueh other matters had to be disclosed before 

the privilege against self-incrimination could be invoked. See People v. McCormick, 
102 Cal. App.2d Supp. 954, 223 P.2d 349 (1951). Subdivision (3) 
indicates, however, that whether a matter is incriminating is not left to the 

uncontrolled iiscretion of the person invoking the privilege. The court 

ult~~tely must decide whether a matter is incriminating. In making this 

determination, it nust consider not only the other matters disclosed, but also 

the context of the question, the nature of the information sought, and many 

Rule 21~ 
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RULE 25. SELF-INCRIMINATION PRIVILEGE 

[g~edee~-~e-R~es-23-aaa-3T1] Bvery natural per~on has a privilege 

[,-wll.;;'ell.-ae-!Ba.y-e;ba;i,I&,] to refuse to disclose [;;'li-ali-ae~j,eli-eF-te-a-Ji~elj,e 

eg~;i,ej,a!-e~-tk;i,s-state-eF-aay-ge¥e?Raelital-ageaey-eF-&j,vj,Sj,ea-tll.eFeef] any 

matter that l'lill incriminate him if he claims the privilege, except that 

under this rule [,]~ 

(l}[ta~] If the privilege is claimed in [aa-aetj,ea] a proceeding 

conducted by or under the supervision of a court, the matter shall be 

disclosed if the judge finds that the matter will not incriminate the 

witness. [t-aaa] 

(2) [te~] No person has the privilege to refuse to submit to 

examination for the purpose of discovering or recordinG his corporal 

features and other identifying characteristics [T] or his physical or 

mental condition~ It-alia] 

(3) No person has the privilege to refuse to demonstrate his 

identifying characteristics, such as, for example, hiG handwriting, the 

sound of his voice and manner of speru_ing, or his manner of walking or 

running. 

(4) [te~] No person has the privilege to refuse to furnish or permit 

the t~ing of samples of body fluids or substances for analysis~ [t-aaa] 

(5) [ta~] No person has the privilege to refuse [te-ebeY-aR-eFaeF-maae 

8y-a-ee~~] to produce for use as evidence or otherwise a document, chattelL 

or other thing under his control constituting, containingL or disclosing 

matter incriminating him if [tke-d~4ee-fj,lias-tkat;-9y-~ll.e-aJiJilj,eae;be-p~es 

ef-~ke-8~9stalitj,ve-;baw;] some other personL [eF-a] corporation, [eF-etkeF] 

association, or other organization (including a public entity) awns or has 

-14-
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a superior right to the possession of the thing ordered to be produced-=. 

[;--aaa] 

(6) No person has the privilege to refuse 

to produce for use as evidence or otherwise a.ny record required 

by 1m·, to be kept and to be open to inspection for the purpose of aiaine; 

01> facilitating the supervision or ,-"cgulation by a public entity of an office, 

O~cu];o.tion, pro·lessios or calling when such order is mde in the aid of 

sue!: supervision or regulation. 

[-{~i] (7) Subject to Rule 21, a defendant in 11 criminal [aeUem] 

proceeding who [vel><E."\;8Fay] testifies in [tile-ae;;iol'l] :01:':"'.:;. J21·ocee<iing upon 

the Eerits befere the trier of fact [aeee-B9~-Aa¥e-~Re-rFivilege-~e-Fe~aee 

)Rule 21 is 
by the COlllID.ission. 

the subject of Do later ~tudy and rcoOIr.mendo.tion 
The rule as contained in the URE is as follows: 

RmoE 21. Limitations on Evidence of Conviction of 
Crime o.s Affecting Creditili ty.· Evidence of the conviction 
of a witness for a crime not involving dishones~y Or false 
ntatement shall be inadmissible for the purpuse of impairing 
hio crediLility~ If the witneas be the accused in a crimi nul 
proceeding, no evidence of his conviction of a c::-ime shall be 
admissible for the sole purpose of impairing his crecibility 
~nlesG he has first introduced evidence admissible solely for the 
purpose of supporting his credibility. 

8/6/63 -l5- Rule 25 
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te-~iselese-aay-matte~-~elevaat-te-aay-isSHe-ia-tae-aetiea) may be cross

examined. a.s to all matters a00ut which ne 'Has examiIied in chief. 

(8) Exce~t for the defendant in _~ crim:'::1al lJ:,.'':'cc8C.L1C:; a 

witness who, -",ahout having claimed the privilege under this rule, ',estifies 

in a proceeding before the trier of fact with respect to.a.matter 

does not have the privilege under this rule to refuse to disclose ir. such 

proceeding anything relevant to that matter. 
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Revised Rule 25 sets forth the privilege, derjved from Article I, Section 

13 of the California Constitution, of a person when testifying to refuse to 

give information that might tend to incriminate him. This privilege should 

be distinguished from the privilege stated in Revised Rule 23, which is the 

privilege of a defendant in a criminal case to refuse to testify at all. As 

in the case of Revised Rule 23, the Commission recommends that the law relat

ing to the privilege against self-incrimination be gathered together and 

articulated in a statute such as Revised Rule 25. 

Introductory Clause. The words "in an action Ol' to a pUblic official 

of this State or to any governmental agency or division thereof" have been 

deleted from the statement of the privilege because they are unnecessary in 

view of Proposed Rule 22,5, which makes all privileges available in all 

proceedings where testimony can be compelled. Rules of evidence cannot 

spew, in terms of a privilege not to disclose in those situations where 

there is no duty to disclosej evidentiary privileges exist only when a person 

would, but for the exercise of a privilege, be under a duty to speak. For 

example, such rules are not concerned with inquiries by a police officer 

regarding a crime nor with the rights, duties, or privileges that a person 

may have at the police station. Thus, the person who refuses to answer a 

question or accusation by a police officer is not exercising an evidentiary 

privilege because he is under no legal duty to talk to the police officer. 

Whether such an accusation and the accused's response thereto are admissible 

evidence is a separate problem with ~lhich Revised Rule 25 does not purport 

to deal. See, however, Revised Rule 63(6) (confession or admission of 
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defendant in criminal case) and Revised Rule 62(1) in Tentative Recommendation 

and a Study relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay 

Evidence), 4 CAL, LAW REVISION CO/1M'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 309, 319-320 (1963). 

The reference to Rules 23 and 37 has been omitted because subdivisions 

(7) and (8) indicate the extent to ",hich this privileGe is subject to waiver. 

Subdivisions (1), (2), (3), and (4). These subdivisions declare 

existing California law. Overend v. Superior Court, 131 Cal. 280, 283, 63 

Pac. 372, 373 (1900)(judge determ~es availability of privilege); People v. 

Lopez, 60 Cal.2d ,32 Cal. Rptr. 424, 435-436, 384 P.2d 16, 27-28 (1963) 

(acts mentioned in subdivisions (2) and (3) of Revised Rule 25 not privileged); 

People v. Duronce1ay, 48 Cal.2d 766, 312 P.2d 690 (1957), and Pegp1e v. 

Haeussler, 41 Ca1.2d 252, 260 P.2d 8 (1953)(no privilege to prevent taking 

samples of body fluids). Of course, nothing in these subdivisions 

authorizes the violation of constitutional rights in reGard to the manner 

in "'hich such evidence is obtained. See Rochin v. California, 342 u.s. 165 

(1951) . 

Subdivision (3) has been added to make it clear that a defendant in a 

criminal case can be required to demonstrate his identifying physical 

characteristics so long as he is not required to testify. Under subdivision 

(3), the privilege against self-incrimination cannot be invoked to prevent 

the taking of a sample of handwriting, a demonstration of the defendant's 

speaking the same words as were spoken by the criminal as he committed the 
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crime, or a demonstration of' the def'endaDt' s manner of walking so that a 

witness can determine if he limps like the person observed at the scene of' 

the crime, etc. This matter may be covered by subdivision (2) of' the revised 

rule; but subdivision (3) will avoid any problems that might arise because 

of' the phrasing of' subdivision (2). 

f:ubdivision (5). Subdivision (d) of' the URE rule, nOlT subdivision (5), 

has been revised to indicate more clearly that organizations other tban 

corporations are included among those ~lho may have a superior right of' 

possession. This subdivision probably states existing lal{ insofar as it 

denies the privilege to an individual who would be personally incriminated 

by surrendering public documents or books of a priva'i;e organization in his 

possession. See ,Tilson v. !Jnited S'i;a'ces, 221 U.S. 361 (1)11), and cases 

collected in Annot., 120 A.L.R. 1102, 1109-1116 (193)). See also 8 WIGMORE, 

EVIDENCE § 2259b (McNaughton rev. 1961). Although there apparently is no 

California case holding that an individual has no privilege with respect 

to other types of' property in his custody but owned by another, the logic 

supporting this exception is persuasive. The word "OlIDS" has been added to 

avoiQ a possible problem where, for example, articles of incorporation vest 

exclusive custody of books and records in a corporate officer, even though 

they are the property of the corporation. 

Subdivision (6), Subdivisions (el and (f') in the URE rule are 

disapproved by the Commission because they provide that public officials 
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and others who engage in any form of activity, occupatio~or business that 

is subject to governmental regulation may be deprived of the privilege 

against self-incrimination by regulations and statutes requiring them to report 

or disclose certain matters. No cases have held that -the privilege against 

self-incrimination can be so easily destroyed. The cases interpreting the 

privilege have held only that a record that is actually kept pursuant to 

a statutory or regulatory requirement is not subject to the privilege if 

the production of the record is sought in connection llith the governmental 

supervision and regulation of the business or activity. See Shapiro v. 

United States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948). Subdivision (6), l1hich has been included 

in the revised rule 1.'1 lieu of subdivisions (e) and (f) expresses this rule. 

The cases have also held that public employees and persons engaged in 

regulated activities may be required by statute or regulation to disclose 

information relating to the regulated activity and may be disciplined for 

failUl'e or refusal to make the required disclosure, b~t such cases have 

never held that such persons have lost their privilege against self-incrimina

tion. See Shapiro v. United States, supra. See also People v. Diller, 24 Cal. 

App. 799, 142 Pac. 797 (1914). Uhder the revised rule, public emplqyees 

may still be required to make disclosures concerning their administration 

of public affairS, and may still be discharged if they refuse to do so; 

but, under the revised rule, it is clear that they do not surrender the 

privilege against self-incrimination as a condition of their employment. 

Subdivision (7). The Commission has revised subc,ivision (g) of the URE 

rule, now subdivision (7) of the revised rule, to incorporate the substance 

of' the present California law (Section 1323 of' the Pcnal Code). See 

People v. McCarthy, 88 Cal. App.2d 883, 200 P.2d 69 (1948). Subdivision (g) 
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of the liRE rule conflicts with Section 13, Article I of the California 

Cons-U tution as interpreted by the California Supreme Court. See People v" 

O'Brien, 66 Cal. 602, 6 Pac. 695 (1885). See also People v. Arrighini, 

122 Cal. 121, 54 Pac. 591.(1898). 

Subdivision (8). The Commission has included a specific waiver provision 

in su1x1ivision (8) of Revised Rule 25. liRE Rule 37 provides a waiver 

proviSion that applies to all privileges. However, 'che waiver proviSion 

of Rule 37 'foulC!. probably be uncOllstitutional if applied to the privilege 

against self-incrimination. Thus, Rule 37 has been revised so that it 

does not apply to Revised Rule 25 J which has been expanded to include a 

special waiver provision. 

Note that, under subdivision (8) of Revised Rule 25, the privilege 

agains'c self-incrimination is waived only in the ~ action or proceeding, 

not in a subsequent action or proceeding. California cases interpreting 

Article I, Section 13 of the California Constitution appear to limit waive:r 

of the privilege against self-incrimination to the particular proceeding 

in which the privHege is waived. See {)verend v. Superior Court, 131 Cal. 

260, 63 Pac. 372 (1900); In re S~~, 134 Cal. App. 54, 24 P.2d 916 (1933). 

A person can claim the privilege in a subsequent case even though he waived 

it in a previous case. See In re Sales, supra. 

Subdivision (8) dces not apply to a defendant in a criminal action or 

proceeding; the extent of the waj.ver by a defendant in a criminal case 

is governed by subdivision (7) of the revised rule. 
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HUIE: 26. LAWYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) [t 3~ 1 feg used in this rule: 

(a) "Client" means a perso"L [e:r 1 corporationL [e:r-e-l;;aep] association L 

or other organization (including. a public entity) 

that, directly or through an authorized representative, consults a lawyer 

[ep-~~e-~W"~eplB-:re~Fe8eB-I;;a~~vel for the purpose of retaining the lawyer 

or securing legal service or advice from hi:n in his professional capacitYL ttl 

and includes an incompetent (i) who himself so consults the lawyer or (i1) 

whose guardian or conservator so consults the lawyer [s:--I;;se-lawyeFls 

FeF~eseatat~ve] in behalf of the incampetent~ [1] 

(b) "Confidential communication between client and lawyer" ~ 

information transmitted between a client and his la\ryer in the course of 

that relationship and in confidence by a means ,fuich, so far as the client 

is alrare, discloses the information to no third persons other than those whe are 

prG3c:~.:.t -Lo further the interest of -~he client in tb:) consultation or those 

reasonably necessary for the transmission of the i:1formation or the acc0t"1'L-lish-

ment of the purpose for .,hi8h the la'ryer is consulted, and ir.cludes advice 

giYen by the law-Jer in the courSe or that relationsllip. [pgpp~ai;iRe-i;ae 

e±"-eF..-;;-aBe. -~ael ... Ele 9 - .. ~ eelestiFe e-eli - tBe - el~e:at - t e -a-· Fe~Fe Bes1;at~"e ,assee iate 

er-~leyee-eli-tSe-lawye:r-~Be~QeF..t~±-te-tae-EPelieesieaal-Fe~1;iesesipyl 

(c) "Holder of the privilege" means (i) the client when he is 

competent, (ii) a guardian or conservator of the client when the client is 

incaupetent, (iii) the personal representative of the client if the client 

is dead, and (iv) a successor, assign, or trustee in dissolution of a 

corporation, partnership~ association, or other organization (includin,j a 

;.~.:·:~--.l.i._c:. __ en·~ity) if c:"issol-.-ec'.o 
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(il) [(~) J "La"\lyer" means a person authorized, or reasonably believed 

by the client to be authorized, to -cractice law in any state or nation [tJae - -
law-e~-wJa~ea-peee~R~Be8-a-~iv~lege-aBa~Bs~-a~sele8~e-e~-eeB~~aeB~~al 

eemm~~ea~~eB8-ee~weeB-el~eB~-aBa-la"~epl. 

(2) [~l~ 1 Subject to Rule 37 and except as othenrise provided {ey 

ee~weeB-lawyep-aRa-~s-el~eR~-~R-~Jae-ee~se-e~-~Ba~-pela~~eBsa~~-aaa-~B 

~pe~e88~eBal-eeB~~aeBee7-Qpe-~~v~le8ea1-aaa-a-el~eBl;1 the client, whether 

or not a party, has a privilege (faj-~~-ae-~8-~Jae-wi~Res8J to refuse to 

disclose, and to prevent another from disclosing, [aRy-s~eal a confidential 

communication [7-aBa-te~-~e-ppeveB~-~s-lawyep-~pem-Q~sele8~8-~~1-aBa-fej 

~e-ppeveBt-aBY-e~Jaep-wi~Be8s-~em-ai8ele8~-s~ea-eema~~ea~~eR-~~-~~-eame 

~e-~Jae-kaewleQge-e~-8~eJa-w~~Bes8-t~j-~B-~Jae-ee~se-e~-~~8-~paa8mi~~al 

aB~~e~pa*eQ-9y-~Jae-el~eB~1-ep-ti~~j-aB-a-pe8~~-e~-a-~?eaea-e~-~Jae-lawyep-elieR~ 

pela~~eft8Jai~T--~e-~piv~ege-maY-Be-elaimea-by-~Jae-elieB~-~B-pep8eB-8P-By-Jai8-

pe~e8eB~a~~veT--~e-~piv~leF-e-ava~la~1~-~e-a-e8pp~patieB-eF-asR8eia~ieB-*ePRiB

a*e8-Rr~B-ai88elRt~eBTJ between client and lawyer if the privilege is claimed by: 

(a) The holder of the privilege; or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder 

of the pri vUege; or 

(c) The person who was the lawyer at the time of the confidential 

communication, but such person may not claim the privilege if there is no 

holder of the privilege in existence or if he is otherl'lise instructed by 

a person authorized to permit disclosure. 
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(3) The lawyer who received or made a communication subject to the 

privilege unG.er this rule shall cla~ the privilege ,,1:eC:~···21· ,le: 

. _J..iLJ:s authorized to clam the privilege under parag!"aph (c) of sub

division (2) ;_anCl . 

(4) [.(a+-~ ........ ~~ . - - . ' .... ·~~~=""",...~-.;oot..~l There is no priv-ilege under 

this rule: 

l3ervices of the l'J..yYcr uere sou,:b.t er obtc.inw 

fra"'Jd. 

(b) }\s to a c=.iCa.tiOll relevant to an issue, bet,,-ce:J. parties {W.j.. 

e£-WheMJ who cla.m through ['5ke] So deceased client, regardless of whether 

the tre~J cln1~B are by test::;,te or intestate succession or by i"-ter 

vivos transuction. [,.-Si!' 1 

(c) As to a communication relevant to = iSGue of breach [QJ:.~~ by 

. the lawyer [;f;e-hiis-eiiieati,.1 er by the client ['1;8 Ms ;I.!IIp'Ie!!'], of a duty 

arising out of the law-fOr-client relationsldp. [9£] 

Cd) ~ to a coltllIUilic::;,tion relev=t to an issue ccnccrning the 

intention or compQtenee of ::;, client executing an attested dOCUillent~ 

concerning the execution or attest::.tion of such a document, of vhich.tM 

lmr,fer is an attesting witness..:. [.,-~] 
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(c) I~s to a cOIIIIIIUIlication rclc':nnt to an issue conccrning the 

intention of a deceased client with respect to a deed of conveyance, wiJ.J., 

or other writing, executed by the client, PU1J?orting to affect an interest 

in property. 

(f) As to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the validity 

of a deed of conveyance, wiJ.J., or other writing, executed sY a now deceased 

client, purporting to affect an interest in property. 

(g) As to a communication between a FhOCsician and a client who consults 

the physician or submits to an examination sY the physician for the purpose 

of securing a diagnOSiS or preventive, palliative, or curative treatment of 

his physical. or mental. condition if the cOllllllUIlication, including information 

obtained sY an examination of the client, is not privileged under Rule 'i!7, 

(h) As to a communication between a psychotherapist and a client who 

consults the psychotherapist or submits to an examination sY the psycho--

therapist for the PU1J?ose of securing a diagnOSiS or preventive, paJ.J.iative, 

or curative treatment of his mental. or emotional. condition if the C(Jll!D!lmi ca·-

tion, including information obtained by an examination of the client, is 

not privileged under Rule 'i!7.3. 

122 [te~-~e-a-eeamWBiea~i6R-pelev8B~-~e-a-ma~~ep-e~-eemm6R-iB~epes~ 

8e~eB-we-el'-lReJ!lS-eU6R~s-U-maQe-8y-aay-e~-~RSlIl-~e-a-lawyel'-YRel!l-~1ley 

elieR~sYi Where two or mare clients-have ret~ined or-consulted a lawyer 

upon a matter of common interest, DonO of them may claim a-privilege under 

this rule as to·a communication made in the course of that relationship 

when such c~ication is offered in a civil prcceeding between such 

clients. 
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Rule 26 

COMMENT 

This rule sets forth the lawyer-client privilege now found in sub

division 2 of Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure. This rule, 

however, contains a much more accurate statement of the privilege than 

does the existing statute. 

The URI!: rule bas been rearranged and rewritten to conform to the form 

and style of the other rules relating to privileged communications. The 

definitions, for example, have been placed in subdivision (1), as they are 

in Rules 'Z7 and 29. The langnage of the rule bas been modified in certain 

respects, too, so that precisely the same language is used in this rule as 

is used in other rules when the same meaning is intended. 

SUbdivision (1 )--Defin! tions • 

,!'aragraph (a)--"Client." The definition of "client" has been revised to 

make it clear that governmental organizations are considered clients for the 

purpose of the lawyer-client privilege. This change makes it clear that 

the State, Cities, and other publi~ entities have a privilege insofar as 

CCllII!Dnni cations me.d.e in the course of the lawyer-client relatiollship are 

concerned. This is existing law in california. See Holm v. SUperior 

~, 42 cal.2d 500, 267 P.2d 1025 (1954). 

The definition of "client" has also been extended by adding the words 

"other organization." The language of the revised rule is intended to 

cover such unincorporated organizatiOns as labor unions, social clubs, and 

fraternal societies when the organization (rather than its individual ~ 

bers) is the client. 

The reference to "lawyer's representative" has been deleted. This term 

was included in the URE rule to make it clear that a conmmi cation to an 
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attorney's stenographer or investigator for the purpose of transmitting 

the information to the attorney is protected by the privilege. This pur

pose is better accomplished by a modification of the definition of "con

fidential communication" in paragraph (b). Under the proposed revisions 

of these definitions, cornnnmj cations to physiCians and similar persons for 

transmission to an attorney are clearly protected, whereas the protection 

afforded by the URE rule would depend on whether such persons could be 

called a "lawyer's representative." 

The definition of "client" has also been mOdified to make it clear 

that the term includes an incompetent who himself consults a lawyer. Sub

division (l)(c) and subdivision (2) of the revised rule provide that the 

guardian of an incompetent can claim the privilege for the incompetent 

client and that, when the incompetent client is again competent, the client 

may himself claim the privilege. 

Faragraph (b)--" Confidential cODUllIln i cation. " "Confidential communi cation 

between client and lawyer" has been defined. The term is used to describe 

the tYlle of c01ll!llUnications that are subject to the lawyer-client privilege. 

The definition permits the defined -cerm to be usee:. in the General rule 

stated in subdivision (2), and confo::-ms the style of -c:1is rule to the style 

of other rules in the privileges article. 

In accord with existing California law, the revised rule provides that 

the communication must be in the course of the lallyer-client relationship 

and J:lust be confidential. See City and County of San Fr8Jlcisco v. Superior 

COUl'-C, 37 Cal.2d 227, 234-235, 231 P.2d 26, 30 (1951). Confidential 

cOl:lJ:ll1Ilications also include those made to third parties, such as account8Jlts 

or similar experts, for the purpose of transmitting such information to the 
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lmryer. Thus, the phrase, "reasonably necessary for the transmission of 

the information," restates existinG California la,." See, e.g., City and 

County of San Francisco v. Superior Ccurt, supra, llhich involved a 

comrlunication to a physician. Although the rule of this case would be 

chanced by subdivision (4)(g) and (h) insofar as it applies to communications 

to ?hysicians and psychotherapists consulted as such, subdivision (l)(b) 

retains the rule for other expert consultants. (See Comment to subdivision 

(4)(G) and (h), infra.) A lawyer at times may desire to have a client 

reveal information to an expert consultant and himself at the same time 

in order that he may adequately advise the client. The inclusion of the 

wor(Ts "or the accomplishment of the purpose for which the lawyer is con

sulted" makes it clear that these communications, too, are confidential 

and within the scope of the privileGe, despite the presence of the third 

party. This part of the definition probably restates existing California 

la". See Attorney-Client Privilege in California, 10 Stan. L. Rev. 2g7, 

308 (1958). See also Himmelfarb v. United States, 175 F.2d 924, 938-939 

(9th Cir. 1949). 

The words "other than those who are present to further the interest of 

the client in the consultation" indicate that a conmunication to a lawyer 

is nonetheless confidential even though it is made in the presence of 

another person, such as a spouse, business associate, or joint client, who 

is present to aid the consultation or to further their common interest in 

the subject of the consultation. These words may change existing California 

law, for under existing law the presence of a third person will sometimes 

be held to destroy the confidential character of the consultation, even where 

the third person was present because of his concern for the welfare of the 

client. See Attorney-Client Privilege in California, 10 Stan. L. Rev. 297, 

308 (1958), and authorities there cited in notes 67-71. 
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Paragraph (c )-- "Holder of the Privilege. " The substance of the sentence 

found in URE Rule 26(1), reading "The privilege rm:y be claimed by the client 

in :person or by his la-wyer, or if incompetent by his guardian, or if deceased 

by his personal re:presentative," has been stated in the form of a definition 

in subdivision (l)(c) of the revised rule. This definition is similar to 

the definition of "holder of the privilege" found in UBE Rule 27, relating 

to the physician-patient privilege. It makes clear who can waive the priv

ilege for the purposes of Rule 37. It also makes subdivision (2) of the 

revised rule more concise. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(i) and (ii) of the revised rule, the guardian 

of the client is the holder of the privilege if the client is"incompetent, 

and an incompetent client becomes the holder of the privilege when he becomes 

competent. For example, if the client is a minor of 20 years of age and he . 

or his guardian consults the attorney, the guardian under subdivision (l)(c) 

(ii) is the holder of the privilege until the client becomes 21; thereafter, 

the client himself is the holder of the privilege. This is true whether 

the guardian consulted the lawyer or the minor himself conSUlted the laMyer. 

The existing California law is uncertain. The statutes do not deal with 

the problem and no appellate decision has discusseC'. i";;. 

Under subdivisions (l)(c)(iii), the personal representative of tte 

client is the holder of the privilege when the client is dead. He may 

either claim or waive the priVilege on behalf of the deceased client. This 

may be a change in the existing California law. Under the California law, 

it seems probable that the privilege survives the death of the client and 

that no one can waive it after the client's death. See Collette v. Sarrasin, 

184 Cal. 283, 289, 193 Pac. 571, 573 (1920). Hence, the privilege apparently 
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must be recognized even though it -,could be clearly to 

the interest of the estate of the deceased client to waive it. If this is 

the present california law, the URE provision would be a desirable change. 

Under the liRE rule and under the revised rule, the personal representative 

of a deceased client may waive the privilege when it is to the advantage of 

the estate to do so. The purpose underlying the privilege--to provide a 

client with the assurance of confidentiality--does not require the recog

nition of the privilege when to do so is detrimental to his interest or to 

the interests of his estate. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(ivhthe successor, assign, or trustee in 

dissolution of a dissolved corporation, association, or other organization 

is the holder of the privilege after dissolution. This changes the effect of 

the last sentence of URE Rule 26(1), which has been omitted from the revised 

rule, since there is no reason to deprive such entities of a privilege when 

there is only a change in form while the substance remains. 

The definition of "hOlder of the privilege" shoqld be considered with 

reference to subdivision (2) of Revised Rule 26 (specifying who can claim 

the privilege) and Revised Rule J7 (relating to waiver of the privilege). 

Paragra.ph (d)--"layYer. " The Commission approves the provision of the URE 

rule that defines "layYer" to include a person "reasonably believed by the client 

to be authorized" to pra.()tice law. Sinc"e the privilege is intended"to encourage 

full disclOSUre by giving the client assurance that his communication will 

not be disclosed, the client's reasonable belief that the person he is con

sulting is an attorney should be sufficient to justify application of the 

privilege. See 8 Wigmore, Evidence § 2302 (McNaugton rev. 1961), and cases 

there cited in note 1. See also McCormick, Evidence § 92 (1954). 
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The Commission has omitted the requirement of the URE that the client 

must believe reasonably that the lawyer is licensed to practice in a juris

diction that recognizes the la'"yer-client privilege. Legal transactions 

frequently cross state and national boundaries and require consultation 

with attorneys from rrany different jurisdictions. The California client 

should not be required to determine at his peril whether the jurisdiction 

licensing his particular lawyer recognizes the pri'rile[le. He should 

be cntitled to assume that the lcuyer consulted ,-rill maintain his 

confidences -e6 ·the same extent as ,muld a~lawyer in California. 

The existing California law in this regard in uncertain. 

Subdivision (2)--General rule. 

The substance of the general rule contained in URE Rule 26(1) bas been 

set out in the revised rule as subdivision (2). The rule has been revised 

to conform to the form and style of Rule 27 so that precisely the same 

language is used where the same meaning is intended. 

Privilege Imlst be claimed. Reyised Rule 26, as well as the original 

URE rule, is based upon the premise that the privilege must be claimed by 

a person who is authorized to claim the privilege. If there is no claim of 

privilege by a person with authority to make the claim, the evidence is 

a.dmissible. To make this meaning clear, the words "are privileged" have 

been deleted from the preliminary language of subdivision (2). Subdivision 

(2) sets forth the persons authorized to claim the privilege, and, under 

Proposed Rule 36.5, a judge can, on his own motion, exclude a confidential 

attorney-client communication on behalf of an absent holder. 

Since the privilege is recognized under the revised rule only when 

claimed by or on behalf of the holder of the privilege, the privilege will, 
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exist under these rules only for so long as there is a holder in existence. 

Hence, the privilege ceases to exist when the client's estate is finally 

distributed and his personal representative discharged. This is apparently 

a change in the California law. Under the existing law, it seems likely 

tllat the privilege continues to exist after tbe client's deatb and no one 

has authority to waive the privilege, See Collette v. Sarrasin, supra, 184 

Cal. 283, 193 Pac. 571 (1920). See also Paley v. Superior Court, 137 Cal. 

App.2d 450, 290 P.2d 617 (1955), and discussion of tbe analogous situation 

in connection with tbe physician-patient privilege in the Study, infra at 

000-000. Although there is gooo. reason for maintaininG the p:dvilege 

while '~he estate is being administerc(,-~particularly L' '~he estate is 

involved in litigation--there 1.' s ll.'c','cle t ". reason a Pl'cscl-ve secrecy at 

the c):pcnse of justice after the estate is wound up ane: the represemta-

ti ve l~ischarged., Thus, the better policy seems to be e::preGsed in 

tbe URE and'the revised rule, \'rhich 'i;erininates the pl'i'd1e[ie upon 

discha:.:ge of tbe client's personal representative. 

Persons entitled to claim tbe privilege. Paragraphs (a), (b), and 

(c) of revised subdivision (2) state the substance of the last sentence of 

URE Rule 26(1), reading "The privilege may be claimed by the client in person 

or b~r bis lawyer, or if incompetent, by bis guardian, or if deceased by his 

personal representative," with some changes. 

Under paragraph (a) of revised subdivision (2), the "holder of the 

privilege" may claim the privilege. Under paragraph (b) of revised sub-

division (2), persons authorized to do so by tbe bolder may claim the pri-

vi1ege. Thus, tbe guardian, the client, or tbe personal representative 
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(when the "holder of the privilege") may authorize another person, such as 

his attorney, to claim the privilege. Paragraph (c) of revised subdivision 

(2) states more clearly the substance of ,'rhat is contained in 'ORE Rule 26(1), 

which provides that the pri'Tile,3e ::'lB.~; be claBued -JY lithe client in 

persoll or by his lawyer." 

"Eavesdroppers." Paragraph (c) of 'ORE Rule 26(1) was drafted by the 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws to make it clear that the lawyer-client 

privilege can be asserted to prevent eavesdroppers from testifying concerning 

the confidential communications they have intercepted. See Uniform Rule 26 

COllllllent. Although this paragraph has been deleted from the revised rule, 

its substance has been retained by the provision of subdivision (2) that 

permits the privilege to be claimed to prevent anyone from testifying to 

a confidential communication. Probably, this will change the existing 

California law. See People v. Castiel, 153 Cal. App.2d 653, 315 P.2d 79 

(1957). See also Attorney-Client Privilege in California, 10 Stan. L. 

Rev. 297, 310-312 (1958), and cases there cited in note 84. 

HOl:Cyer, the rule stated. in the l'evised rule all(~ the 

'ORE rule is a desirable one. Clients and lawyers should be protected against 

the risks of wrongdoing of this sort. See Penal Code Section 653i, making 

it a felony to eavesdrop upon a conversation between a person in custody 

of a public officer and that person's lawyer. No one should be able to 

use the fruits of such wrongdoing for his own advantage by using them as 

evidence in court. The extension of the privilege to prevent testimony by 

eavesdroppers would not, however, affect the rule that the making of the 

communication under circumstances where others could easily overhear is some 

evidence that the client did not intend the communication to be confidential. 

See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 677, 22 Pac. 26, 131 (1889). 
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Revisions in URE language. The words "if he is the witness" have been 

deleted from subdivision (2) of the revised rule because they impose a lim

itation that is neither necessary nor desirable. Inasmuch as these rules 

apply in any type of proceeding, they apply at times when the person from 

whom information is sought cannot be regarded technically as a witness--as, 

for example, on a request for admissions under California discovery practice. 

The word "another" has been used instead of ''witness'' in the prelim

iIl'.ary language because "witness" is suggestive of testimony only at a trial. 

The existence of privilege makes it possible for the client to prevent a 

person from disclosing the communication at a pretrial proceeding as well as 

at the trial. 

Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of URE Rule 26(1)--subdivision (2) of the 

revised.rule--hsve been deleted. Those paragraphs indicate the persons 

against whom the privilege may be asserted. The l?l'ivilege, where 

applioable, should be available against any witness. Hence, 

the limitations of these paragraphs have been deleted as unnecessary and 

undesirable. 

Subdivis-ion: (3)--When lawyer must claim privilege. 

Under subdivision (3) of the revised rule, the lawyer must claim the 

privilege on behalf of the client unless otherwise instructed by a person 

authorized to.permit disclosure. Subdivision (3) is included to 

preclude any implication, from the authorization in subdiviSion (2)(c), that 

a lawyer may have discretion whether or not to claim the privilege for his 

client. Compare Business and Professions Code Section 6068e. 

Subdivisions (4) and (5)--Exceptions. The exceptions to the general rule, 

which were stated in subdiviSion (2) of the URE rule, have been set forth 
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in subdivisions (4) and (5) of the revised rule. None of these exceptions 

is expressly stated in the existing California statute. Ho,rever, meat of 

them .are recognized to scme extent by judicial decision. 

Subdivision (4)(a)--Crime or fraud. Paragraph (a) of subdivision (4) 

provides that the priv11.ege does not apply where the legal service was 

sought or obtained in order to enable or aid the client to commit or plan 

to commit a crime or to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud. Calif

ornia recognizes this exception insofar as future criminal or fraudulent 

activity is concerned. Abbott v. Superior Court, 78 Cal.. App.2d 19, l77' 

P.2d 317 (1947). URE Rule 26 extends this exception to bar the privilege 

in case of consultation ,,>1th the view to commission of any tort. The 

Commission has not adopted this extension of the traditional scope of this 

exception. Because of the 'wide variety of torts, and the technical nature 

of many, the Commission believes that to extend the exception to include 

all torts would present difficult problems for an attorney consulting with 

his client and would open up too large an area for nullification of the 

priv11.ege. 

The ORE rule requires the judge to find that "the legal service was 

sought or obtained in order to enable or aid the client to commit or 

plan to commit a crime or a tort." Tbe Commission has substituted the 

word "anyone" for the reference to "the client." The applicability of 

the privilege and the exception should not depend upon who is going to 

commit the crime. The privilege should not provine a sanctuary for 

planning crimes by anyone. The broader term is also used in Rule 27 

(in both the liRE and the revised verSions). 

The original URE rule required the judge to find that "sufficient 
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evidence, aside from the communication, has been introduced to warrant 

a finding" that the legal service was sought for a fraudulent or illegal 

purpose. The Commission has eliminated this requirement from revised 

subdivision 4(a) as unnecessary in view of Proposed Rule 37.5, which 

has been added by the Commission. 
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Subdivision (4)(b)--Parties claiBing through decoased client. Subdivision 

(4) ("iJ) of the revised rule provides 'chat the pri vil8:;e (coes not apply on 

an iss",e betlleen parties all of "hom claim through a Locease'" client. Under 

exis'cin:; California la", all nrust claim through the clien';; "uy testate or 

intes'cate succession in order for the exception to be applicable; a claim by in

ter vivos transaction apparenUy is not within the exception. Paley v. Superior 

Couri;, 137 Cal. J"pp.2d 450, 460, 290 P.2d 617, 623 (1955). The URE and 

the revised rule include inter vivoo 'c:ransa.ctions "Hhin the exception. 

'l'he traditional exception 1let',reen claimants by testate or intestate 

succession was based on the theory that the privilege is granted to protect 

the clien'l;'s interests against adVel"SO parties and, since claimants in 

privi'Cy 'lith the estate claim through the client and ,lot ad7ersely, the 

clien'" presumably would wan'c his communications disclosed in litigation 

bet1reen such claimants in order tha-,; ilis desires in regard to the disllosition 

of his estate might be correctly ascertained and carried out. Yet, there 

is no reason to sUllPose, for example, that a client's interests and desires 

are no';; represented by a llerson claiming under an inter vivos transaction--

a deed--executed by a client in full possession of his faculties while 

those interests and desires are necessarily rellresen'i;ed by a claimant under 

a will executed while the claimant's mental stabilHy vas cubious. Therefore, 

the Commission can perceive no basis in logic or policy for refusing to 

extend the exception to cases where one or more of the parties is claiming 

by inter vivos transaction. See the discussion in the ~/,ucly, infra at 000-000. 

The URE rule does not re~uire the client to be deceased before the 

exeeFi;ion applies. The revised rule restores the require:cuent of existing 

law that the client be deceased. The exception is baseC on the client's 
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presULled intej:lt; hence, while the client is living, his claim of privilege 

shoulc'" be recognized, for it effectively dispels any belief that he desires 

disclosure. 

Subdivision (4)(c)--Breach of C_U":;y. The breach 0;: <lU"~y exception 

stateC" in subdivision (4) (c) has no~ heen recognizee1 by a holding in any 

California case, although a dictum in one opinion inc~"icateo that it would 

be. Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. v. Fink, 11:.1 Cal. App.2d 332, 335, 

296 P.2d 843, 845 (1956). The exception is approved because it would be 

unjust to permit a client to accuse his attorney of a in'each of duty and to 

invol~e the privilege to preven"::; the a"i;torney from brinGing forth evidence 

in &cfense of the charge. The su~ivision has been revised to make it 

clear "chat the duty im-olved must be one arising out 0;: "che lawyer-client 

rela'cionship, ~, the duty of the la,r,yer to exercise reasonable diligence 

I 
on behalf of his client, the duty of the lawyer to care faithfully and 

accoun"i; for his client 1 s property, or the client's clu"cy to pay for the 

lawyer's services. 

Sub(civision (4)(d), (e), and (f)--Attesting witness; dispositive 

instruments. The exception stated in subdivision (4)(<1) has been confined 

to the type of cOlllllIllllication one woulfe expect an attesting 'fitness to 

testi:fy to. Merely because an attorney acts as an a"i;"i;estin:; witness should 

not uipe out the la-wyer-client privileGe as to all s"catements made concerning 

the (cocumcnts attested; but the privilege shoul6. not :prohibi"c the lawyer 

from performing the duties expected of an attesting "Lnes3. Under existing 

law,che attesting witness exception has been used as a device to obtain 

information from a lawyer relating to c1.ispositive ins"cruments when the law-,rer 

received -Ghe information in his capaci"cy as a lawyer aad not merely in his 
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capacity as an attesting witness. See generally, In re Mullin, llO Cal. 252, 

42 Pac. 645 (1895). 

Although the attesting witness exception stated in paragraph (d) is 

limited to information of the kind to ,,'hich one would expect an attesting 

witness to testify, there is merit in making the exception applicable to 

all dispositive instruments. One would normally expect that a client would 

desire his lawyer to communicate his true intention uith regard to a 

dispositive instrument if the instrument itself leaves the matter in doubt 

and the client is deceased. Accordingly, two new exceptions--paragraphs 

(e) and (f)--have been created relating to dispositive instrl.<il:ents generally. 

Under these exceptions, the lawyer--whether or not he is an attesting witness-. 

will be able to testify concerning the intention or competency of a 

deceased client and will be able to testify to communications relevant to 

the validity of various dispositive L~struments that have been executed by 

the client. 

Subdivision (4)(g) and (h)--Communications to physicians and psycho

therapists. These exceptions make the lawyer-client privilege inapplicable 

to protect a communication between the lawyer's client and a physician or 

psychotherapist consulted as such if the communication is not independently 

privileged under the substantive rules relating to phYSicians (Rule Z() and 

psychotherapists (Rule 27.3), respectively. This changes existing ~alifornia 

law. In City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 2Z(, 

231 P.2d 26 (1951), the court held that, even though a client's communica

tion to a physician was not privileged under the physician-patient privilege, 

the communication nevertheless was privileged under the la"ryer-client privi

lege because the purpose of the client's consultation with the physician was 
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to assist the lawyer in preparing the client's lawsuit. The '"roader 

implications of this decision in regard to a conduit theory of communica

tions between client ~d lawyer are not affected by the exceptions stated 

1n paragraphs (g) and (h), for it is clear under subdivision (l)(b) that 

either the client or the lawyer may communicate with each other through 

agents. However, in the specific situations covered by paragraphs (g) and 

(h)--communications between a client and a physician or psychotherapist 

consulted as such--other rules spell out in detail the conditions and circum

stances under which communications to physicians (Revised Rule 27) and 

psychotherapists (Revised Rule 27.3) are privileged. IIhere a client's 

communication to either of these persons is not protected by the privilege 

granted these relationships, there is no reason to protect the communica-

tion by applying a different privilege in circumvention of the policy expressed 

in the privilege that ought to be applied. The admissibility of relevant and 

material evidence bearing upon substantive issues in a given case should 

not be determined on the basis of whether a lawyer is consulted before a 

client sees his physician or pSychotherapist for diacnosis or treatment. 

Subdivision (5)--Joint clients. Subdivision (5) of the revised rule--

the joint client exception--states existing California law. Harris v. Harris, 

136 Cal.379, 69 Pac. 23 (1902). The exception as proposed by the Commissioners 

on Uniform S~ate Laws has been modified because, under the original 

language of the URE, the exception appears to apply only to communications 

from one of the clients to the lawyer. Under the revised rule, the 

exception applies to communications either from or to the laI'Yer. 
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RVLE 27. l'El:SICL'iN-.'E'ATIENT FRrlILEGE 

(1) As ~sed in this rule [7} ~ 

hl [f;l,1} "Confidential con:munication between patient and physician 

[aM-~eA;4.eB*l" meanr, [slielo] inforu:ation2, including inform~.!ion obta~ned by 

an examination of the patient, transmitted between a patient and his physician 

as-~s-tp.aasa~~a~ in the course of that relationship ~nd in confidence [a~aJ 

by a meeDS which) 60 far as the patient is awars) discloses the i::J.f'ormation to 

no third persons other tr~ those who are present to further the interest of tPe 

patient in the consultation or those reasonably necessary for the transmission 

of the ini'ormation or the accomplishment of the purpose for which [g] the 

.EEysician is ['i;,;!8.RBl!l;!,tteel~} consulted, and includes advice given by the physiCian 
~- ( 

in the course of that relationship. 

(b) [te.)] "Holder of the privilege" means (i) the patient when he is 

~~etent, (ii) a guardian or ~onservator of the patient when the patient 

~s incompeten~and (iii) the personal representative of the patient if the 

(c) [ta1J "Patient" mea.ns a person who [;] c~nsults a physi~~ 

submits to an examination by a physician for the [sele] purpose of .. -~-

securing ~ diagnosi~or preventive, palliative, or curative treatment 

[ ;' - eF-e·· e,4.a.GS8S;i. s-pl"e:L~ci£a.F.:!-te-S\l. ef:- t~'eetaeRiJ;] of' hi 8 :t:l:y s iccl c r n:en t a1 
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(d) [fe.il ''Physician''-1lJeans a personuuthorlzed, or reusoIlllbly -- . -
believed by the patient to be authcrized, to practice medicine in 

a.~~eH-;se.ke5-f);taee.;. j nati;'Jn. - . ----
(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided 

whether or not a party, has a privilege ij.n-.:;J,.J:lj"i~ "..c:t;J on. 

and to prevent [a-w·iw~~l another from disclosing, [a-e~eaU9B 

eOlllmliBlQlil,;!;;i.QR-W'<" 1 a cor.f'idential communication between patient and 

ic-tRe-k9;!.ae!,-ef-tee-il!,;i';H€ge-e;:-·t~!~-at-';ke-ti.'>le-ef-tke-€smara.ll.!-

£e...'""!aiit-all.il.-t9.~-tke-~ntJ :JL..the priyUege- is 6J.ai.Qled by: 

~ The holder of the privilegel or 
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(b) A porson who is authorized to claim the privilege [feF-ki. ... ] 

(el 'Ih" T,,"rIJon ,rho 'ore,s the "physician at the time of' the confidential 

"'IT .~ .j. t··...... ~..:.. " 1', ,.'., ..... ,...," ·-1 ..... .,,'· ...... ,-"- l" +l-.' • 11 <~ ~b ' cL .. :l!l. .... m .cu. .L, ... :t1, au,-, .~uc _ ...... :!:: .:> ...... _ .• ,,:.::'<'.:' .il'.J .... C a .... rn. ...... ~ ;P!':l.v· _,::;gc _.#.. v ... ure; J.S 

bJ' a person authorized to pe:c.Iq;i.t disc] OSure. 

(3) The physician ;rho receiv~ or made a _commlmi~t~on subject to 

the px.iv:i}.ege under this rule s.~~l claim the· priviJ,e.ge ,·;henever he; 

(8. its auc;horized to claim the privilege under paragraph (c )of sub-
E-!---=.c-=~=:.::..;c.~--", __ --,, __ -,,-____ •. - ~ •. ----.---

division (2)jand 

(b) Is present when the co=nication is sought to be disclosed. 

(1+) [f3~1 There is no privilege under this nlle [ae-te-aF..y-iFeievs..",;; 

€s~~~f€BtfeB-~e~eea-tRe-~at~eat-aRa-Rfs-~B~sf€fa31: 

physicia.'1 "ere sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to corn:ni t 

or plan to commit a crime or a tort [-; 1 or to escaFe cletection or 

apprehension after the ccnmlission 01' a crime or a tort. 

cOIlltunicaticn rele\rant to an issue betlVee~l ~arties wr.tO claim 

ttrcuc;h ~ deceo.sed Io.tient, re<3~.rdleBB of whether the claims are 

by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos transaction 

8/2'7/63 
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(c) As to a communication relevant to an issue of breach, by the 

physician or bo' the patient, of a duty arising out of the physician-patient 

relationship. 

(d) As to a co=nication relevant to an issue concer!ling the 

intention of a deceased pat;ent with respect to a deed of conveyance, 

wi~or other writing, executed by the patient, pUrporting to affect 

an interest in property. 

~ [ts1l As to a cODmrunication relevant to [H~eRl an issue 

[as-tel concerning the '~idity of a [aaetimeRt-as-Q-will-e~-tRe 

~Qt!est ,l deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by a now 

deceased patient, purporting to affect an interest in property. 

( f ) [ t a~ - Hl!es-Qa-! sS>le- e~ - tae -l"aUest l s-<leaa.4A.!es 1 In [aa-aeUsa] a 

proceeding to commit[R~l the patient or otherwise place him or his 

property, or both, under the control of another[~-e~hersJbecause of 

his alleged mental [!aeeEl"eteae9;]or physical conditio~ 

ill In hlO-!l.et.±enl a proceeding brought by or on behalf of 

the patient in which the patient'seeks to establish his competence~ 

(h) In a criminal proceeCin2;.. 

(i) In[aR-~~~Q~l a proceeding to recover damages on account of 

conduct of the patient which constitutes a criminal bt'fent:el offense. 

ell In a disciplinary proceeding. 

~ [t41--~e~e-!s-Be-l"~!v!lege-Hsae~-tR!s-?alel In [a&-~~~~eBl 

a proceeding, including an action brought under Section 376 or 377 

of the Code of Civil Procedure, in which an issue concerning the 

condition of the patient [!s-aB-elemeRt-~-~aete~-e~-tRe-ela!m-e~ 

ae~e"se-ef 1 has been tendered (i) be' 'ellS pe:i;ient.l. G:C' {;i.i L [ef' 1 by any party 

claiming through or under the patient.l. or (iii) by a:oy paT',,;, claiming as a 
benei':W;j.ary 
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of the patient through a contract to which the patient is or was a 

party. 

(t) (f71--~~e~e-~s-ge-F=~¥~±ege->L~ae~-tR~s-~±eJ As to information 

which the physician or the patient is required to report to 0. public official 

or as to ir~ormation required to be recorded in a Fublic office, 

unless the statute~charter, ordinance, administrative regulation,or 

other provision requiring the report or record specifically provides 

that the information shall not be disclosed. 

[tfj--A-~~~v~lege-~B~eF-~k~£-:~~e-as-~e-a-€e~€a~~eE-4s-~eF~ 

a!Ratea-~~-tRe-rl~age-~~Ras-tRat-aRy-?e~sea-wR~e-a-Re±ae:-e~-tae 

:!,:"a. v';'~~ge-Ras- ea.~d:-oS ee......;ae - pB.ysf ei:a:a- e:--asj'''' ageE.;s-e~- ·se%'¥Qat-ef ... tl3.e

~ftys~e~B-te-test~fY-~B-aBlf-aet~eB-te-aRY-Eatte~-ef-wR~eB-tRe-Fkys~e~B

e~-k~s-aeeE~-e~-se~aR~-ga~Bea-kB9Y±eage-tB=e~gB-~Re-ee~~ea~~eB.J 

COMME:N'::' 

The privilege created by Rule 27 is very s~ar to the privilege 

created by subdivision 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The URE 

rule is, however, a clearer statement of the privilege. 
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Paragraph (a)--"Confidential commw:iication.:..2 The dB:EinitioIr;of' "con-_- . 

fidential coDlIIillLication" has been re\"ised to include'J.c.nguage· taken,from 

the liRE version of Rule 26. As revised, the definition requires that the infor-

mation·be transmitted in confiden~between a patient and his ~hysician in 

the course of· the physician-patient relationship. This requirement 

eliminates the need for sublh-ision (2)(b) of the URE rule, uhich 

required the judge to fio-:1 that the patient or physician reasonably 

believed the communication to be necessary or helpful to el'..able the 

:physlcia.'1 to make a diagnosis or to prescribe or render treatment. 

This definition probably includes more commmi cations than does tlie ORE 

language. For example, it would be difficult to fit the statement of 

the doctor to the patient giving his diagnosis within the prOVisions 

of ORE subdivision (2)(b), whereas such statements are clearly "l'ithin 

the definition of 'confidential communicatiorl'as revised. It is un-

certain whether the doctor's statement is covered by the existing 

California privilege. 

/ 

Paragraph (b)- - "Holder of the privilege. " The defin! tion of "holder of 

the privilege" has been rephrased in the revised rule to conform to the similar 

definition in Revised Rule 26. Under this definition, a guardian of the patient 

is the holder of the privilege if the patient is incompetent. This differs 

from the URE rule which makes the guardian of the person of the 

patient the holder of the privilege. Under the re'Tised definition, 

if the patient has a separate g_:D..~dia!'l 0:' !lis Estc.te and' a st:p8.!'":.te 

guardian of his person, either guardian can claim the privilege. The 

provision making;the personal representative of the patient t~e holder 
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of the p::-ivilege when the patient is dead may chall6e the existing 

caliZoruia law. Under the present California law, the privilege may 

survive the death of the patient in some cases and no one can waive 

it Oil behalf of the patient. See the discussion in the Study, 

~ at 000-000. If this is the existing California la'f, 

it - would be changed because the persorull representative of the 

patient \Till have authority to claim or wahe the privilege after the 

patient's death. The change is desirable, for the personal representative 

can protect the interest of the patient's estate in the confidentiality 

of -"hese statements and can ' .. laive the privilege when -"he estate would 

benefit bY.Taiver. And,when the patient's estate has no interest in 

preserving confidentiality, or "Then the estate has been distributed 

~~d the representative discharged, the importance of providing the courts 

with complete access to evidence relevant to the causes before them should 

pre', nil over whatever ren:aini'lg interest the decedent may have had in 

secrecy. 

This definition of "holder of the privilege" Ghould pe considered 

with subdivision (2) of the re'liseCl rule (specifyinc; '.1]:0 can claim the 

pl'i-vilege) and Rule 37 (relating to vaiver of the privilege), 

Paragraph (c)- - "Patient. " The Commission- disapproves the requirement of 

the UEE rule that the patient must consult the physician for the ~ purpose 

of tre~tment or diagnosis prel~inary to treatment in order to be 
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within the privilege. This requirement does not appear to be in the 

existing California law, See McRae v. Erickson, 1 Cal. App. 326, 332-

333, 82 Pac. 209, 212 (1905). Since treatment does not al~s follow 

diagnosis, the limitation of diagnosis to that which is "preliminary to 

treatment" is undesirable. Also, inclusion of the limitation "sole" 

with respect to the purpose of the consultation would eliminate some 

statements fully within the policy underlying the privilege even though 

made whUe consulting the physician for a dual purpose. For example, a 

reI>Birman might visit a physician both for the purpose of obtaining 

treatment from the physician and for the purpose of repairing the physi-' 

cian's equipment. Statements made by the patient during the course of 

the visit to enable the physician to diagnose and treat him would seem 

to be as deserving of protection as statements made by another person 

whose sole purpose was to obtain treatment. Of course, statements made 

for another purpose, such as repairing the equipment, would not be pro-

tected by the privilege. 

Paragraph (d)--"Physician." Paragraph (d) of subdivision (1) defines 

physician to include a person "reasonably believed by the I>Btient to be 

authorized" to practice medicine. This changes existing California law, 

which requires the physician to be licensed. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (4).' 

If we are to recognize this privilege, we should be willing to protect 

the I>Btient from reasonable mistakes as to unlicensed practitioners. 

The privilege also should be applicable to communications made to a 

physiCian authorized to practice in any state or nation. When a California 

resident travels outside the State and has occasion to visit a phYSician 

during such tZ'!!Vel, or where a physician from another state or nation par-

ticipatesin the ,treatment of a person in California, the patient should be 
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entitled to assume that his communications will be given as much 

protection as they would be if he talked to a California physiCian in 

California. A patient should not be forced to inquire about the jur

isdictions where the physician is authorized to practice medicine and 

wether such jurisdictions recognize the physician-patient privilege 

before he rmy safely communicate to the physician. 

Subdivision (2 )--General rule. 

The basic statement of the physician-patient privilege is set out 

in the revised rule as subdivision (2). The following modifications 

of this provision of the URE rule have been made in the revised rule: 

(1) The rule has specifically been made subject to Rule 37 (waiver) 

and subdivision (7) of URE Rule 27 has been omitted as unnecessary • 

(2) Under subdivision (4)(h) of the revised rule, the privilege is 

not applicable in criminal actions and proceedings. The URE rule would 

have extended the privilege to a prosecution for a misdemeanor. The 

existing California statute makes the privilege unavailable in!5l crim

inal action or proceeding. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (4). The Commission is 

unaware·of any criticism of the existing California law. In addition, if 

the privilege were applicable in a trial on a misdemP.anor charge but not 

applicable in a trial on a felony charge, as under the liRE rule, it 

would be possible for the prosecutor in some instances to prosecute for 

a felony in order to make the physician-patient privilege not applicable. 

A rule of evidence should not be a significant factor in determining 

whether a defendant is to be prosecuted for a misdemeanor or a felony. 

(3) The language of the URE rule indicating the persons who may 

be silenced by an exercise of the privilege has been omitted. 
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The purpose of this 1.angua.ge in the URE rule is to indicate that the privilege 

may not be exercised against an eavesdropper. For the reasons appearing in 

the discussion of Revised Rule 26 (see pages 000-000, supra), an eavesdropper 

should not be permitted to testify to a statement that is privileged under 

this rule. The revised rule will pel~t the privilege to be asserted to pre

vent an eavesdropper from testifying. The existing California law probably 

does not provide this protection against testimony by eavesdroppers. See 

generally Kramer v. Policy Holders Life Ins. Assn., 5 Cal. App.2d 380, 42 P.2d 

665 (1935), and Horowitz v. Sacks, 89 Cal. App. 336, 265 Pac. 281 (1928). 

(4) The language of subdivision (2)(d) of the URE rule has been revised 

to state more clearly who is authorized to exercise the privilege. 

Subdivision (3)--When physician must claim privilege. 

Subdivision (3), which has been added to the revised rule, directs the 

phySician to claim the privilege on behalf of the patient whenever he is 

authorized to do so unless he is otherwise instructed. Under the language of 

the URE rule, it is not clear that the phYSician is a person "authorized to 

claim the privilege" for the holder of the privilege. 

Subdivision (4)--Exceptions. 

The exceptions to the physician-patient privilege have been gathered 

together in subdivision (4). The language has been conformed to that used in 

Rule 26 and the order in which the exceptions appear has been altered so that 

they are in the same order in which comparable exceptions appear in Rule 26. 

Paragraph (a)--Crime or tort. While Revised Rule 26 provides that the 

lawyer-client privilege does not apply when the communication was made to 

enable anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a fraud (see pages 000-000, 

supra), subdivision (4)(a) of Revised Rule 27 creates an exception to the physician

patient _·.pr:l:vilege where' t~_ services of _'the_ pb;ysician were sought or obtained to 
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enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a 

tort} or to escape detection or apprehension after the commission 

of a crime or a tort. This difference in treatment of the 

physician-patient privilege stems from the fact that persons do not 

ordinarily consult their physicians in regard to matters which 

might subsequently be determined to be a tort or crime. On the 

other hand, people ordinarily con~~t lawyers about precisely 

these matters. The JlNrPose of the 

privilege--to encourage persons to make complete disclosure of 

their physical and mental problems so that they may obtain treatment 

and healing--is adequately served without broadening the privilege to 

provide a sanctuary for planning or concea.liug crimes or torts. 

Because of the different nature of the lawyer-client relationship, 

a similar exception to the lawyer-client privilege would substantially 

impair the effectiveness of the privilege. Whether this exception 

exists in California law has not yet been decided, but it probably would 

be recognized in an appropriate case in view of the similar court-

created exception to the ~Jyer~client privilege. 

of subcii.visioll (!f)(b) of the revised rule has been r'evisedto conform to the 

language of the comparatle e~:~8ption in Revised Rule 26. See the discussion 

of th;.s exception at 000-000, ~. 

~agraph (c)-- Breach of duty. Subdivision (!,.)( c) res been "'(Ided to the 

revised rule. It expresses an exception sir..ilar to that found in subdivision 

8/6/63 
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a breaCh of duty, he should not be privileged to withhold from the doctor 

evidence material to the doctor's defense. 

Paragraphs (d) a}rl (e)--Di~~itive instruments. In subdivisions 

(4)(d) and (e) of the revised rule, the URE exception relating to the 

validity of a will is broadened to provide an exception for communications 

relevant to an issue concerning the intention or competency of the 

deceased patient with respect to, or the validity of, any dispositive 

instrument executed by the 1'..0.1 deceased patient. Where this kind of 

issue arises in a lawsuit, communications made to his phySician by the 

person executing the instrument become extremely 

important. P ermi tting these "tatements to be introduced in 

evidence after the patient's death will not materially impair the pri-

vilege granted to patients by this rule. Existing California law pro-

videa an exception virtually coextensive with that provided in the revi6e~ 

rule. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881 (4) .. 

Paragraph (f )--Guardianship proceedings. The exception provided in 

subdivision (4)(f) of the revised rule is broader than the URE rule; it 

covers not only commitments of mentally ill persons but also c~vers such 

cases as the appointment of a conservator under Probate Code Section 175+. 

In tnese cases, the privilege should not apply because the proceedings 

are being conducted for the benefit of the patient. In such proceedings, 

he should not have a privilege to withhold evidence that the court needs' 

in order to act properly for his welfare. There is no similar exception 

in existing California law. McClenahan v. Keyes, 188 Cal. 574, 206 Pac. 

454 (1922). But ~ 350PS. CAL. A'l"l'Y. GER •. 226 regarding the unevail-

ability of the present phYSician-patient privilege where the physician 

acts pursuant to court appointment for the explicit purpose of giving 

te st:!mony • 
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Iangua.,;e has ::'cs:n aiQ~d ~c.-

subdivision (4)(g; of the revised rule to distinguish the proceedings referred 

to in this subdivision from commitment proceedings covered by the exception 

stated in subdivision (4)(f), supra. This exception, too, is new to California 

law; but, when a patient's condition is placed in issue by instituting such a 

proceeding, the patient should not be permitted at the same time to withhold 

from the court the most vital evidence relating to his condition. 

Paragraphs (h) and (i)--Crimir~l conduct. The URE rule, in subdivision 

(2), provides that the privilege does not apply in felony prosecutions. The 

revised rule, in subdivision (4 )(h), retains the existing California rule that 

the privilege is inapplicable in all criminal prosecutions. CODE crv. PROC. 

§ 1881 (4). See also People v. Griffith, 146 Cal. 339, 80 Pac. 68 (1905). 

The URE rule J in subdivision (3), provides also that the privilege is 

inapplicable in civil actions to recover damages for the patient's felonious 

conduct. As revised, thj.s exception is found in subdivision (4)(i;, which 

makes the privilege inarplicable in civil actions to recover damages for 
\ 

any criminal conduct, whether or not felonious, on the :part of the patient, 

The exception is provided in the URE rule because of the inapplicability of 

the privilege in felony prosecutions, and its broadened form appears in the 

revised rule because of the inapplicability of the revised privilege in all 

criminal prosecutions. Under the URE article relating to hearsay, the evidence 

admitted in the crllllinal trial would be admissible in a subsequent civil trial 

as former testimony. See UlIIFORM RULE 63(3). Thus, if this exception did 

not exist, the evidence subject to the privilege under this rule would be 

available in the civil trial if the criminal trial were conducted first but 

not if the civil trial were conducted first. The ad!nissibiHty of evidence 

should not depend on the order in which civil and criminal matters are ·cried. 

Rule 27 
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This exception is provided, therefore, so that the same evidence is available 

in the civil case whether the criminal case is tried first or last. 

Paragraph (j)--Quasi-cr1.minal proceedings. Because the URE rules do not· 

purport to apply in nonJudicial proceedings, nothing in the rules indicates 

whether this privilege should apply in such proceedings. The revised rules, 

however, apply in all proceedings except as otherwise provided by statute, 

Therefore, subdivision (4)(j) has been included in the rule to provide that 

the privilege may not be claimed in those administrat~ve proceedicgs that are 

comparable to criminal proceedings: 1. e., proceedings brought for the purpose 

of imposing discipline of some sort. Under existing law, this privilege is 

available in all administrative proceedings conducted under the Administrative 

Procedure Act because it has been incorporated in Government. Code Section 

11513(c) by reference; but it is not specifically made available in admin!st~tive 

proceedings not conducted under the Admi!Ustrative Procedure Act because the 

statute granting the priYilege in terms applies only to civil actions. The 

revised rule sweeps away this distinction, ~hich has no basis in reason, and 

substitutes a distinction that has teen found practical in judicial proceedings • 

. Paragraph (k)--Patient-litigant exception. The URE rule provides that 

there is no privilege in an action in which the condition of the patient is 

an element or factor of the claim "or defense" of the patient. The revised 

rule--subdivision (4)(k)--does not extend the patient-litigant exception this 

far. Instead, it provides that the privilege does not exist in acy proceeding 

in which an issue concerning the condition of the patient haa been tendered 

by the patient. A plaintiff shO'Jld not be empowered to deprive a defendant 

of the privilege merely by bringing an action or proceeding and placing the 

defendant's condition in issue. But, if the patient himself tenders the issue 

of his condition, he should do so with the realjzation that he will not be able 
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to withhold relevant evidence from the opposing ~arty by the exercise of the 

physician-pa.tient ~rivilege> A limited form of this exception is rec<.Jgnizai 

in existing California law by rrsking the privilege inapplicable in persona) 

injury actions. Code Civ. Proc. § 1881 (4); City and C~nty of San Francisco 

v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 231 P,2d 26 (1951). The exception as 

revised extends the existing exception to other situa·~ions where the patient 

himself has raised the issue of his condition. 

The revised rule--subdivision (4}(k)--provides that there is no privilege 

in an action brought under Section 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure (wrong

ful death). The URE rule dces not contain this provision. Undel' the existing 

California statute, a person authorized to bring the wrongful death ac-tion 

may consent to the testimony by the physician. Code. Civ. Proc. § 1881 (4). 

As far as testimony by the ~ysician is concerned, there is no reason why 

the rules of evidence should be different in a case where the patient bring~ 

the action and a case where someone else sues for the patient's ·wrongfUJ. 

death. 

The revised rule--subdiv!.sion (4)(k)--provides, also, that there is no 

privilege in an action brought under Section 376 of the Code of Civil Procedure 

(parent's action for injury to child). In this case, as il:( a case under the 

wrongful death statute, the same rule of evidence should apply when the 

parent brings the action as applies when the child is the Plaintiff 

Paragraph (L)--Required reports. The pl:'ovision of the URE rule pro

Viding that the privilege does not apply as to information required by statute 

to be reported to a public officer or recorded in a public office has been 

extended in subdivision (4)(L) to include information required to be reported 

by other provisions of law, The privilege should not apply where the information 
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ordinance, charter, regulation, or other provision. There is no 

comparable exception in existing California law; it is a desirable 

exception, however, because no valid purpose is served by preventing the 

evidentiary use of relevant information that is required to be reported 

and made p~blic. 

c 

c 
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RULE 27· 3. PSYCRfIr!illliAPr::Z!'-PATIENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) As u s~a i.n this role: 

(n) r. Confidential commnni catiml het-w-efm nati.ent, ann Usyehothern..pi.st ': 

me:o.ns ini'o=tion, incl"J.ding ini'orn:ation obtained by un eY.c.minc.tiOl:!. of the 

-patient, tra.nsmitted benleen D. po.tient o.nd his psy~bothera?ist in the course 

of that relat"lonship and in confidence by a means which .. so far a6 the patient 

is awe:::", discloses the information to no third pc~sons other than those who are 

rco.sor.ubly necessary 2ur the transmission of the ip:ro;rY.:~t~..PI the 

accom}?lishl:1ent of t;he purpose for I,hic); the }!sycho',;.hera}!ist ~s consul ted, and 

includes advice given by the psychctherapist in the coU!'se of that relationship. 

(b) "RoBer of the priyilege" means e il the patient when he is 

competent, (ii) e. guardian 01' conservator of the patient when the patient 

is incompetent,and (iii) the personal representative of the pat.iem; if the - . 

patient is dead. 

eel "Patient" means a -person who consults a psychotherapist 01' submits 

to an examination by a paycho;;hera?ist for the purpose of securing a diagnosis 

or preventive, palliative,or curative treatment of his mental or emotional 

condition. 

(d) "Psychotherapist" means (i) a person authorized, or reasonably 

believed by the patient to be authcri;;ed, to practice medicine in any state 

or nation or (11) ,a person certified a6 a pSych0l..0gist under Chapter 6.6 

(commencing with Section 2900) of Division 2 of the ~usiness and Professions 

Code. 

8/6/63 
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(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided in this rule2 . 

a patient, whether or not a party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose, and 

to prevent another from disclosing, a confidential communication between 

patient and psychotherapist if the privilege is claimed by: 

(a) The holder of the privilege; or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder of 

the privilege; or 

(c) The person who was the psychotherapist at the time of the confiden-

tial communication, but such person may not claim the privilege if there is 

no holder of the privilege in existence or if he is otherwise instructed~ 

a person authorized to permit disclosure. 

(3) The psychotherapist who received or uade a communication subject 

to the.privilege under this rule shall claim the privilege whenever he: 

(a) Is authorized to claim the privilege under paragraph (c) of 

subdivision (2); and , 
(b) Is present when the communication is sought to be disclosed. 

(4) There is no privilege under this rule: 

(a) If the services of the psychotherapist were sought or obtained 

to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit a crime or a tort or to 

escape detection or apprehension after the commission of a crime or a tort. 

Rule 27.3 
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(b) As to a conmur.:.ication releva~t to an issue between parties 

""Lo cl::.in throug..'1 u. deccll.sea. pll.tient, rego.rdless of whether the clo.ims 

are by testate or intestate succession or by inter 'livos transactiO!l4 

lc.) ;\s to " CQlTlW. nic",tio" relEV"-Ut in an isSl;.eof trec.ch, ilr the p,ycl:cthfraptst 0I'J2Y_ 

the 'Po. ti"mt, of " duty ariei!:,,; out of tl:e uychotJ:ern;:ist-eatient relationsh!-]" 

(0) As to a communicati~n relevant to an issue concerning the intenticn 

of a deceased patient wi",1: respect to a deed of conveya!ice, will, or other 

writing, executed by the paoient, :purporting to "ffect aE interest in 

property. 

(e) As to a cOI:Jlliunication releva'lt to an issue concerning the 'lalidi ty 

of a deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by a now deceased patient. 

purpor-:;ing to affect an interest in l'rc!,erty. 

( ~\ ~) In a proceeding brought by or on behalf of the patient 

in which the patient seeks to establish his competence. 

(g) In a proceeding, including an action brought under 

Sectioll 376 or 37'( of the Code of Civil Procedure, in ,.hich an issue 

concerning the mental or emotional condition of the patient has been tendered (i) 

bo' the patient, or (ii) by any pal'-cy claiming thl'ouGh or tmder the patient, 01' 

(iii) by any party claiming as a beneficiary orelle pa-Gient through a contract 

to which the patient is or ~ras a party. 

{h} If' the psycl10therapist is appointed by order of a court to examine 

the patient. 

(i) As to information w,",ich the rsychotllerapist or the po.tient is required 

to report to a public offic~al or as- to information required to be Tecoried 

in 0. public office,unlesB the statute, charter, ordinance, administrative 

6/6/63 
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regulatior, or other provision requiring the report or record specifically 

provides that tl:.e info:!1J..ation silall not be disclosec.~ 
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CUl:jYjENT 

!·Lither the URE nor the existinG CuJ.ifornia 1m; provices any speciuJ. privilege 

for pcychiatrists other than tr-'lt ',l,~ch is enjoyed. by physic:i.::ms generuJ.ly. On 

the OOi18:C bane;. persons who consult psychologists have a bro,,",,'_ privilege under the 

ten.w of Business and ?cofessions Ce'::'c Section 2904. ~e~ the need for a privilege 

broe.lc81' than that provided to patienc.s of m8iicaJ. doctors is as great for persons 

consul-cing psychiatrists as it is for persons consulting psychologists. Adequate 

psycl"lo·:,herapeutic trea.tment is Jepemlent upon the fullest revelation of the most 

intima'os and embarrassing details of ':;,le patient I slife. :J,'!less a patient can be 

assure" toot such information ,:ill be held in utmost coni'id(mce, he ~rill b8 re-

luctan-, to ma.k8 the full disclosure 1';oon '"hich rols 'Gl'cou-cmcu-;; depends. The Com-

mission 1"J.8.8 received severnl repor-i:.s indicating thE.:l: rCl~SOilS in need of treatment 

somE:·~·iL'1es re.f"'J.se such treatment from !.isychiatrists bec.:.use -the confidentiality of 

their communications curillot be assurCt~ under existin~ Im-r. Many of these persons 

are seriously disturbed and consti-c1.r::c threats to othej_' lJersons in the ccmmuni ty. 

AccorCiinGly, the Ccmrnission reCOmmenllG that a new pri"\·-ilege be established thct 

~t01l1C:. Jran-~ -Co yatients of psychiat.ri:3"~s a privilege :Jrch bronder in scope tha.l"} 

the ol"--'_inary physician-patient privilege. ..\1 though :;',; is recognized that tJo.e 

caseH ilhere such evidence would b€ c).."ucial, the inte:!:c'sts of society ,.,il1 be l,::·etteJ.."· 

SerV0(~. if' psychiatrists are able to assure pa.tients ·~l"!3.t their confidences will be 

Proposed Rule 27.3 is designed to provide this additional privilege. The privi-

lege applies also.:tn P¥Chalogists,andsupersedes the .. psycholc-g1s~tient privUege 

~o~~~ychothe~piste generally. 
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Definition of "psychotherapist. " In subdivision (l)(d), "psycho

therapist" is defined as any medical doctor or certified psychologist. 

The privilege is not confined to those medical doctors whose practice is 

limited to psychiatry because many medical doctors who do not specialize 

in the field of psychiatry nevertheless practice psychiatry to a certain 

extent. Some patients cannot afford to go to specialists and must obtain 

treatment from doctors who do not limit their practice to psychiatry. Then, 

too, because the line between organic and psychosomatic illness is indistinct, 

a phySician may be called upon to treat both physical and mental. or emotional 

conditions at the same time. Disclosure of a mental or emotional problem 

will often be made in the first instance to a family physician who will refer 

the patient to someone else for further specialized treatment. In sJ.l. of 

these Situations, the psychotherapist pr::'vilege shculd be applicable if the 

patient is seeking diagnosis or treatment of his mental or emotional condition. 

Scope of th!'lJrJlrilege. Generally, the new privilege follows the phy31cian

patient privilege and the comments made under Rule 2:7 will a:ppJJr to the prcn-tsi.)na 

of proposed Rule 27.3. The following differences, however, should be noted: 

(1) The psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in all proceedings. 

The phySician-patient privilege does not apply in criminal actions and s~r 

proceedinGs. See Revised Rule 27(4) (h). Since the interes"ts to be protected 

are somewhat different, this difference in the scope of the two privileges is 

justified, particularly since the Commission is advised that proper psycho

therapy often is denied a patient solely because of a fear tP-8.t the psychother-

apist may be compelled to reveal confidential communications in a criminal 

proceeding. 

Although the psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in a criminal 

proceeding, the privilege is not available to a defendant who puts his mental 

or emotional condition in issue, as, for example, by a plea of insanity or 

diminished responsibility_ The exception provided in paragraph (g) of 
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sUudivision (4) wakes this ci..ear. ~his is only fair. Ln " criminal proceeding 

in which the defendant has tendered his condition, tbe prosecution should· h2.ve 

available to it the best information tb.at can be obtained in regard to the 

defendant's mental or emoticnal condition. That evidence most likely can be 

furnished by the psychotherapist who examined or treated the patient-defendant. 

(2) There.is an exception in the physician-patient privilege for comm1t~ 

ment or guardianship proceedings for the patient. See Revised Rule 27(4)(f), 

supra at 000. There is no similar exception in the psychotherapist-patient 

privilege. A patient's fear of future commitment proceedings based upon what 

he tells his psychotherapist wmLld inhibit the relationship between the patie~t 

and his psychotherapist almost as much as would the patient's fear of future 

criminal proceedings based upon such statements. If' a psychotherapist become~ 

convinced during a course of treatment tb.at his patient is a menace to himself , 

or to others because of his mental or emotional condition, he is fl~e to brin$ 

such information to the attention of the appropriate ~uthol'ities. ~e privil~ge 

is merely an exemption from the general duty to testl;D! in a proceeding in 

which testimoD¥ can ordinarily be compelled to be given. The only effect of 

the privilege would be to enable the patient to prevent the psychotherapist 

from testifying in any commitment pro~edings that ensue. 

(3) The physician-patient privilege does not apply in civil actions 

for damages arising out of the patient's crim!r.al conduct. See Revised Rule 

27(4)(i). Nor does it apply in administrative disciplinary proceedings. No 

similar exceptions are provided in the psychotherapist-patient privilege. 

These exceptions appear in the ~-sician-patient privilege 

because that privilege does not apply in criminal proceeding6. 

Therefore, an exception is also created for comparable civil and adminis-

trative cases. The psychotherapist-patient privilege, however, does apply 
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in criminal c&ses; hence, there it> no ~imilar exception 1.n dvll acticllS 

or administrative proceedings involving the patj,eut's criminal conduct, 

Court appointed psychotherapist. SUbdivision (4)(h) provides an 

exception if the psychotherapist is appointed by order of a court to examine the 

patient. Where the relationship of psychothel'apist and patient is created 

by court erder, there is not- a suffic~ently confidential r?lationship to 

warrant extending the pr~vilege to communications made in the course of 

that relationship. Moreover, when the psychotherapist is appointed by the 

court, it is most often fo:::' the purpose of having the psychotherapist testify 

concerning his conclusions as to the ?B>tient's condition. Therefore, it 

would be inappropriate to have the privilege apply tc that relationship. 

See generally 35 OPS. CAL ATl'Y. GEN. 226 regarding 'che unavailability of 

the present phySician-patient privilege utoder these circumstances. 
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RU'.L.E 27.5" i'RIV.l.LEGE NO.1' TO 'I'EGTIFY AGAINST SPOUSE 

(I) A married penDn bas a pr i '-'ilege 11,)t to te stify agaiIJ.st the other 

spouse in any proceeding except: ------------
(a) A proceeding to commit or otherwise place his spouse or his 

property, or both} under the control of another because of his alleged 

mental or physical condition. 

(0) A proceeding brousht by or on behalf of a spouse to establish his 

competence. 

(c) A criminal proceeding in uhich one spouse is charged with (i) a 

crime against the person or property of the other spouse or of a child of 

either, whether committed before or during marriage, or (ii) a crime against 

the person or pr~~erty of a third person committed in the course of committi~ 

a crime against the person or property of the other spouse, whether committed 

before or during marriage, or (iii) bigamy or adultery, or (iv) a crime 

defined by Section 270 or 270a of the Penal Code. 

(d) A proceeding under the Juvenile Court Law, Chapter 2 (cammenci~ 

with Section 500) of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Welfare and Institutions 

Code. 

(2) Subject to the exceptions listed in subdivision (l), a married 

person whose spouse is a pru:t,y to a proceeding has a privilege not to be 

callec1. as a w~tness by aJ! adverse party to -chat proceeding ,.fithout the prior 

express consent ~ the spouse having the privilege under this subdivision. 

(3) Unless wrongfully compelled to do so} a married person who testifies 

in a particuJ~ proceeding does not have a privilege under this rule in that 

proceeding. 

(4) There is no privilege under this rule in a civil proceeding brought 

or defended by a ruarrieCl...1'er~ __ ~oE the immediate benefit of his spou~~r of 

himself and his spouse. 
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Under this rule, a married person has two privileges: (1) a 

privilege not to testify against his spouse and (2) a privilege not to be 

callec". as a lIitness in any proceeding to testify against his spouse. No 

similar privileges are contained in the URE. 

Privilege not to testify. The privilege not to testify--subdivision 

(l)--is recommended because compelling a married person to testify against 

his spouse would in many cases seriously disturb if not completely disrupt 

the marital relationship of the persons involved. Society stands to lose 

more from such disruption than it stands to gain from the testimony which 

would be made available if the privilege did not exist. 

The privilege provided by this subdivision is based in part on a 1956 

recommendation and study made b.Y the Commission. See Recommendation and 

Study relating to The Marital "For and Against" Testimonial Privilege, 1 

CAL. LAlor REVISION COMM' N, REP" REC. & STUDIES F-l--F-19 (1957). 

Privilege not to be called as witness. The privilege not to be called 

as a ,ritness--subdivision (2)--is sODle.rhat similar to the privilege given 

the defendant in a criminal case under Rule 23. This privilege is necessary 

to avoid the prejudicial effect, for example, of the prosecution calling the 

defendant's wife as a witness, thus forcing her to object before the jury. Th~ 

privilege not to be called does not apply, however, in a proceeding where 

the other spouse is not a party. Thus, a married person may be called as a 

witness in a grand jury proceeding, but he may refuse to answer a question 

that ,muld compel him to testify against his spouse. 
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I:xceptions. ~he exceptions to the privilege under this rule are sir.1ilar 

to those contained in Section 1881(1) of the Code o~ Civil Procedure and 

Section 1322 of the Penel Code, but the exceptions in this rule have been 

made consistent with those provided in Revised Rule 26--the marital communica

tions privilege. 

Haiver. Subdivision (3) provides that the privileges under this rule 

will be waived whenever the spouse entitled to claim the privilege testifies. 

Thus, a married person cannot call his spouse to give favorable testimony 

and expect the spouse to invoke this privilege to keep fram testifying on 

cross-examination to unfavorable matters. 

Subdivision (4) precludes married persons from taking unfair advantage 

of their maritel status to escape their duty to give testimony under Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 2055. It recognizes a dodrine of waiver that 

has been developed in the Celifornia cases. Thus, for example, when suit 

is brought to set aside a conveyance from husband to I,rife allegedly in 

fraud of the husband's creditors, both spouses being named as defendants, it 

has been held that setting up the conveyance in the answer as a defense waives 

all marital privileges. Tobias v. Adams, 201 Cel. 689, 258 Pac. 588 (1927); 

Schwartz v. Brandon, 97 Cel. App. 30, 275 Pac. 448 (1929). But cf. MarpJ.e v. 

Jackson, 184 Cal. 411, 193 Pac. 940 (1920). And when husband and wife are 

joined as defendants in a quiet title action and assert a claim to the prop

erty, they have been held to have waived the privilege. Hagen v. Silva, 139 

Cel. App.2d 199, 293 P.2d 143 (1956). Similarly, when the spouses join as 

plaintiffs in an action to recover damages to one of them, the cause of action 

being community property at the time the case was deCided, each has been held 
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to r..ave waived the privilege as to the testimony of -";le other. In re Strand, 

123 Cal. App. 170, 11 P.2d 89 (1932). However, the privilege is available 

to the plaintiff spouse who sues alone to recover for his personal injuries, 

even though the recovery would have been commuuity property. Rothschild v. 

Superior Court, 109 Cal. App. 345, 293 Pac. 106 (1930). But cf. Credit 

Bureau of San Diego v. Smallen, 114 Cal. App.2d Supp. 834, 249 P.2d 619 

(1952). This rule has seemingly been developed to prevent a spouse from 

refusing to testify as to matters which affect his own interest on the ground 

that such testimony would also be "against" his spouse under Section 1881(1). 

It has been held, however, that a spouse does not waive the privilege by 

making the other spouse his agent, even as to transactions involving the 

agency. Ayres v. Wright, 103 Cal. App. 610, 284 Pac. 1077 (1930). 

Present law. 

Under Section 1881(1) of the Code of Civil Procedure and Section 1322 

of the Penal Code, a married person has a privilege, subject to certain 

exceptions, to prevent his spouse from testifying for or against him in a 

civil or criminal action to which he is a party. Section 1322 of the Penal 

Code also gives his spouse a privilege not to testify for or against him in 

a criminal action to which he is a party. 

'I'he "for" privilege. The Commission has concluded that the marital 

testimonial privilege provided by existing law as to testimony by one 

spouse for the other should be abolished in both civil and criminal 

actions. There would appear to be no need for this privilege, 

now given to a party to an action, not to call his spouse 

to testify in his favor. If a case can be imagined in which a 
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party would wish to avail hicself of this privilege, he could achieve the 

same result by simply not calling his s~ouse to the stand. Nor does it seem 

desirable to continue the present privilege of the nonparty spouse not to 

testify in ~ of the party spouse in a criminal action. It is difficult 

to imagine a case in which this privilege would be claimed for other than 

mercenary or spiteful motive~and it precludes acoess to evidence which 

might save an innocent person from conviction. 

The "aga:i,nst" privilege~ Under existing law, either spouse may claim the priv-

ilege to prevent one .spouse from testifying. against tile other in a criminal astion, 

and the party s'pouse may claim the privilege to prevent his spouse from testifying 

against him in a civil action. The privilege under Rule 23.5 is given exclusively 

to the witness spouse because he i~stead of the party spouse is more likely to make 

tho ,-.ctermination ·of whether to clab the privilege on the basis of its 

probable effect on the n:a.rita! relationship. For example, because of hi·s interest 

in the outcome of the· action, a parcy spouse would be under considerable 

temptation to claim the prhile-cse even if the Il'arriage were already hopelessJ~ 

disrupted, ,rhereas a witness spouse proba.bly- would not. Illustrative of the· 

possible misuse of the existing privilege is the recent case of People v. 
50 Cal.2d 702, 328 P.2d 771 (1958), 

Ward,jinvolving a defendant i,hb murdered his wife's mother and l3-year-old 

siste~. He had threatened to murder his wife--and it seems likely that he 

would ~.ave done so had she not fled. The marital relationship was as thoroughly 

shattered as it could have been; yet,the defendant was entitled to invoke the 
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privilege to prevent his wife from testifYing. In such a situation, the 

privilege does not serve at all its true purPOse of preserving a marital 

relationship from disruption; it ~erves only as an obstacle to the adminis

tration of justice. 

• 
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RULE 28. :MiIRITAL PRIVILEGE FOR CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

(1) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided in 1J;>'&'agpaIlB:3 .• 

'0!_~d-~~~_otl this rule, a spouse (or his guardian or conservator when 

dcu"iuG the marital relationship and afterwards (wBiea-ke-Eay-el~-wae~aep-

"p-r.ii't-ke-is-:<-paFty-te-tke-ael;3,911.y] to refuse to disclos'i and to prevent ~ 

ther {-;;Re- e;;Ei?F 1 from disclosing.L~ c=unicaticn (e-f6;;E.Q-'l?y'hlie-d1i""''''' J 

if h~ ..::laims the pri7ilccc end. the cOlDIIlunicaticn W'J..S [l;~-aa:r.;e 

peeE.-RaEi-91'] made "in confidence behreen (tReE] hJ" end the other spouse .... hile 

e~""le-uy- d ... iIft-l;l3.e - ~F:iv4deGe - "I'. -l;s.I;.sdl- sit - >SBe- Bl.'eW3e -:. iaav;i,aa-tk" -;;>1';i. '! Ue8"~ 1 
(2) (~e~:1;kep-SFeliS9-ma;; -.!la30B-S'ltea-l'FhUege 1 There is no privilege 

under this rule: 

fi?.i!.:f.Bc;--l;l3.a1;] the communication was made, in '.!1:ol8 or 

in part, to enable. or aid anyone to cOIlll!li t or (;;e] plan 

to commit a crime or [a-tsp;;] to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud. 

(b) In a proceedinG; to connnit eUller spouse or otherwise 

place him or his property, or both, under the control of another 

because of his alleged mental or rhysical condition. 

(e) In a -Pl'Ccee-diEg b!"o~Jght by 01" 011 behalf of either spouse 

iIC -Jhich the ,":pouse seeks to establish his competence. 

Rule 28 
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(d) [+~~] In [~-SQtieR] a proceeding Qy one spouse against the 

other spouse, or in a proceeding by a person claiming ~- testate or intestate 

succession or by inter vivos transaction fram a deceased spouse against 

(e) [+,,~ 1 In a criminal [S!;rthR] proceeding in .. rhich one [ef-tl!em] 

spouse is charged with (i) a crime against the person or property of the 

other spouse or of a child of either, or (ii) a crime against the person or 

property of a third person committed in the course of committing a crime 

against the person or property of the other spouse, or (iii) big~ or 

adultery, or [ae8eFti8a-e~-tae-etaeF-eF-ef-s-el!ila-e£-~~~e~] (iv) a crime 

defined by Section 270 or 270a of the Penal Code. [1-e~] 

(f) In a proceeding under the Juvenile Court law, Chapter 2 (commencing 

with Section 500) of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Welfare and Institutions 

COde. 

(g) [~4~J In a criminal [set;i,el'l] proceeding in >rhich the [seellSe4 

effeFs-ev;i,aeBee-e#-s) communication is offered in evidence by a defendant 

who is one of the spouses between ''Tham the cOlllInUnication was made. 
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Rule 28 expresses the privilege for confidential marital communications. 

Undel" existing law, the privilege for confidential ma:cital communications is 

proviCed in subdivision 1 of Code of Civil Procedure Scction 188l. 

Subdivision (l)--General rule 

':to can claim the privilege. Under the lffiE rule, only the spouse who 

transmitted to the other the infornation which constitutes the communication 

can claim the privilege. Under existing California lav) the privilege may 

belonG only to the nontestifying spouse inasmuch as the statute provides: 

"Nor can either ••• be, without the consent of the other, examined as to 

any communication made by one to the other during the marriage." (Emphasis 

added. ) It is likely, however} that the statute would be construed to grant 

the privilege to both spouses. See generally In re De Neef, 42 Cal. App.2d 

691, 109 P.2d 741 (1941). But see People v. Keller, J.65 Cal. App.2d 419, 

423-424, 332 P.2d 174, 176 (1958). 

Under the revised rule, both spouses are the holters of the privilege 

and ei'Gher spouse may claim it. As a practical mattel', it is often 

difficult to separate the subject matter of statements made from one spouse 

to another from the subject ma't;ter of the replies. Hence, if the privilege 

were only that of the communicat~ng spouse, the nature of the privileged 

stater,lent might be revealed by obtaining from the other spouse, if willing 

to testify, ",hat was said in return. Protection for each spouse can be 

provided only by giving the privilege to both. 

Under the revised rule, a guardian of an incompetent spouse may claim 

the privilege on behalf of that spouse. However, when a spouse is dead, no 

one can claim the privilege for him;~he privilege} if it is to be claimed 
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at all, can be claimed only by or on behalf of the surviving spouse. 

r~'ermination of rcarriage. Ull~er Gxisting CaJ_if"OT'~lia. ia>;r, the privilege 

may JC claimed. as to confidential (!OLJ.!lUIlications mad.e uurin.s a marriage 

even ~h~ugh t~e marria:3e h9.s terminated at the time the px'ivilege is claimed ~ 

Code Ci-..". Froc. § 1881(1); People v. Hu11ings, 83 Cal. 138, 23 Pac. 229 (1890). 

The U1E rule, however, "ould permit the privilege to be claimed only during 

the marital relationship; no privilege would exist a::"cer the marriage is 

terminated by death or divorce . This portion of the URE rule has been 

revised to retain the existing California law. Free ana open communication 

betlleen spouses would be unduly inhibited if one of the spouses could be 

compelled to testify as to the nature of such communications after the 

te~ination of the marriage. 

Eavesdroppers. The URE rule pro"ddes no protection against eaves

droppers. It provides that the privilege may be asserted o~y to prevent 

testin:ony by a spouse; hence, a person who has overheard a confidential 

CO'li!llur,ication between spouses may testiJ."y concerning "hat, ,",e overheard. 

The revised rule, however, permits the privilege to be exercised against 

anyone. Thus, eavesdroppers may be ~revented from testifying by a claim 

of privilege. This constituT.e8 a c1'-B.nge in tile exisU.nr; Imr, for the 

existinG lai;r also provio..es :.10 prGtec'~io:1 against eavesdroppers ~ See 

generally People v. Peak, 66 Cal. App.2d 894, 153 P.2rl 461f (1944);,People 

v. Hitchell, 61 CaL App" 569, 215 Pac. 117 (1923). The change is desirable, 

however, for no one should be able ·00 use the fruits of such l'Irongdoing for 

his mm advantage by using them as evidence in court. The protection 

affordec against eavesdroppers also chwlges existing law that permits 

a third party to whom one of the spouses has revealed a canfiaential 
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c01lDllunication to testify concerning it. People v. SlIaile, 12 Cal. App. 192, 

195-196, 107 Pac. 134, 137 (1909), People v. Chadl,icL:, !~ Cal. App. 63, 87 

Pac. 3Gl~- (1906). See also Holie v. _1!:-~ited States, 291 U. S. 7 (1934). Under 

Rule 37, such conduct would consti~~ute a waiver of -",1e privilege only as to 

the spouse who makes the disclosure; the privilege vonld remain intact as 

to the spouse not consenting to such disclosure. 

Criminal cases. Rule 23(2), as proposed in the liRE, provides a 

defenda.'1t in a criminal case 1-1i th a special privilege as to confidential 

mar i-cal communications. About the only difference octveen Rules 28 and 

23(2) of the URE as originally proposed is that under URE Rule 23(2) the 

privilege applies even though the person claiming the privilege is not 

the c~municating spouse. Another possible difference is that URE Rule 

23(2) vould create a post-coverture privilege, althOUGh this is not 

altogether clear. In any event,the revisions of Rule 28 have eliminated 

any possible differences between Revised Rule 28 and URE Rule 23(2). 

Therefore, subdivision (2) of URE Rule 23 has become superfluous in the 

revised rules an~ has been eliminated. 

Uaiver. Since the revised rule gives each spouse the right to claim 

the privilege, subdivision (3) of the URE rule is no longer appropriate 

and has been omitted. The 'l.uestion vilen the privilege under the revised 

rule is terminated is one that is dealt with in Rule 37, relating to waiver. 

Subdivision (2)--Exceptions 

The exceptions provided in Rule 28 hav"e been reorganized so that they 

appear in the same order in which -Ghe exceptions appear in the other 

commll.'1ication privileges. These exceptions, for the most part, are 

recoGnized in existing California Imr. The exception provided in URE 

subdivision (2)(b) has been elimir-'Lted because there are no actions for 

aliena-cion of affections or for criminal conversation in California. 

Rule 28 
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Pa:'agraph (a)--Cri,~:e or frm:.d. In pal'agrapl'. (a) of su"bclivision (2), 

the revised rule sets forth an exception ,.,hen the C01JDUllicc.tion was made 

to enable or aid anyone to commit or l)lan to commit a crime or fraud. The 

original URE version of the exception \rould have made the exception 

applicable whenever the con:onunication lras made for the purpose of committing 

or planning to commit a crime or a tort. The privile~e is justified by the 

need for the freest sort of communication between spouses aoout all aspects 

of their business, social, and priYate lives. Becauso of the \ride variety 

of tores and the technical nature of ::laJ1Y, an extension of the exception 

to include all torts would nullify the privilege to too great an extent. 

This exception does not appear to have been recognized in ~he California 

cases dealing with this privilege. Nonetheless, the exception as revised 

does not seem so broad that it would impair the values the privilege was 

created to preserve, and in many cases the evidence l1hich ,",ould be 

admissible under this exception "Till be vital in order to do justice 

betlreen the parties to a lawsuit. 

Pt~agraphs (bl and (c)--G~ardianship and competency proceedings. 

ParaGraphs (b) and (c) of subdivision (2) have been added in the revised 

rule. These paragraphs express an exception contained in the existing 

California la". CODE CIV. FRCC. § 1881 (1) (exception aclded by Cal. Stats. 

1957, Ch. 1961, p. 3504). Comm!tmen:c and competency proceedings are under

taken for the benefit of the subject person. Frequently, virtually all of 

the evidence bearing on a spouse I s competency or lac]: of competency will 

consist of con:onunications to the othcr spouse. Therefore, inasmuch as 

these proceedL~gs are of such vital ~portance both to society and to the 

spouse Irho is the subject of the proceedings, it liould. be undesirable to 
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permit either spouse to invoke a privilege to prevent information vital to 

the court's determination from being presented to the court. 

Paragraph (d)--Litigation bet,-Ieen spouses. The exception for litigation 

between the spouses, subdivision (2)(0.), is recognized under existing law. 

CODE cr •. FROG. § 1881(1). The revised rule extends ~he principle of the 

exception to similar cases where one of the spouses is dead and the 

litigation is bet,reen his successor and the surviving spouse. See generall.y 

Estate of Gillett, 73 Cal. App.2d 588, 166 P.2d 870 (1946). 

Paragraphs (e) and (f)--Crime against spouse or children. Subdivision 

(2)(e) of the revised rule restates ,nth minor variations an exception 

that is recognized under existing California law. COD:; ClV. PIlCC. § 1881(1). 

Paracraphs (e) and (f) of subdivision (2) of the revised rule together create 

an exception for all the proceedings mentioned in Section 1322 of the Penal 

Code. 

Paragraph (g)--Comrounication offel'ed by dElfendan-c spouse. The exception 

in sucdivision (2)(g) of the revised rule does not appear to have been 

recocnized in any California case. Nonetheless, it appears to be a desirable 

excep-cion. Hhen a married pe:r:son is -che defendant in r\ criminal proceeding and 

seeks to introduce evidence "'hich is material to his case, his spouse, or 

his former spouse, should not be pri"lileged to withholtl the information. 

The privilege for !l'.arital cODlIi1unications is granted to enhance the 

confidential relatior.s:1i? behreen spouses. Yet, nothil1g would seem more 

destructiye of marital harmony than to permit one spouse to refuse to give 

testimony "hich is material to establish 'Che defense of -.,he o-.,her spouse 

in a criminal proceeding. 
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RUL.-; 23.5. CONFIDENTIAL CCi'olMUNICATIONS: BURDEN OF PROOF 

~11enever a privilege is claimed on the ground tho.-;; the natter sought 

to be disclosed is a conununication =0_e in confidence in the course of the 

lawyer-client, physician-patient, psychotherapist-patient, or husba-~d-wife 

relationship, the comrr.unication is ~resumed to have been ma~e in confidence 
8 

am'- -;;he opponent of the claim of privilege has the burden of proof to 

establish that the communication was not confidential. 

COI;1ltIDlT 

Revised Rules 26, 27, 27.3, and 28 all provide a privilege for 

coml1unications made "in confidence" in the course of certain relationships. 

AlthoUGh there appears to have been no cases involvinG the question in 

California, the general rule elsewhere is that such a conununication is 

presuned confidential and the party 00jecting to the claim of privilege 

has the burden of showing that the c=ication was not made in confidence. 

See Generally, with respect to the ~'ital communication privilege, 8 

Wigmore, Evidence § 2336 (McNaughton rev. 1961). See also mau v. United 

States, 340.u.s. 332, 333-335 (1951). In adopting by statute the privileges 

article of the liRE, New Jersey included such a provision in its statement 

of the lawyer-client privilege. N.J. Hev. Stat. § 2A:84p.-20(3), added by 

N.J. LaolS 1960, Ch. 52. 

The rule is desirable. If the privilege claimant vere required to 

show the communication ~las made in confidence, in many cases he would be 

compelled to reveal the subject matter of the communication in order to 

8"Burden of proof" is defined in Uniform Rule 1 as synOnynlOus with 
burden of' persuasion. The term does not refer merely to the burden of 
producing evidence. 

Rule 28.5 
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establish his right to the privileGe. Hence, ProposeQ Rule 28.5 is 

submH;ted with the rules relating to privileged communications to 

establish the rule of presumptive confidence in Califo:·nia, if it is 

not the rule already. See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 678, 22 Pac. 26, 

40 (1889); Hager v. Shindler, 29 Cal. 47, 63 (1865) ('!Prima facie, all 

communications made by a client to his attorney or counsel [io the course 

of that relationship 1 must be regarc.ed as confidential."). 
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RULE 29. PRIEST-PENITENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) As used in this rule (r) : 

(a) [~9+) "Penitent" means a person [1IIEI1II"el'-.. ~-a-eil.;uoeil.-ep-peU8;1.e\l.S 

aeBsma.BaUeB-ep-el'gasiiiai;isa) who has made a penitential. communication to a 

priest~ (i;kepee~t) 

(0) [~~+) ·Penitential. communication" means a [ee~ess;l.eR-e~-ell.l}la"le 

eeBa~el;-maae-eeepel;ly.aBa-iB-eeB~iaeBee-8y-a-~eBil;esi;-l;e-a-~piesi;-iB-i;il.e 

ee~se-e~-~i8ei~liBe-el'-~ael;iee-e1-i;ke-.k~ek-eP-l'el~ie~.QesemiRRi;ieB-ep 

el'gaBi8ai;ieB-e~-wkiek-l;8e-~Ril;eBl;-ie-a-mea"el') communication made in confi

dence in the presence of no third person to a priest "ho, in the course of 

the discipline or practice of his church, denomination, or organization, is 

authorized or accustomed to hear such communications and has a duty to keep 

them secret. 

(c) (~a+) "Priest" means a priest, clergyman, minister of the gospel, 

or other officer of a church or of a religious denomination or religious 

organization~ [7-wke-;I.&-i;Be-S~Be-e~-il;B-aiBeiJliBe-ep-~PRei;iee-is-8~kePi&e9. 

ep-ae8\1.9l;QIII8Q-l;e-ke8P1-8Ra-kaB-a-Q\l.l;y-.l;e-kee~-Beepel;1-~eail;eBl;ial-eemmYBie8-

$;l.9R8-maQe-9Y-lIIeIllgePB-e~-il.iB-eil.Y1'eil.7-aeRemiRRi;;l.eR-ep-eP3aBi&al;ieRt) 

(2) Subject to Rule 37, a penitent (pel'llQR1, whether or not a party, 

has a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent [~-wil;Reeel another from 

disclosingL a penitential. communication if he claims the privilege [aBe.-i;Be 

~~Qge-~iBas-l;kal;-t81-l;il.e-eemmHBieal;ieB-w8s-a-~eBii;eBl;ial-eemmYBiS8i;i9B-aBe. 

~9+-l;il.e-wil;BeBB-iB-i;ke-~eBil;eBi;-ep-l;ke-~pieei;r-8Ba-te1-i;il.e-elailllaBi;-is-l;Be 

~eBii;"Bl;r-ep-l;ke-~pieei;-lII8kiBg-l;il.e-elailll-eB-gekal1-e~-aB-a9BeBl;-~eBil;eBl;]. 

(3) Subject to Rule 37, a priest, whether or not a party, has a privilege 

to refuse to disclose a penitential communication if he claims the privilege • 
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c· 
Rule 29 sets forth the privileGe that is now granted by California law 

in Gnbdi vision 3 of Cod" of' Civil F::ocedure Section 1681. 

There may be several reasons 1'or the grantiIl.{r; of this l1ri vilege -' but 

at lc·~st, one underlying ':;:'22son seClil5 t,o be th2.t ti.~e la,\;" i·l::.lJ.. !lot. cOl:~pel 

ma,~e to him in the course of his religious duties. See Generally 8 

IIi;;rJore, Evidence §§ 2394-2396 (l1cHc.ught,on rev. 1961). The rule has been 

reviGcd in several respects in order to give adequate expression to this policy. 

SO tht:'!"~' '1:1,. i.:~ "":0 lcnger necessary fOl~ a court to detel"tine the content of 

c the ,:::"j:.atcn:eu"l i the c .... )u.rt need deter:dine only that the cOl'I.11:runicatiCh'l was 

macle: :i.n tL(: I::r23ence of the priest or->ly and that the :priest has a duty 

to "",ep th~ coranunication secret. Under existing 1"-,,,, thE' communication 

mUGt be a 11ccnfessionl1; under the URE rule} th2 comtlW"licaticn nlUst be 

a 11 confest-don of cclpable conduct 4 II 

The u"RE rule requires the :;:>enitcnt to be a men:loer of t:te church, 

dencmination, or religious orcanizat::_vIl of which the priest or clergyman 

recci ',,-ing the confession is a member. The rule has been revised 

to elitJ.inate this requirement, th'J's :cetainin.g the cxistiw; Califol~nia law. 

':Phe revised rule };)ermi.t.z the privilege to be cla.imed by either tl!€ 

pe::Li_ tent or the priest. The l.lliE rde ~lso permits ci -t;her to claim the 

prl'_~ilege, b'..!.t the priest is permtt'tecl to cla.im thE' privilegc= only for ac 

c Under the reviSed rule, it is cleur that the :;:>riest has 

Rule 29 
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a pri";ilege in his own right. In this regard, the revised rule differs 

from c:<isting California la" in that the present statute gives a penitent 

a privilege only to prevent the priest from disclosinG a coni'ession. 

Literally construed, the statute "ou16 ~ot give the penitent himself the 

right '~o refuse disclosure of the confession. Ho"evel', similar privilege 

statv::,cs have been held to grant a pl'ivilege both to l"efuse -Co disclose 

and to prevent the other communicant from disclosing the privileged 

sta'i;ement. See City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 

227, 236, 231 P.2d 26, 31 (1951) (attorney-client privilege); Verdelli v. 

Gray's Harbor Commercial Co., 115 Cal. 517, 526, 47 Pac. 364, 366 (1897) 

("a client cannot be compelled to disclose cOlll!Ilunications \lhich his attorney 

cannot be permitted to disclose"). Hence, it is 11l,ely that the statute 

gran'cine; the priest-penitent privileGe ,wuld be similarly construed. 

The addition of the reference to Rule 37 is a clarifying change, not 

substantive, for in the original URE, Rule 37 itself flakes clear that it 

applies'to Rule 29. 

Under the revised rule, a priest is ll..'1der no legal compulsion to claim 

the privilege; hence, a penitential communication may be admitted if the 

penitent is deceased, incompetent, or absent and the priest fails to claim 

the privilege. This probably changes existing CalifOl"Ilia 18,,; but, if so, 

the change is desirable. For example, if a murderer ha<l confessed the crime 

to a priest and then died, the priest miGht under the circumstances decide 

not ~~o claim the privilege and, instea!l., give the e·;iclence on behalf of an 

innocent third party who had been indicted for the cril:le. 'l.'he extent to 

which the priest should keep secret or reveal confessiol>al communications 

is not an appropriate subject for leGislation; the matter is better left to 

the discretion of the in!l.ividual pries~c involved and ':;he disciplbe of the 

reliGious body of which he is a !lleiuDcr. 

Rule 29 
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RULE 30. RELIGIOUS BEUEF 

[Eve,,~-~eF8eB-ka8-a-~F~v~lege-~e-Fe~8e-~e-a~sele8e-R~s-taeeleg~eal 

s~~a~eB-eF-Fel~g~e~s-Bel~ef-~Rle88-R~s-aaReFeBee-eF-BeB-aaReFeBee-~e 

s~ea-aB-e~~~eB-eF-£el~ef-~s-E&teF!al-te-aB-~BsRe-!B-~ke-ae~~eB-e~keF-~kaB 

~aat-ef-ft~8-eFea~a!1~ty-a8-a-w~~Bes6~1 

COMMENT 

The net effect of URE Rule 30 is to declare that a person's theologi

cal or religious belief is inadmissible on the ground of privilege on the 

issue of his credibility as a witness. In People v. Copsey, 71 Cal. 548 

12 Pac. 721 (l.887), the Supreme Court held that evidence of the lack. of',"c 

religious belief on the part of a witness is incompetent for impeachment 

purposes and, therefore, that objections to questions concerning the.wi~ 

ness' religious belief were properly sustained. Thus, the existing Calif

ornia law declares that the evidence stated by tIRE Rule 30 to be privileged 

is incompetent for impeachment purposes, while the URE rule provides that 

the evidence is privileged if soug.1t to be·introduccd for that purpose. 

The Commission disapproves the URE rule because it excludes evidence 

of religious belief on the issue of credibility only when the witness 

himself is asked for the objectionable information. Nothing in this rule 

would preclude the introduction of such evidence by means of other wit

nesses. The problem involved actually concerns ·what evidence is competent 

on the issue of credibility. The Commission will recommend a provision 

covering the question of religious belief when URE Rules 20-22, which deal 

with evidence as to credibility, are studied. 
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RU"".uB 31. POLITICAL yarE 

If he claims the privile~(), [~Vel!':;r] .!: pel'son has a privilege to 

refuse to disclose the tenor of his yote at a [pe!itiea±] public 

election where the voting is by secret ballot unless [~Re-~~e-fiRee 

i;aat-t)ae-'o'e1;e-was-eae"4r] he voted illegally or b_G Clreviously made an 

unprivileged disclosure of the tenor of his vote. 

COl>iiZNT 

Revised Rt4e 31 declares the existing California la1l. The California 

cases declaring such a privilege have relied upon the provision of the 

Constitution tha, "secrecy in votinG be preserveo.." Cal. Const., Art. II, 

§ 5. See Bush v. Head, 154 Cal. 22r, 97 Pac. 512 (1908); Smith v. Thomas, 

121 Cal. 533, 54 Pac. 71 (1898). 8ince the poli~J of ballot secrecy ex-

tends only to legally cast oallots, the California cases and Revised Rule 

31 recognize t.hat there is no privilege as to the ma.nner in which an 

illeGal vote has been cast. Pa-tterson v. Henley, 136 Cal. 265, 68 Pac. 

821 (1902). 

The rule has been revised to CO'ler the subject of "laiver by prior 

disclosure because Pevised Rule 37 applies only to -che communication 

privileges (Revised Rules 26 throue:;h 29). 

Rule 31 
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RULE 32. TRADE SECRET 

'I'he mmer of a tracle secret has a privilege, llhich may be claimed by 

hUl or by his agent or em;ployee, to refuse to disclose the secret and to 

preven':; [e-ioJ.o.ep-l'el!'SeBsJ another from disclosing it if ["!;ae-~\lege-f~BE\9 

~;'.a~ 1 'GOO allowance of the privile::;e will not tene, to conceal fraud or 

othervise work injustice. 

COMH[1'lT 

Although no California cases have been foun(~ l:olo.iUG evidence of a 

trade secret privileged, at least one California case has recognized that 

such a privilege may exist unless its holder has injured another and the 

disclosure of the secret is indispensable to the ascertainment of the truth 

anc~ 'Ghe ul timete determination of the rights of the parties. Willson v. 

SU)?erior Court., 66 Cal. App. 275, 225 Pac. 881 (1921;) (~rade secret held 

:lot subject to privilege because of plaintiff's ne(l(l for information to 

establish case against the person asserting the p:d..,ilege). Indirect recog

ni'cion of such a,"p1'ivil"g", has ,,-lso been :!iven i,: 'Jcction 2Ol9 of the Coc.e 

of Civil Procedure, which provides that in discovery proceedings the court 

may make protective orders prohibiting inquiry into "secret processes, de

velopments or research." 

'l'he privilege is granted so that secrets essen'aal to the successful 

c~1tinued operation of a business or industry may be afforded some measure 

of protection against unnecessary disclosure. Thus, the privilege prevents 

the use of the witness's duty to ~estify as the means for injuring an othel'

lriee profitable business. See generally 8 Wigmore, Thrio.ence ~ 2?.l2 (3) 

(l,jcHaughton rev. 2961). Nevel'tl:.eless, there are ('ancel's in the recognition 

o:f such a privilege. Copyright anel patent laws provi<le adequate proteC'i;ion 

fal' many of the matters that may 'oe classi:fied as tl'ade secrets. Recoe;-
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nizinJ the privilege as to such infol'Llation 1{ould. sery" only 'GO hinder the 

CO\1:"OS in cletermini:J.g the truth llithOlrc providing the almer of the secret 

any neeCl.ed protection. In many cases, disclosure ofohe mat'Gers protected by 

the pri-.-ilege may be essential to 0.i6c10se unfair co"rpe-ci tion or fraud or to 

reveal -che improper use of dangerous =terials by the )Jarty asserting the 

privileGe. Recognizing the privileGo in such cases 1101110. amount to a 

legally sa.'1ctioned license to c01lllll:i t 'che wrongs complained of, for the 

wronC\aoer 1I0u1d be privileged to "itbhold his wrongful conduct from legal 

scrutiny. 

Tllerefore, the privilege is recoGnized under thiG rule only if its 

application >!il1 not tend to conceal fraud or othenlise 1Torl~ injustice. The 

privilege 1'lil1 protect trade secrets only where they constitute a subordin

ate means of proof relative to the o'~her evidence in 'the case. It will not 

permH concealment of a trade secret >Then disclosure is essential in the 

interest of justice. 

,:'ith the limitations expressed in the rule, the prh-i1ege deserves ex

press recognition in the California la". The limits o~ the privilege are 

necessarily uncertain and ,lill have to be worked out through judicial de

cisions. 
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RULE 33. SECRET OF STATE 

"[b) • . ~ ~ ,. ",",," 'f" ~ " . ~ ... '" ,::c.o - -.n.S-t:l.5ea.- :1.i'i--eR:i:.8- nCi,...1.ej - seCl"e-c,.-e .~ sva'OC'""-.f.leat}S-3:.:B.:t6:i:'lDa ... 3:.elJ.-Be.,. 

gFSHBa-~ha~-t~-!s-a-see~e~-ef-s~a~e;-aBt-e~!aeBee-ef-~fte-matte~-ts-t~sstei~1 
; 

1iRless-~fte- ~.Hoige-#tHaa-tHa~- ta 1-~l:Ie -maUer-ts-Bet-8.- see~e'l; - ef - state; -ar-t'e1- tHe 

yRieft-tRe-see~e'l;-eeHee~s-Haa-eeH5eBteEl.-'I;hB.t-!t-ee-at6eie6ea-tft-tfte-aetteft~J 

OOMMENT 

The Commission disapproves URE: Rule 33. 

Federal laYs provide adequate protection for military secrets and 

secrets relatiog to international relations or national security. See,~, 

Exec. Order No. 10501, 18 Fed. Reg. 7049 (1953). See also United States v. 

Reynolds, 345 U.s •. 1 (1953). Such laws yill prevail over any state lave that 

might be deemed to require the disclosure of such information. 

So far as secrets of the State and local entities are concerned, they 

are adequately protected by Revised Rules 34 and 36 and by variOUS statutes 

prohibiting revelation of specific kinds of official information. 

No privilege of this sort is now recognized by the California statutes. 

Under existing law, governmental secrets are protected either by subdivision 5 

of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881, yhich--like Revised Rule 34--prohibit~ 

disclosure when the interest of ':;''1e public would suffer thereby, or by specific 

etatutes--8uch as the provisions of the Revenue and Taxation Code prohibiting 

disclosure of tax returns. See, e,g., Rev. & Tax Code §§ 19281-19289. 
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(1) As used in tbis r:J.lc, :·cfficinl i..'1formation r
: mca.:is i.."'1formation 

not o1'en or theretofore officially chsclcsed to the pClbl~c [",e:±aHBg-ta 

(2) A [w~tBessl public entity has a privilege to refuse to disclcse 

(a-matta'-_-t!l.e-g~,u!.il.-taat-U~;if!!] official information, and to prevent 

such disclosure by anyone who has acquired the information in a mar.ner 

authorized by the public entity, [7-a~-eviReB€e-ef-tke-Katte~-!s-;iBaae!£f!!;ieie1] 

claimed by a person authorized by the public entity to do so and~ 

(a) Disclosure is forbidden by an Act of the Congress of the United 

States or a statute of this State [7] lor 

(b) (a~seie~e-e~-~!l.e-;iBf~t;iep.-!a-t!l.e-ae~;iea-y;iii-Re-aa~-t9-t!l.e 

ea~e!ty~] Disclosure of the information is against the public interes! 

because there is a necessity for preserving the confidentiality of the information , 
that outweighs the necessity for disclosure in the interest of justice; but 

no privile~ may be claimed under this paragraph if any person authorized to 

do so has consented that it be disclosed in the proceeding. In 

deterDdning whether disclosure of the information is against the public interest, 

the interest of the public entity as a pal'ty in the outcome of the 

proceeding may not be considered. 
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(3) Except where disclosure is forbidden by an Lct of the Congress 

of the United States, if a claim of privilege under tilis rule by the State 

or a public entity in this State is sustained in a criminal proceeding 

or in a disciplinary proceeding, the presiding officer shall make such 

order or finding of fact adverse to tile public entity bringing the pro

ceeding as is appropriate upon any issue in the proceeding to which the 

privileged information is .material. 

(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3), where a sea.:.,ch is made pursuant 

to a 11arrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not required to reveal 

official information to the defendant in order to establish the legality of 

the search and the admissibility of the evidence obtained as a result of it. 

CONHENT 

Rules 34 and 36 generally. 

URE Rules 34 and 36 set forth the privilege that is nOl-T granted by sub

division 5 of Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure. That subdivision 

says: "A public officer cannot be examined as to cOlllll1unications made to him 

in official confidence, when the public interest woulfe suffer by the disclosure." 

URE Rule 34 provides that official information is privileged if its 

revelation would be harmful to the interest of the government--irrespective 

of the need for the information in the particular case. Under the existing 

law, the exercise of the privilege in a criminal case llhere the privileged 

information is material to the defense will result in a dismissal of scme 

cases, and, in others, it will result in the striking of a witness' testimony 

or an item of evidence. See Priest~y v. Superior Court, 50 Gal.2d 812, 330 

P.2d 39 (1958); People v. HcShann, 50 Cal.2d 802, 808, 330 P.2d 33, 36 (1958). 

Rule 34 



c On the other hand, under liRE Rule 36, a judge is re~uired to hold the 

identHy of an informer unprivileged if revelation of his identity is needed 
• 

to assure a fair determination of the issues--without regard for the interest 

of the public. This rule would be applied even in litigation between private 

parties. No reason appears for not permitting the public's interest to be 

considered--as it is under Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 and liRE Rule 

34 for all other kinds of official information. 

Revised Rules 34 and 36 eliminate the inexplicable difference between 

the official information privilege and the informer privilege as proposed in 

the liRE. Under the revised rules, the admissibility of both of'f'icial infor-

mation generally and the identity of an informer will be determined under 

the same standard, which re~uires consideration of both the interest of the 

c public in the confidentiality of the information and the interest of the puh}1C 

and the litigants in the just determination of the litigation. And under the 

revise<l rules, as under existing la"" if either the official information pri-

vilege or the informer privilege is exercised in a criminal case, the govern-

ment must suffer an adverse order on the issue upon uhich the privileged 

information is material to the defense. However, the public entity bringing 

the action is not subject to an adverse order where disclosure is forbidden 

by federal statute. This is in accord with the present law as recently deter-

mined in People v. Parham, 60 Cal.2d_, 34 Cal. Rptr. , 385 P.2d 

(pr10r statements of prosecution witnesses withheld by the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation; denial of motion to strike the witnesses' test1mony 

affirmed) • 

c 
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Revised Rule 34. 

Subdivision (1). The phrase "relating to the internal affairs 

of this State or of the Uniteo. States" has been deleted frem 

subdivision (1) in order to broaden its coverage to include 

official information in the possession of local entities in 

California. The term "public employee," defined in Revised Rule 

22.3, has been substituted fOl' "public official of this state or 

of the United States" in order to make it clear that the privilege 

exists for official information of local gove~ental entities 

as well as official information of the State or of the United 

States. 

c Subdivision (2). The phrase "and evidence of the matter is 

iwdd.ssible" has been deleted from subdivision (2). The phrase 

was included in the original URE to indicate that the privilege 

could be claimed by anyone. The revised rule permits the privi-

ege to be invoked by the public entity concerned with the disclosure 

of the information or by an authorized agent thereof, Since 

the privilege i6 granted to enable the governm~nt to protect its 

secrets, no reason exists for permitting the privilege to be 

exercis~ by persons who are not concerned with the public interest. 

Rule 34 
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Under the revised rule, the privilege may be asserted only against 

persons who have acquired the ini'ormaM,on in an authorized manner. If, for 

example, a person reporteQ by telephone a violation of the law, his identity 

would be privileged under Revised Rule 36 and the information furnished would 

be privileged urmer Revised Rule 34. If ooot1:e1' persor. l7ere present when the 

telep1:one call was nnde, the privileges granted by Revised Rules 34 and 36 

co~d not be used to prevent that third person from testifYing concerning 

what he heard and saw. No case has been discov-ered involving this issue, 

but the present language of subdivision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 

1881 indicates that no privilege exists under present law that would exclude 

such testimony. 

Under Revised Rule 34, official ini'ormation is absolutely privileged if its 

disclosure is forbidden by either a federal or state statute. Other official 

information is subject to a ccnditicnal privilege; t~~ judGe must 

determine in each instance the consequences to the public of disclosure and 

the consequences to the lit:gant of nondisclosure and then decide which out-

weigh the other. The CommiSSion recognizes that a statute C= .. 01; establish 

hard and fast rules to guide the judge in this process of balancing public 

and private interests. He sh'".lld, of course, be aware that the public has 

an interest in seeing that justice is dQne in the particular cause as well as 

an interest in the secrecy of the ini'o~Ation. 
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Subdidsion (3). Subdivision (J) expresses the rule of existing law that 

in a criminal case, "since the Government which prosecu'oes an accused also 

has the duty to see that justice is c1.one, it is unconscionable to allow it 

to undertake prosecution and then invoke its governmental privileges to 

deprive the accused of anything which might be material to his defense." 

United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 12 (1953). In some cases, the 

privile~ed information will be material to the issue of the defendant's guilt 

or innocence; in such c&.ses, the COUl'·;; must dismiss the case if the State 

does nOG reveal the information. In other cases, the pl'ivileGed information 

will relate to narrO\'Ter issues, such as the legality of a search without a 

warrant. See, e.g., Priestly v. Superior Cou-~, 50 Cal.2d 812, 330 P.2d 39 

(1958) . In those cases, the court will strike the testimony of a particular 

witness or make some other order appropriate under the circumstances if the 

State insists upon its privilege. 

It should be noted that subdivision (3) applies only if the privilege 

is asserted by the State of California or a public entity in the State of 

Califol':1ia. Subdivision (3) does not require the imposition of its sanction 

if thc p:.:ivilege is invoked, and the information is \JHhheld, by the federal 

government or another state. Nor );JaY the sanction l:e i11posed where dis

cloilure is forbidden by federal statl'te. In these respects, subdivision (3) 

states existing California laH. People v. Parham, GJ Cal. 20. , 34 Cal. 

Rptr. , 385 P.2d (1963)(prior statements of prosecution witnesses 

,Tithl:21d by the Federal Bureau of Investigation; denial of motion to strike 

witnesses' testimony affirmed). 
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,Subdivision ( 4). This subdivision states the e;:isting California law 

as declared in People v. Keener, 55 Cal.2d 714, 12 Cal Rptr. 859, 361 

P.2d 587 (15061), in which the court .. he~d that "where a search is IUl.de 

pursuant to a warrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not required 

to reveal the identity of the informer in order to establish the legality 

of the search and the admissibility of the evidence obtained as a result 

of it." Since Revised Rule 34 treats official information the same as the 

identity of an informer is treated under Revised Rule 36, this subdivision 

has been added to the URE rule. For a discussion of this subdivision in 

the precise situation that gives rise to its inclusion, see the Comment 

on Rule 36, infra at 000. 
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RULE 35. COMMUNICATION TO ORAl]) JURY 

[A-w~tBess-Bas-a-~~v~lege-ts-~e#ase-ts-aise±sse-a-esmEHBieat;iss-maae 

ts-a- g!'"8.Ba - dlii'Y-e;t'-a- eSl!!jlla~aaBt- 91'-w;i oSEe as, - aaa - ev;iaesee- tReFesf -;i s 

!aadmf£6~s!e,-aBle6s-t~e-d~age-f~~a6-taj-~He-Ea~ter-wk!eB~tke-ee&mHBiea~ieR 

e9Bee~Bea-"a9-39t-'W!oSp.!B-tke-#aBetieB-ef-tRe-gi'aBa-~\i"Y-oSe-;i~;est;igaoSe,-e" 

fe1-oSke-graaa-da1'y-Res-f!a!sRea-;its-;iBvest;igatfes,-if-aBy,-ei-tke-maoSteF, 

aa&.- ;its- fiiB.8.iiRg:;-;if -aB';f,-Ra5-;!.a"fliUy-eees-_ae-~\iU;i.e-sy- fH!ag- H;-;i.B-~ 

eF-etBe:,.~se;-9~-te1-a;iseleS\i~e-6B8\ila-ee-aaae-;iB-oSRe-;i.ate"este-ef-~asoS!ee.] 
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CCll,MIDjT 

The Commission ,iisapproven URE Rule 35. 

Sections 911 and 924.2 of the California Penal Code require a 

grand juror to maintain secrecy concerning the testimony of witnesses 

examined. before the grand jury. There are two exceptions to this 

statutory requirement: (1) a court may require a grand juror to 

disclose the testimony of a ,fitness for the purpose of ascertaining 

whether it is consistent with the testimony given "by the witness before 

the court, and (2) a court may compel a grand jurer to disclose the 

testimony given before the grand jury wilen the witness who gave such 

testimony is charged ,fith perjury in connection there'7ith.. Peool Code § 924.2. 

Unlike the existing California law, the URE rule grants the 

privilege to the witness as well as to the members of the grand jury, 

and the exceptions provided in the tiRE rule are far more extensive than 

the exceptions provided in the existing California law. 

The existing California privilege exists only for the protection of 

the grand jurors; the witnesses before the grand jury canl'lot invoke 

the privilege and no one can predicate error upon the fact that a 

grand juror violated ~s obligation of secrecy and related what was 

said. On the other hand, the DEE rule makes the evidence inadmis-

sible. Hence, ar.y party may object to the introduction of such evidence. 

The Commission believes that the DEE r~le is not broad enough 

in one respect--that is, the exceptions are so sweeping that the secrecy 

of the grand jur.f proceedings is not adequately protected. On the 

other hand, the Commission believes that the proviSions of the URE 
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rule are too broad in another respect--that is, the right to claim the 

privilege is given to persons ,;ho have no legitimate interest in main

taining the secrecy of the grand jury proceedings. 

In both respects, the existing California law seems superior 

to the UBE rule. Hence, the Commission disapproves Rule 35. 
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RULE 36. IDENTITY OF INFORMER 

(1) A [wUBess] public entity bas a privilege to refuse to disclose 

the identity of a person, if such identity is not or has not theretofore been 

Officially maclc known to the public, who has furnished information as provided 

in subdivision (g) of this rule purporting to disclose a violation of [a 

~QV1s1QR-gflthe laws of this state or of the United States [~6-a-P8~peseB~a-

eSaP8e4-wi~a-~Se-Qvty-e~-sRf8Peieg-~Sa~-~pevisieBT-aaQ-ev"BBee-~&epee#-is 

iBaes!ssielsT-HBles8-~ae-~~e-fiBee-~Sa~1 and to prevent such disclosure b,y 

anyone who has acquired such information in a manner authorued by the public 

entity, if the privilege is claimed by a person authorized by the public entity 

to do so and: 

essB-st,asl'lIise-tieelsesa] Disclosure is forbidden by an Act of the Congress 

of the United states or a statute of this State; or 

sf-~as-ie8lie8~ 1 Disclosure of the ie.entity of the inf'oruer ia against the public 

int,,~·.cp:~ because there is a necessi'i;;, for preserving. :!:.~. con:?identia11ty of his 

iden>.;i:t:L_tbat O1itlleighs the necessity for "-1sclosure 1:'1 the . interest of justic~; 

i but no privilege may be claimed under this paragraph if any person authoril\ed 

to do so bas consented that i;',e. ic:.ena·~y of the inforr:.c_£_J~c d1scl.osed in the 

m:QcC.e,efling.· In t'I ..... eI'm1n1ng whethe:t !l~sclosure of the J{elltUy of the informer \ 

is c,;...,aillst i;Cle public interes'(;, the interest of tile l)ublic entity as a party \" 

\ 
\ 
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(2) This rule applies only if the information is furnished by the 

informer directly to a law enforcement offi~er or to a representative of 

an administrative agency charged with the administration or enforcement 

of the law alleged to be violated or is furnished by the informer to another 

for the purpose of transmittal to such officer or representative. 

(3) Ex:cept where disclosure is forbidden by an Act of the COngreSS of 

the United states, if a claim of privilege by the State or a public entity 

in this state is sustained in a criminal proceeding or in a discipl.iDary 

proceeding. the presid.1ng officer shall make such order or finding of fact 

adverse to the public entity bringing the proceediDg as is a:ppropriate \lI!on 

any issue in the proceediDg to Which the privUegea information is material. 

(4) NotwithstandiDg subdivision (3). Were a search is made pursuant 

to a ';o.rrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not required to reveal 

the identity of the informer to the defendant in order to establish the 

legality of the search and the admissibility of the evidence obtained as ~ 

result of it. 

CONt-lENT 

Under existing law, the governmental privilege as to the identity of 

an informer is granted by subdivision 5 of Code of CivU Procedure Section 

1881. Under this section, information as to the identity of an informer is 

privileged to the same extent as is official information generally. There 

appears to be no reason to change the existing law in this regard, for the 

policy reasons requiring secrecy as to the identity of informers seem to 

be the same as those requiring secrecy as to all official information. 

Accordingly I Rule 36 has been revised to provide that the privilege may be 
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claimed under the same conditions that the official information privilege 

may be claimed. See the conunent to Revised Rule 34, ~ at 000-000. 

The revised rule provides a privilege concerning the identity of an 

informer to a law enforcement officer or to a representative of an administra

tive agency charged with enforcement of the law. URE Rule 36 requires the 

informer to furnish the information to a governmental representative wbo is 

"charged with the duty of enforcing" the prOVision of law which is alleged 

to be violated, An informer, however, sbould not be required to run the risk 

that the official to whom he discloses the information is one "charged with 

the duty of enforcing" the law alleged to be Violated. For example, under 

Revised Rule 36, if the informer discloses information concerning a violation 

of state law to a federal law enforcement officer, the identity of the 

informer is protected. However, his identity would not be protected under 

URE Rule 36. 

The revised rule also applies when the information is furnished w!!.i,:· 

to a law enforcement officer as well as directly. The URE rule might be 

construed to apply to informers who furnish information indirectly, but the 

revised language eliminates any ambiguity that may exist in this regard. 

Subdivision (4). The language used in this subdivision is identical 

to the precise holding in People v. Keener: 55 Cal.2d 714, 12 Cal. Rptr. 

859, 361 P.2d 587 (1961). Nothing in this rule, of course, affects the 

defendant's right to discover the identity of an informer where such informa

tion is material to the issue of the defendant's guilt. lolhere the issue 

concerns the legality of a search made pursuant to a ,/alTant, however, there 

is sufficient protection afforded the defendant b.1 the procedures relating 

to the circumstances under which a ,rarrant may be obtained, 
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RULE 36.5. ClAIM OF PRIVILEGE BY PRESIDING OFFICER 

(1) The presiding officer shall exclude, on his own motion, information 

that is subject to a claim of privilege under this article if: 

(a) The Fer son from whom the information is sought is not a person 

authorized to claim the privilege; and 

(b) There is no party to the proceeding who is a person authorized 

to claim the privilege. 

(2) The presiding officer may not exclude information under this 

rule if: 

(a) There is no person entitled to claim the privilege in existence; or 

(b) He is otherwise instructed by a person authorized to permit 

disclosure. 

COMMENT 

This rule does not appear in the URE. A similar provision does appf!ar, 

however, in the Model Code of Evidence. Model Code of Evidence, Rule 105 (e) 

(1942). It may l-.ave been omitted from the URE because the judge's power was 

regarded as inherent. 

The rule is needed to protect the holder of a privilege when he is not 

available to protect his own interest. For example, under Revised Rule 26, 

a third party--perhaps the lawyer's secretary--may have been present when a 

confidential communication was made. In the absence of both the holder him., 

self and the lawyer, the secretary could be compelled to testify concerning 

the communication if there were no provision such as Proposed Rule 36.5. Thus, 

Proposed Rule 36.5 requires a judge to claim the privilege for the absent 

holder. 

Proposed Rule 36.5 apparently is de~larative of the existing California 

law. See People v. Atkinson, 40 Cal. 284, 285 (1870) (attorney-client 

privilege). 
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RULE 37. HAIVER OF PRIVILEGE 

(1) Except as otherwise proviLed in this rule, the right of any person 

to claim a privilege provided by Rules 26, 27,.?7. 3, 28, or ?91s waived: with 

respect to a communication protected by such privilege if any holder of 

the privilege, without coercion, has disclosed a significant part of the 

communication or has consented to such a disclosurc rue.de by anyone. Consent 

to disclosure is manifested by a failure to claim the privilege in anr 

pro~eed1ng in which a holder of the privilege has the_legal standing and oppor

tunity to claim toe priv~lege or by any-other words or conduct~of a holder of 

the privilege indicating his consent to the disclosure. 

(2) Hhere two or more persons are the holders of a privilege provided 

by TIules 26, 27, 27.3, or 28, the privilege with respect to a communication 

is not ',laived by a particular holder of the privilege unless'he or a persoh 

with his cO.!lsemt~waives the privilege in a manner provided in subdivision, (14 

of this rgle, even though another holder of the' privilege or another 'person 

w!th the con§~nt of suchother holder 1".88_ waived,_the right to 'claim the 

privilege with respect to the same communication. 

(3) A disclosure that is itself privileged under this article is not a 

\ru.i Y2:r 0::0 any privilege. 

8/6/63 Rule 37 
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(4) A disclosure in confidence of a communication that is protected 

by a privilege provided by Rule 26,21, or 27'3, when such disclosure is 

reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of the purpose for which the 

lawyer, physician, or psychotherapist was consulted, is not a waiver of the 

privilege. 

COloIMENT 

This rule covers in some detail the matter of waiver of privileges. 

The language of the ORE rule has been revised to state more clearly the 

manner in which a waiver is accomplished and to make some significant sub-

stantive changes in the URE rule . 

. Scope. ORE Rule '3l applies to all of the privileges. The revised rule 

applies only to the communication privileges--Revised Rules 26, '27, 27.3. 28, and '=!~ 

Revised RUles 23 through 25, 27.5,' 31, and 33 througll 36 contain their own 

waiver provisions. Hence, it is unnecessary to make Rule '37 applicable to 

these privileges. It is also unnecessary to mke Rule 37 applicable to Rule 

32 (trade secrets), for a matter will cease to be a trade secret if the 

secrecy of the information is not guarded; therefore, a specific rule of 

waiver is not needed. 

Subdivision (1). Subdivision (1) of the revised rule states the 

general rule with respect to the manner in which a privilege is waived. 

It makes it clear that failure to claim the privilege where the holder of 

the privilege has the legal standing and the opportunity to claim the pri-

vilege constitutes a waiver. This seems to be the existing california law. 

See City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 cal.2d 227, 231 

P.2d 26 (1951); Lissak v. Crocker Estate Co., 119 cal. 442, 51 Pac. 688 (1897). 

There is, however, at least one case that is out of harmon;y with this rule. 

Rule '3l 
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People v. Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954)(defendant's failure to 

claim privilege to prevent a witness from testifying as to a communication 

between the defendant and his attorney held not to waive the privilege to 

prevent the attorney from similarly testifying). 

Sucdivision (2). Under the·tiRJ.!: rule, a waiver l;y any person -,{hilc a joip.t 

holder of the privilege waives the privilege for all joint holders. Under 

subdivision (2) of the revised rule, a waiver of the privilege by one joint 

holder does not operate to waive the privilege for any of the other joint 

holders of the privilege. Subdivision (2) declares the existing California 

law. See People v. Kor, supra, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954)(at 

the time of the communication, the attorney was acting for both the defendant 

and the witness who testified); People v. Abair, 102 Cal. App.2d 765, 228 

P.2d 336 (1951). 

Subdivision (3). Subdivision (3) of the revised rule makes it clear 

that a privilege is not waived when a revelation of the privileged matter 

takes place in another privileged communication. Thus, for example, a 

person does not waive his attorney-client privilege by telling his wife in 

confidence what it was that he told his attorney. Nor does a person waive 

the marital communication privilege by telling his attorney in confidence 

what it was that he told his wife. And a person does not waive the attorney

client privilege as to a communication related to another attorney in the 

course of a separate relationship. A privileged COmmunication should not 

cease to be privileged merely because it has been related in the course of 

another privileged cOJnlllUllication. The concept of waiver is based upon the 

thought that the holder of the privilege has abandoned the secrecy to which 

he is entitled under the privilege. Where the revelation of the privileged 

matter takes place in another privileged communication, there has not been 
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such an acsr.doDtlent of tLe secrecy to which the holder is entitled to deprive 
the holder of his right to maintain further secrecy. 

Subdivision (4). Subdivision (4) has been added to maintain the confidential-

ity of communications in situations where the communications are disclosed to 

others in the course of accomplishing the purpose for which the communicant was 

(!onsulted. For example, where a confidential communication from a client is 

related by his attorney to a physiCian, appraiser, or other expert in order to 

pbtain that person's assistance so that the attorney will be better able to advise 

pds client, the disclosure is not a waiver under this rule. Nor would a phySician's 

pr psychotherapist's keeping of confidential records, such as confidential hospital , 

records, necessary to diagnose or treat a patient be a waiver under this rule. , 
gommunications such as these, when made in confidence, should not operate to destroy 
-:, 
.: 
~he privilege even when they are made with the consent of the client or patient. 

Here, again, the privilege holder has not evidenced any ab~ndonment of secrecy. 
,. ~ 

Renee, he should be entitled to maintain the confidential nature of his cornmlnica
; ~ 

tions to his attorney or physician despite the necessary further disclosure. With 

respect to the interrelationship of the lawyer-client privilege with the physician-

~tient and psychotherapist-patient privileges in cases where the same person is 

both client and patient, see the discussion in the Comment to Rule 26, ~ at 000. 

Knowledge of the privilege. The URE rule provides that a waiver is effective 

9~ if disclosure is made by the holder of the privilege "with knowledge of his 

privilege." This requirement has been eliminated because the existing California 

l~w apparently does not require a showing that the person knew he had a privilege 

9t the time he made the disclosure. See People v. Ottenstror, 127 Cal. App.2d 104, 

273 p.2d 289 (1954); Rose v. Crawford, 37 Cal. App.664, 174 Pac. 69 (1918) • 

. ~t cf. People v. KOr, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 447, 277 P.2d 94, 100-101 (1954) 

(concurring opinion). The privilege is lost because the seal of secrecy has in 

f.ct been broken and because the holder did not himself consider the matter 

C. pufficiently confidential to keep it secret. If the holder does not think it 

important to keep the matter secret, there is then no reason to pe~t him to 

exclude the communication when it is needed in order to do justice. 
Rule 37 
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Waiver by contract. The URE rule provides that a privilege is waived 

if the hold~r has contracted to waive it. This has been omitted from the 

revised rule, Under the revisea. rule, the fact that a person has agreed 

to waive a particular privilege for a particular purpose--as, for example, 

an agreement to waive the physician-:patient privilege in an application for 

insurance--does not waive the privilege generally unless disclosure is actua~ 

made pursuant to such authorization. The fact that a person has contracted 

not to claim a privilege should not be a determining factor as to the exist

ence of the privilege in cases bearing no relationship to the contract. On 

the other hand, once disclosure is made pursuant to the contract, the seal 

of secrecy is broken and the holder of the privilege should no longer be 

able to claim it. 

The omission of the provision for waiver by contract will not affect 

the rights of the contracting parties. Thuf!, under Revised Rule 37, the 

privilege still remains despite a contract to waive it; but Revised Rule 37 

does not relieve a person from any liability that may exist for breach of 

the contract to waive the privilege. This makes applicable to the communica

tion privileges a rule that has been applied in connection with the privilege 

against self-incrimination, See Hickman v. Londo!l Assurance COrp., 184 Cal. 

524, 195 Pac. 45 (1920; (recovery on fire insurance policy denied where 

insured refused on ground of self-incrimination to submit to examination pro

vided for in the policy). See also Christal v. Police Commission, 33 Cal. 

App.2d 564, 92 p.2d 416 (1933); 8 Wigmore, Evidence § 2275 (McNaughton rev. 

1961). There is no reaSO!l why a similar rule should not be made applicable 

to the communication privileges generally. Though no California cases 

involving this specific situation have been found, the logic of the rule 

expressed in ~evised Rule 37 is persuasive, 
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RULE 37.5. RULING UPON A CLAIM OF PRIVIIEGE 

(1) Subject to subdivision (2), the presiaing officer may not require 

disclosure of information claimed to be privileged under this article in 

order to ::'Ule on the c::aim of privilege: 

(2) When a ccu_rt is ruling on a_ claim of plivilege und.er ~e 32, 34, 

or 36 and is unable to rule or. the claim wi~ho-;lt requiring disclosur~ of the 

infol'lll9.tion cla.i~-=~~~e. privi~.o;E'd, t~e judge may require the pereon from 

wWm discl0sure _ is _s~lUght or the p::.~_~tit~d ~ clai~~he priYilege, or 

both, to disc:'.ose the j.nforraation in chambe:~<:'lt of the presen:e and heariIl/il 

of a:~ pers.::..~~::::.,:pt the person entHled _t.o c:.aim th: privilege and such 

other persons as the person entitled to claim the pr-tvilege is willing to 
. ----

have present. If the judge determines tha·t the infol'lll9.tion is privileged, 

neither he_.::::'::. any other peraon may ever disclose, ,·Tithout the consent of 

the ~erson entitled to claim the privilege, what was disc1~sed in the course 

of the proceedirgs in ch.~be~ 

COMMENT 

This rule d'le", not ap:pear in the IDlE. Under this rul'O, as under exist-

ing law, revelation :.f the information asserted to be pri-.rileged may not be 

compelled in order tc determine ·w.nether or not it is privileged) fer such 

a coerced disci0Sl'.re ,rouJ.d itaelf violate the privilege. See Collette v. 

Sarr'!sin, 184 Cal 283, 288··289, 1931" ... c. 511, 573 (1920). 

An except.~.on to the general rulE' is provided for information claimed to 

be privHeged under Ru]". 32 (trade se~re'.;), Rule 34 (of-ficial information), 

0;-: Rule 36 (i.der,ti ty of an informer). Because of the nature of these privileges, 

it will somet:i.mes be necessary for the Judge to examine the information claimed 

to be privEeged in order to balance the interest in seeing toot justice is 

done in the partic·o.1.ar case against the interest in lllC.intainiog the secrecy 
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of the information, See cases cited in 8 Wigmore; Evidence § 2379, p. 812 

n. 6 (McNaughton rev. 1961). And see .!Jnited States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 

1, 7-11 (1953), and p€'rtwent disc\lssj.on thereof in 8 Higmore, Evidence § 

2379 (McNaughton rev. 1961), Even in these cases, the I~le provides adequate 

protection to the person claiming the privilege; If the judge determines 

that he must examine the information in order to determine wheT~r it is 

p"ivileged, the rule provides that it be disclosed ill confidence to the 

judge and shall be kept in COnfidence if he determines the information is 

privileged. Moreover, in view of Proposed Rule 37.7, disclosure of the infor

mation cannot be required (for example, in an administrative proceeding), 

for the exception in subdivision (2) of Proposed Rule 37.5 applies only when 

the judge of a court is !'uling on the claim of privilege. 

RtUe 37 .. 5 
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Evid.ence of a. staT,emei1t or otiler disclosure i& innc:..mlssible against [~l3.e] a 

holder of [~Bel ~ ~rivilege if [~BE-rl~age-~!Bas-~Ba~-Be-Eaa-aEdl~ 

(1) A person entit_led. to claim the prIvilege claimed ~ [a.-p3i'!vilege-te-

3i'efuse-te-F..a.ke- the-a!se"GS>1Fe J but [,:a;;.l neve=theless disclosure _ wrongfully was 

required to be rr.ade [!!R!".-~."'1.L'£! 

igL 'l'he pr~~ding _o!!i cer failed to ~omply wi th Rul~ 36.2.. 

CONMENT 

Revised Rule 38 protects a holder of a privilege from the detrimer.t that might 

otherwise be caused when a judge erroneously overrules a claim of privilege an,'!. 

compels revelation of the privileged information. Under Revised Rule 38, the 

evidence is inadmissible against the holder in a subsequent proceeding· Compare 

People v. Abair; 102 CaL App.2tl. 765, 228 p,2d 336 (1951) (prior disclosure by 

attorney held inadmissible in later proceedir.g where holder of the privilege first 

had opportunity to object to attorney's testifying). Though Revised Rule 37 provides 

that such a coerced discloSlCre does not waive a privilege" it does not provia.e 

specifically that evidence of the prior disclosu!'e is inadmiss5.ble; this rule 

makes clear the inadmissib~lity of such evidence. 

URE Rule 38 does not cover the case in which some person other t.han the 

holder-··as, for example, the lawyer who has received a confidential comDtllnica~ion 

from a client--is compelled to make the disclosure of the privileged information. 

The URE rule has been revi.sed to provide that a coerced disclosure may not be used 

in evidence against the hOlder--whether the coerced disclosure was made by the 

holder himself or by' some other person. As so revised, the rule probably states 

existing California law, see !,eople...!:.:~, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 2Tf P,2d 94 (1954). 
However, tl~re is little case authority upon the proposition. The URE rule also 

has been revised t.o cover the ntuation '.here the presiding officer at the time the 

disclosure was made failed to comply with Prorosed Rule 36.5, which requires the 
exclusion of privi~eged evidence where a person enticled to claim the privilege 

had no standing or opportunity to do so. 

Rule 38 
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RUlE 39. REFERENCE TO EXERCISE OFPRrlILEGES 

h) If a privilege is exercised not to testify [G'J!'o-*<>-~~~r

-~-k.-ee<t;-j,.:I':i-~ ;-eHll.eF-±l&-the-ailMea-e:d with respect to [llaFHe>i;taF 

!lla.tter-£] any rratter, or to refuse to disclose or to prevent another from 

di.sclosing any lI"atter, the l=I;IJEe] pros-iding officer ana couns-el rr.D.y not com-

mcnt thereon, no prcsur::ption ohoJ.l arise with respect to the exercise of the 

privilege, and the trier of fact cay not dmw any (al¥@*s@] inference. therefrom 

un to the credibility of the vitncss or UD to any ~tt~r at issue in tho 

(0) The court, at the request of [tae] !:: party [eHeFe;is;iag-tll.e] who mar 
be adversely affected because an unfavorable inference may be drawn by the 

.jury because a privilege has beeE exercised, [l>ay 1 shall instruct the jury 

[±a-5>illller-t-ef-5>iea-ll~;i¥~legel that no presumption arises with respect to 

the exercise of \be privilege and that the jury may not dra'. any inference 

therefrom as to the credibility of the wi~neEs or as to any matter at issue 

in the pr.oc.c.!i.dinc;. -
(2) In a ex· Imina] proclleding, whether the defeneo.ht testifies 

or not, his failure to explain or to deny by his testImony any evidence or 

facts in the Case against him may be commented upon by the court and by 

coun3e1 and may be considered by the court or the jury. 

(3) In '-' civil procce"-i.)", the jClilul'C of a 1(01'0= to ~latn or' to dolO:! 

upon "'Y tlh.: !JrcQid.inC offic<.:r .o.nti by ccuncel cnd rr;;.y be ccn~i&rcd by the 

t~·ier 01' fact. 

Rule 39 
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COl·1MENT Rule 39 

URE Rule 39 gece:raJ.ly expresses the California rule in regard to the 

comments that may be made upon, and the inferences that may be drawn from, an 

exercise of a privUege. See People v. Wilkes, 44 Cal.2d 679, 284 P.2d 481 (19.55). 

TIle COIIInission has revised the URE rule to cl~.;,:ify 'i;h8 restrictions upon the 

trier of fact and to require, rather than merely to permit, the court to instrqct 

the Jury that no presumption arises and that no inference is to be drawn from ~ 
" f 

exercise of the privilege. Whether or not to give such an instruction should qot 

be subject to the court's d1.8cretion. Also, the nature of the instruction required 

to be given is stated more specifically in the revised rule. TlIe ~ ot 

the URE rule--"inaupport of such priv1l.ege"--is somewhat embiguous. 

Subdivision (2) of Revised Rul.e 39 bas been substituted for 

URE 1rul.e 23(4) to retain existing California law. Cal. Const., Art. I, 

§ 13i Penal. Code § 1323. The ColI!lll1ssion disapproves of subdivision 

(4) of URE Rule 23 because its language would petmit inferences 

to be ~awn from an exercise of the defendant's privilege to refuse to 

testifY in a crimjna) case. The California Constitution, in Section 13 of 

Article I, provides that the failure or refusal of a defendant in a criminal 

case to explain or deny the evidence against him may be considered by the 

court or jury whether or not the defendant testifies. And the California cases 

have made it clear that it is the defendant's failure to explain or deny 

the evidence against him, not his exercise of any priVilege, that may be 

canmented upon and considered. See ~J People v. Adamson, zr Cal.2d 418, 

488, 165 P.2d 3,8 (1946), aU'd, 332 U.S. Q6 (1947). Unfavorable 1nfweDces, 

if any, may be drawn only from the evidence in the caae AaNDlrf; b.1m. Jlo 

iote:re,.lCes ma.y be draw from 'the exuc1ae of privilege. 
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Subdivision (3) has been added to Revised Rule 39 in order to provide 

a rule for civil cases equivalent to that applicable in criminal cases under 

subdivisiOn (2). Subdivision (3) apparently declares the existing California 

lav that is applicaoDle to civil cases when a party invokes a privilege and 

refuses to deny or explain evidence in the case against him. See discussion 

in tbe Study, infra at 000-000 and aoo-ooo. language in some cases may 

indicate that the present rule in civil cases is broader and that inferences 

may be drawn from the claim of privilege itself. If that is the present rule, 

it will be changed by subdivision (3). 

Subdivisions (l) and (3) together may modify the existing California 

law to some extent. In Nelson v. Southern Pacific~, 8 C&1.2d 648, 67 

P.2d 682 (1937), the Supreme Court held that evidence of a person's exercise 

Of the privilege against self-incrimination in a prior proceedins ~ be 

shown for impeacbment purposes if he testifies in an exculpatory I118DDer in 

a subsequent proceeding. The Supreme Court within recent years has overruled 

statements in certain criminal cases declaring a similar rule. See People 

v. Snyder, 50 C&1.2d 190, 197, 324 p .2d 1, 6 (1958), overruling or disap];:l'()v1I!g 

several cases there cited. Revised Rule 39 will, in effect, overrule this 

holding in the Nelson case, for subdivision (1) declares that no inference 

may be drawn from an exercise of a privilege either on the issue of credi. 

bility or on any other issue, and subdivision (3) provides only that sub

division (1) does not preclude the drawing of unfavorable inferences against a 

person because of his failure to explain or deny the evidence against him. 

The status of the rule in the Nelson case bas been in doubt because of the 

recent hol<lillga in cr1.min8l eases, and Revised. Rule 39 "ill eliminate e:ny 

remaining basis for applying a different rule in civil cases. 
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RULE 40. EFFECT OF ERROR IN OVERRULING CLAIM OF PRIVILEGE 

A party may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of 

privilege only if he is the holder of the privilege, except that a party 

may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of privilege b.Y his 

spouse under Rule 27.5. 

COMMENT 

Revised Rule 40 states the existing California la1T. See People v. 

Gonzales, 56 Cal. App. 330, 204 Pac. 1088 (1922), and discussion of 

similar cases cited in the Study, infra at 000 note 5. 
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RULE 40.5. SAVINGS CLAUSE 

Nothing in this article shall be construed to repeal by implication 

any o-l;her statute relating to privileges. 

COMMENT 

No comparable provision is contained in the Uniform Rules. However, 

Proposed Rule ~0.5 is both necessary and desirable to clarify the effect 

of this article. 

Some of the existing statutes relating to priv1le~es are recommended 

for repeal. other statutes on this subject, however, are ccntinued in 

force. See, ~ Penal Code Sections 266h and 266i, making the marital 

communications privilege inapplicable in prosecutions for pimping and 

llaDdering, respectively. Hence, Proposed Rule 40.5 maltes it clear that 

nothing in this article makes privileged any information 

declared Qy statute to be unprivileged or makes unprivileged any information 

declared by statute to be privileged. 
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ADJUSTNENTS AND R2:PEALS OF EXISTING STf~rC;T2S 

Set forth belO1,~ is a list of the existing statutes on privileges 

11hich should be revised or repealed in light of '''lle Commission I s tentative 

reconnnendation concerning Al'ticlc V (Privileges) 0:' the Unif'orm Rules of 

l:;';iC.ence. The reason for the sUGCested revision or repeal is given after 

each section. References in such reasons to the Uilifoln Rules of Evidence 

are to the Uniform Rules as revised by the Commission. 

In many cases where it is hereafter stated tha':, an existj,ng statute 

is superseded by a provision in the Unif'orm Rules of Evidence, the provision 

replacing the existing statute may provide a somellhat narrower er broader 

privilege than the existinG statute. In these casez, the Commission believes 

that the prol'osed provision is a Detter rule, although in a given case it 

may provide a broader or narrm-rel' privilege than '~he e;:isting la,r. 

Business and PrOiclllsionf; Cede 

Section 2904 provides: 

2904. Confidential relationship bet~reen l)sycllologist and client; 
privileged communications. For the purpose of this chapter the con
fidential relations and eonn',lunications bet11een psychologist and client 
shall be placed upon the sane basis as those provided by law 'between 
attorney and client, and nothing contained in this chapter shall be 
construed to require any privileGed communication to be disclosed. 

This section should be repec.leCl.. It is supc::sedeQ by Proposed Rule zr.3. 

Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1747. '!'his section should be revised to conform to the Uniform 

nules. The revision merely subs-,;itutes a reference to Rule 34, which super-

~edes Section 1881(5), and makes no subst~t1ve cha!).ge. Tlte revised section 

"ould read as follmls: 
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1747. Notwithstand.ir.g the p~·oVJ.sJ.ons of Section 124 of' the 
Code of Civil Procedure, all superior court hearings or conferences 
in proceedings under this cLapter shall ce held in private and the 
court shall exclude all persons except the officers of the court, 
the parties, their ceunsel and. witnesses. Conferences rm:y be held 
vith each party and his counsel separately and in the discretion of 
the judge, commissioner',or counselor conducting the conference or 

• hearing, counsel for one party may be excluded when the adverse 
party is present. All cOllllJlUnications, verbal or written, from 
parties to the judge, commissioner or counselor in a proceeding 
under this chapter shall be deemed [l!8.ll.e-~e-S1:i€k-e£fhe!'-~B-eN'~~;l.a1 
eaBf~4eBeeJ to be official information within the meaning of [s~~
a;l.vis!9a-5;-Se~~;l.9B-lggl-e~-~ae-8ell.e-af-8;1.v;l.l-PFeee8R~J Rule 34 of 
the Uniform Bules of Evidence. 

The files of the conciliation court shall be closed. The 
petition, supporting affidavit, reconciliation agreement and any 
court order made in the matter may be opened to inspection by any 
party or his counsel upon the written authority of the judge of 
the conciliation court. 

Section 1880. This section should be revised to read: 

1880. The following persons cannot be witnesses: 
1. Those liho are of unsound mind at the time of their production 

for examination. 
2. Children under ten years of age, who appear incapable of 

receiving just impressions of the facts respecting which they are 
examined, or of relating them truly, 

?~ - -PaF*i!.es-H-a.SSi.gaSFS-et - ~arti!. es-*s-aa-aetiisa-eF-l'Neeell.i.a.g7 
e~-~e~e~s-i.a-wBese-~e~.alf-as-ae*;l.eR-eF-~F9~eea4ag-!6-l'Fese~dtell.,-aga4ast 
aa-eKee~~e~-e!'-a~~6*Fa*e~-~~eR-a.-ela4m;-eF-aeEaBa-aga;l.as*-tke-est8.*e 
et-a-aeeeasea-~e~~B;-a6-~e-asy-Fa**e~-e~-fae~-eeeRFF!ag-eefsFe-*ae-aeatA 
ef-s~eB-aeeea6ea-~e~seR~ 

Subdivision 3 of Section lS80 is the California version of the so-called 

Dead Mm Statute, Dead Man Statutes provide tll.at one engaged in litigation 

with a decedent's estate cannot be a witness as to any matter or fact occur~ 

ring before the decedent's death. These statutes appear to rest on the 

belief that to permit the surv::'vor t.o testify in the proceeding would be 

unfair because the other party to the transaction is not available ta testify 

and, hence, onIy a part of the whole storf can be developed, Because the 

dead cannot speak, the living are also silenced out of a desire to treat 

both sides equally, See generally Moul v. McVey, 1,,9 Cal. ApI>. 2d 101, 121 

P.2d 83 (1942); Recommendation an~ Study Relating to the Dead Man Statute, 

1 CAL. LAW REVISION COi-!/lI'N, REP. REC. & Sl'UDIES, TCccommendation and Study 

at D-1 (1957). 
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Subdivision 3, which is part of a statute section containing the rules 

rela"i;ing to the incompetency of infants and insane persons, "auld appear to 

be a provision relating to ccmpetency. But this subdivision has, in effect, 

become a rule of privilege, for the courts have permit'oed the executor or 

administrator to waive the benefit of the subdivision. See,~, McClenahan 

v. K"yes, 188 Cal. 574, 206 Pac. 45~· (1922). Hence, this subdivision is 

considered in connection with the ot:,cr rules of privilege. The remaining 

subdivisions of the section will be considered when the URE rules relating 

to competency of witnesses (Article IV.) are considere&. 

In 1957, the Commission recommended the repeal of the Dead Man Statute 

and the enactment of a statute providing that in certai.n specified types of 

actions written or oral statements of a deceased person made upon his personal 

knowledge were not to be exclUded as hearsay. See Recommendation and Study 

relating to The Dead ~tan Statute, 1 Cal. Law ReviSion Comm'n, Rep., Rec. & 

Studies, Recommendation and Study at D-l (1957). The 1957 recommendation 

has not been enacted as law. For the legislative history of this measure, 

see 1 CAL. LAW REVISION CQMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES IX (1957). 

~lthough the Dead Man Statute undoubtedly cuts off some fictitious 

claims, H results in the denial of just claims in a substantial number of 

cases. As the Commission's 1957 recommendation and study demonstrates, the 

stat~"e balances the scales of justice unfairly in favor of decedents' estates.' 

See, ~ l··Cal. Law Revieion COlllI1l'n, Rep., Rec. & Studies at D-6, D-43 to 

D-45 (1957). Moreover, it has been productive of much litigation; yet, many 

questions as to its meaning and effect are still unans,rered. For these reasons, 

the Commission again recommends that the Dead Man Statute be repealed. 

However, repeal of the Dead Man Statute alone would tip the scales 

unfairly against decedents' estates by subjecting the~ to claims which could 
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have becn defeated, wholly or in part, if the decedent ,me. lived to tell his 

story. If the living are to be permitted to testify, sOllIe s·ceps ought to be 

taken to permit the decedent to testify, so to speak, from the grave. This 

can be done by relaxing the hearsay rule to provide that no statement of a 

deceased person made upon his personal knowledge shall be excluded as hearsay 

in any action or proceeding against an executor or administrator upon a claim 

or demand against the estate of such deceased perSall. This hearsay exception 

is more limited than that re~ommended in 1957 and will, it is believed, meet 

most of the objections made to the 1957 recommendation. Accordingly, the 

Commission recommends that the following additional subdivision be added to 

RuJ.e 63 as revised by the Commission and set out in t1:e tentative recommenda-

tion on the Hearsay Evidence Article of the lIRE (4 CAL. Lf'.'! REVISION COMM'N, 
REP., R~C. & STUDIES 307-353 (1963»: 

RULE 63. Evidence of a statement .r:hich is made other than by 
a witness while testifying at the hearing and is offered to prove 
the truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and is inadmissible 
except: 

* * * * * 
(5.1) ,ilien offered in an action or proceeding bl~Ught against 

an executor or administrator upon a claim or demand against the estate 
of a deceased person, a statement of the deceased person if the judge 
finds it was made upon the personal knowledge of the declarant. 

Section 1881 provides: 

1881. There are particular relations in which it is the policy 
of the law to encourage confidence and to preserve it inviolate; 
therefore, a person cannot be examined as a witness in the folla.~ 
cases: 
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1. A husb3I~d. cannot be eX8I.'1ined for or against 
his 'Ydi"e without her conoent ~ nor a vif'e for or ''3.Gainst !1er husba:'1dJ 

vi'chout his consent' no1'~aI'. "it11e1', durinG 'cbe marriage or aften'urd, 
be, ·,".:-itLout the cbr~se·nt- Df "(:.J:'.c other, eXurli_:·:.:;-::' ~8 to any cO!:.r.--nunica.tio!l 
mD.d.e by one to the other ,luring the marriage; "lUt this exception <loes 
not apply to a civil action 0r proceedinG by one acainst the other, 
nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed by one 
aGainst the other, or for a crime committed aGainst another person by 
a husband or wife while engaged in committinc and connected with 'ohe 
commission of a criJ-ne 'oy one a(lainst the other; or in an action for 
dama(les against another person for adultery committed by either husband 
or wife; or in a hearing hel& to determine the mental competency or 
condition of either husband or wife, 

2. An attorney cannot, uithout the consent 
of his client, be examined as to any coramunication made by the client 
to him, or his advice given thereon in the course of professional 
employment; nor can an attorney's secretary, stenographer, or clerk 
be examined, without the consent of his employer, concerning any fact 
the knowledGe of "hich has been aC'l.uired in such capacity. 

3. A clergyuan, priest or religious 
practi tioner of an establis:,cd church cannot, ,-Ii thout the consent of 
the person making the confession, be examined as to any confession 
made to him in his professional character in the course of discipline 
enjoined by 'ehe church to vhich he belongs, 

~" A licensed pbysician or surgeon cannot, 
uithollt, the consent of his patient, be examined in a civil action, as 
to any information aC'l.uired i:1 attending the patient, which was neces
sary to enable him to prescr:cbe or act for 'ohe patient; provided, how
eyer, that either before or after probate, upon the contest of any 
will executed, or claimed to have been executed, by such patient, or 
after the death of such patie:1t, in any action involving the yalidity 
o~ any instrument executed, or claimed to have been executed, by him, 
conveying or transferring any real or personal property, such physician 
or surgeon may testify to the mental condition of said patient and in 
so testifying may ~isclosc information acquired by him concerning said 
deceased ~lhich "as necessa...'Jf to enable him to prescribe or act for 
such decec.sed; provided further, that after tIle death of the patient, 
the executor of his "ill, or the administra"oor of his estate, or the 
surviYing spouse of the deceased, or if there bo no surviving spouse, 
the children of 'ohe deceased personally, or, if minors, by their 
guardian, may give such consent, in any action or proceeding brought 
to recover damaGes on accolmt of the death of the patient; provided 
further, that "here any person brings an action to recover damages 
for personal injuries, such action shall be dcemed to constitute 
a consent by the person brinGing such action that any physician who 
has prescribed for OI' treated said person and >Those testimony is material 

8/6/63 J , 
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in said action shall testify; and r:rovided further, that the bringing 
ci' ::>.n c. ... .::tion, to l'0C'.')YCr i'oj,: the u·:.;o.o.th of t¥ r:::.-:~icn·G,. cy tbe executor' 
of his will, or "0:,.- ·~l:.te adcinistrator of his cDtJ;.1,:Ge, or by the sur1tiving 
spouse of the deceased, or if Ghere be no slu~vivinG spouse) by the 
children personally, or, if Dinors, by theL' Guardian, shall constitute 
a consent by such executor, Qdministrator, sUl~'ivinG spouse, or children 
or guardian, to the testimony of any physician "ho attended said 
deceased. 

5. P. public officer cannot be examined as to 
communications made to hi111 in official conficlence, uhen the public 
interest "ould suffer by the disclosure. 

6. J\. publisher, editor, reporter, cr other person 
connected with or employed upon a n~1spaper, or by a press association 
or ;,ire service, camlOt be ae,judged in contcnp'.; by a court, the 
Legislature, or any administrative body, for refusing to disclose 
the source of any informa-i:.ion procured for publIcation and published 
in a newspaper. 

Nor can a radio or television news reportClr or other person 
connected with or employed by a radio or television station be so 
adjudged in contempt for refusing to disclose the source of any 
information procured for a.'ld used for news or nOllS commentary 
purposes on radio or teleYision. 

This s<"ction should 1-", roj;;on1ed. Subdivision 1 of Section 1881 

is superseded by Rules 'Zl.5 and 23; subdivision 2 is superseded by Rule 26; 

oc:lx1.ivision 3 is superseded by Rule 29; ""bdivisioll 4 is superseded by 

lble 27; subdivision 5 is supersoc'ed oy Rules 34 and 36. 

No provision comparable to cuodivision 6--the I1C:VSLlan I S privilege--

is included in the Uniform Rules as proposed by -Lhe Uniform Commissioners 

or as revised by the La'if Revision Commission. The CotImission has concluded 

that there is no justification fo).' retaining this p:-ivilege. See the Study, 

infra at 000-000. 

Section 2065 provides: 
2065. J\. '1i tness must ans-.;er questions leGal and pertinent to the 

matter-In issue, though his answer may establish a claim against ~self; 
but. he uee·} not 3,i'\--c ill1 , .... :m,.,.rm ... "llhich ll:i1l iw:-."c a. -:':'0i.1cluncy to subj.0ct 

him -Co punishment for a felo:w; nor need he give an ans.ver which will 
r.:.ave a dire,::"::,; tctdency to d..:.:g!'=.o.0 his c!18.r::-~cter, 'U.r.:.les~ it 1:e to the 
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very fact in issue, or to a fact from which the fact i;-, issue 
uould be presumed. But a witness must answer as to the fact 
of his previous conviction for a felony unless he has previously 
received a full and unconditional pardon, based upon a certifi
cate of rehabilitation. 

1 
Section 2065 should be repealed. Rule 7 supersedes the first clause 

in this section. Insofar as this section permits a vitness to refuse to 

give an answer having a tendency to subject him to punishment for a felony 

it is superseded by Revised Rules 24 and 25, dealing ,dth the self-incrimination 

privilege. 

The language re).ating to an anS'.1er which would have a tendency to 

degrQde the character of the witness is unnecessary. The meaning of this 

languaGe seems to be that, whereas a 'fitness must testify to nonincriminating 
2 

but deGrading matter that is relevant to the merits of the case, never-

theless the witness is privileged to refuse to testifJ' to such matter when 

the matter is relevant only for the purpose of impeachment. However, this 

privilege seems to be largely--if not entirely--superfluous. Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 2051 provides that a witness may not be impeached "by 

evidence of particular wrol)gful acts." Manifestly, to the e;::tent that the 

degrading matter referred to in Section 2065 is "wrongful ac'cs," Section 

lRule 7 is the subject of a. separate study and recommendation by the 
COlllIni s sion • The rule as contained in the URE is as f o11ol'1s : 

RULE 7. General Abolition of Disqualifications and Privileges 
of lIi tnesses, and of;mx:clusionary TIules. Except as otherwise 
prov"ded in these Rules,· (a) every person is .qualified to be a 
witness, and (b) no person has a privilege to refuse to be a 
witness, and (c) no person is disqualified to testify to any 
matter, and (d) no person has a privilege to refuse to disclose 
any matter or to produce any object or writing, and (e) no person 
has a privilege that another shall not be a witness or shall not 
diGclose any matter or shall not produce any object or writing, 
and (f) all relevant evidence is admissible. 

2 Clark v. Reese, 35 Cal. 89 (1869)(breach of promise to marrYj defense that 
plaintiff had immoral relations ,·11th Xj held X must answer to such relations, 
thOUGh anS'l'ler degrading); San Chez v. Superior Court, 153 Cal. App.2d 162 
(1957)(separate maintenance on ground of cruelty; defendant required to 
ansuer as to cruelty, albeit degrading). 
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2051 r.Iakes this portion of Section 2065 unnecessary. (The ''>rrongful acts" 

rule of Section 2051 would be continued in effect by Uniform Rule 22(d).) 

Moreover, since the witness is protected against impcachr.ent by evidence of 

"wrongful acts," though relevant, and against matter llhich is degrading 

but is irrelevant (as to which no special rule is needed), there seems to 

be lHtle, if any, scope left to the "degrading matter" privilege. For 

cricic1sDlS of this privilege, see 3, 8 Wigmore §§ 984, 2215, 2255; McGovney, 

Self-Incriminating and Self-Disgracing Testimony, 5 I9I'Ta La.., Bull. 174 (1920), 

This llrivilege seems to be seldom invol;ed in California opinions and, when 

invoked., it arises in cases in which the evidence in question could be 

excluued merely by virtue of its irrelevancy, or by virtue of Section 2051, 

or by virtue of both. See, for example, the following cases: People v. T. 

Wah Hing, 15 Cal. App. 195, 203 (19ll)(Abortion case in which the prosecuting 

witness is asked en cross-examination i-Tho was father of child; held, 

immaterial--and, if asked to degrade, "equally inadmissible"); People v. 

Fang Chung, 5 Cal. App. 587 (l907)(d.efendant's witness in statutory rape 

case asked whether the witness was seller of lottery tickets and operator of 

poker Game; held, improper, inter alia, on ground of Section 2065. Note, 

however, the additional grounds for exclusion, viz., immateriality and 

Section 2051. Thus, Section 2065 was not at all necessary for the decision); 

People v. \}atson, 46 Cal.2d 818 (l956)(homicide case involving cross

examination as to defendant's efforts to evade military service; held,' 

irrelevant and violative of Section z~65). Hence, this portion of 

Section 2065 is superfluous now; it i'lOuld likewise be superfluous under 

the Uniform Rules. 
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3 
The remainder of this section is superseded by Rules 21 and 22, 

dealinc; fully with the subject of a 1ritness' credibility. 

3 
Rules 21 and 22 are the subject of a separate study and recommendation b, 
the Commission. The rules as contained in the URE are as follows: 

RULE 21. Limitations on Evidence of Conviction of Crime as 
Affecting Credibility. Evidence of the conviction of a witness 
for a crime not involving dishonesty or false statement shalt be 
inadmissible for the purpose of impairing his creclibili ty. If the 
witness be the accused in a crimi~al proceeding, no evidence of his 
conviction of a crime shall be admissible for the sole purpose of 
impairing his credibility unless he has first introduced evidence 
alimissible solely for the purpose of supporting his credibility. 

RULE 22. Further Limitations on Admissibility of ~idence 
Affecting Credibility. As affecang the crea:Ibility of a witness 
(a) in examining the witness as to a statement made by him in 
writing inconsistent with any part 'of his testimony it shall not 
be necessary to show or read to him any part of the uriting pro
vided that if the judge deems it feasible the time and place of the 
writing and the name of the person addressed, if any, shall be 
indicated to the witness; (b) extrinsic evidence of prior contra
dictory statements, whether oral or written, made by the lritness, 
may in the discretion of the judGe be excluded unless the witness 
"as so examined while testifying as to give him an opportunity to 
identify, explain or deny the statement; (c) evidence of traits of 
his character other than honesty or veracity or their opposites, 
shall be inadmissible; (d) evidence of specific instances of his 
conduct relevant only as tending to prove a trait of his character, 
shall be inadmissible. 
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Government Code 
• = ....... '_' t. 

~ion 11513. This section should be revised to read.; 

11513. (a) Oral evidence shall be taken only on oath or affirmation. 

(b) Each party shall have these rights: to call and examine 
witnesses; to introduce exhibits; to cross-examine opposing witnesses 
on any matter relevant to the issues even though that matter was not 
covered in the direct examination; to impeach any witness regardless 
of which party first called him to testify; and to rebut the evidence 
against him. It respondent does not testify in his own behal.f he may 
be called and examined as if under cross-examination. 

(c) The hearing need not be conducted according to technical 
nLles relating to evidence and witnesses. Any relevant evidence shall 
be admitted if it is the sort of evidence on which responsible persons 
are accustomed to rely in the conduct of serious affairs, regardless 
of the existence of any common law or statutory rule which might make 
improper the admission of such evidence over objection in civil actions. 
Hearsay evidence may be used for the purpose of supplementing or 
explaining any direct evidence but shall not be sufficient in itself 
to support a finding unless it would be admissible over objection in 
civil actions. The rules of privilege shall be effective to the [samel 
extent that they are [Rsw-e~-Befear~e~-H~yl otherwise required by 
statute to be recognized [~R-e~v~~-ae~~9Bsl at the hearing, and 
irrelevant and unduly repetitious evidence shall be excluded. 

This revi.sion is necessary because under this tentative recommendation, 

the privileges applicable in some administrative proceedings are at times 

different from those applicable in civil actions. 
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Health and Safety Code 

Section 3197. Tllis section should be revised to conform to the Uniform 

Rules The revision merely substitutes a reference to RIiles 23.5, 27, and 28, 

which supersede subdivisions 1 and 4 of Section 188~ and makes no subsiontive 

change. The revised section would read as follows: 

3197. In any prosecution for a violation of any provision of this 
article, or ar", rule or regulation of the board made pursuant to this 
article, or in ally quarantine proceeding authorized by this article, or 
in any habeas corpus or other proceeding in which the legality of such 
quarantine is questioned, any physician, health officer, spouse, or other 
person shall be competent al1d may be required to testify against any 
person against whom such prosecution or other proceeding was instituted, 
and [~ae-~F~vi649a6-e€-6R£~e€~eaG-l-aaa-4-ef-Se€ti9a-lg~-8€-tae-€eie 
9f-g4v41-PF8eea~~e-6Sall-Eet-~eJ Rules 27.5, 2~ and 28 of the Uniform 
Rules of Evidence are not applicable to or in any such prosecution or 
proceeding. 

Penal Code 

Section 270e. This section should be revised to conform to the Uniform 

Rules. The revision makes no substantive change. The revised section would 

read as follows,: 

270e. No other evidence shall -oe required to prove marriage 
of husband and wife, or that a person is the lawful father or mother 
of a child or children, than is or shall be required to prove such 
facts in a civil action. In all prosecutions under either section 
270a or 270 of this code [aBY-eK~£~4Rg-~~8v4649a6-8f-law-~aa~it!~ 
tae-a46€186R~-9f-€8Rf4aep.t4aa-€sBaHRi~at4ea6-setweea-k~eBaaa-aaa 
wife-skali] Rules 27.5 and 28 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence do not 
apply, and both husband and wife shall be competent to testify to any 
and all relevant matters, including the fact of marriage and the parentag~ 
of a child or children. Proof of "che abandonment and nonsupport of a 
"ife, or of the omission to ~urnish necessary food, clothing, shelter, or 
of medical attendance for a child or children is prima facie evidence 
that such abandonment and nonsupport or omission to furnish necessary 
food, clothing, shelter or medical attendance is wilful. In al'Y 
prosecution under Section 270, it shall be competent for the :people 
to prove nonaccess of husband to wife or any other fact establishing 
nonpaternity of a husband. In any prosecution pursuant to Section 270, 
the final establishment of paternity or nonpaternity in anot~er pro
ceeding shall be admissible as evidence of paternity or nonpaternity. 

8/6/63 
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Section E88. 'i'hi8 section shou.ld be revised to delete language ti.at 

is snreTseded by Rule3 23, 24, and 2,). The i'evised s8ci;:,0:: "ould read as fOl.lm1s: 

688. No ?erEOn [e3.f.l-lle-€8EFellea.;-"-R-e.--e%~iL",e.l-a€t"-8R,-te-ee-e. 
11~:bS€G5-a.ga~E6~-a:illl...sel;fj-:ae3:~-€e~H-a-?€f'6eE.] che..rged ,,:ri th a public ofrense may 
be subjected~ hefore conviction, to any more restraint than is necessary 
for hls detzntion to answer the charge. 

Section 1322 provid.e~: 

1322. Keitner husband nor wife is a competent witness for 0:::
against the other in a criminal actio!' or proceeding to "'hich one 
or ·Doth aTe parties, except ,Ti th the consent of both, or in case 
of crLyUir,al actions or I)l~ceediDgs ~or a. crime committed by one against 
the person or property 0:; the other, w[..ether before or afte:!:' marriage 
or in cases of criminal violence upon one b"' tl:e other, or upon the 
child or children of one by t:1e otr_er or in cases of criminal actions 
or proceedings for b:i.gamy, or adultery, or in cases of cri:C!i!'..al actions 
or proceedings brought under the provisions of section 270 und 270a 
of this cede Dr under any :pr')visions of the t! Juvenile Cou~t LaY-T. n 

This section should be repealed. It is su~erseded byPropoae4'Rule 27.5. 

Section- 1323 provides: 

1323. A defendant in a crir::i.nal action or proceeding can not be 
compelled to be a witness against hinself) but i:' he offers htmself' as 
a witness, he may be cross-exami~ed by +.he counsel for the people as to all 
all l!'.atters about which he was examined in chief. The failure of 
the defend.a.'1t to explain or to deny b~' his testimony any evidence 
or facts in the case against him rre.y be cmmnented npon by counsel. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by Rules 23(1), 

25(7), and 39(2). 
:;cction 1323.5 provides: 

1323.5. In the trial of or examination upon all iniictments, 
complaints, and other proceedi~gs cefore any court, r-agistrate, grand 
jur..:rJ or ot~er tribur.al, against persons accused or charged. ,,;-rith the 
commission of crimes or offenses, the person accus0d or charged 
st..all, at his own request, but not otherwise,. be deemed a competent 
witness. The credit to "je given to l:is testimony shall te leI"--'~ 

solely to the jury, u:~der the iCl£t~ctions of the court, or to the 
discrimination of the magistrate, grand jury, cr other tribunal before 
which the testimony is given. 

Thin secticn sl:a11 !lC':~ ce construed as compel "1 ing any such 
person ";0 tes-:ify. 
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This section Ehould be repealed, Ie is superseded -;JY Rule 23., which 

r,~tains ;;:.he only effect the secticn has ever been c.;iven--to prevent the 

Y):,"~secution from calling ~he defcnc.ant tn a crimi:1al action as a witness. See 
-PeoFle \-. ~l'aile, ill Cal. Ap]J.2<1 650, 245 P > 2d 633 (1952). 
~-:l1cther Section 1323v5 provides D. broader privileGe tha.r.;. Rule 23 is not 

clear, for the meaning of "che phrase "persons acc:J.Sed or cloarged" is uncertain. 

Fo}" example} a witness before t.~lC grand jury or at n. coroner'e inquest is 

not technically a person >'accused Or charged," a;:;::' ,~2ction 1323,5 would 

appear r.lot to apply to such pr.')ceedings Q A person ',rho cla:::':.ns the privilege 

aGainst self-incri.'llinat::'on before the gr~d jury J B.~ a coroner T s inquest, 

or in some other proceeding is pro"' .. ~ided with sufficient protection ur .. der 

-ehe tentative reco!n.'llendation, for his claim of p:c-Lilege cannot 1:;e shown 

to impeach him or to draw inferences again s·c. him in a subsequent civil 

or criminal proceeding. 
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